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Chapter 1 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 

In this chapter a short history of persistent luminescence and an overview of Eu2+ 
activated persistent luminescent materials reported in the literature is given. Since 
the vast majority of persistent luminescent materials is based on lanthanide ions, 
this chapter gives also an introduction to lanthanide luminescence. Special 
attention is given to Eu2+ luminescence as this thesis deals with Eu2+ activated 
persistent luminescent materials. An outline of the work presented in this thesis 
is given in the last section of this Chapter. 
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1.1 Persistent luminescence: historical background 

The phenomenon of persistent luminescence (known also as afterglow) from 
natural materials has been known and has fascinated people for centuries. The first 
written reference to afterglow material comes from the Sung Dynasty of China [1]. 
In the miscellaneous notes by a Sung monk Tsan-Ning, from the 11th century, there 
is a story about an unusual painting which was presented to the second emperor 
of the Sung Dynasty. In the painting there was a cow which appeared as eating 
grass outside a pen during daytime, but as resting in it at night. The ink which was 
visible in the night was mixed with drops from a special kind pearl shell.  
The natural persistent luminescent minerals have been known long before the 
advent of man-made phosphors. In the literature, there are a few records 
of “magic” minerals glowing in dark. In 1568, Cellini Benvenuto in the book “Due 
Trattati dell'Orifieera” [1] described diamond which shines after exposure to day 
light. Another example of natural persistent luminescent material is van Helmont's 
flint stone. The story of Jan Baptista van Helmont who found a flint which retains 
the light of the sun for two to three hours was described by a few writers; 
by Priestley in 1772, by Beccaria in 1744 and by B. Wilson in 1775. 
The first scientifically documented material to show persistent luminescence was 
the Bolognian Stone [1, 2]. In 1603, an Italian shoemaker and a dabbler in alchemy 
Vincenzo Cascariolo found, apparently by chance, that a mineral obtained from 
Monte Paterno close to Bologna, glows in the dark after prior calcination [3]. Since 
the reason of persistent luminescence in this material remained a mystery, the 
stone was also named “magic stone”. The rumor of magic stone spread quickly but 
the preparation method was kept more or less a secret. Initially alchemists had 
hoped for the discovery of the philosopher's stone, a legendary alchemical 
substance said to be capable of turning base metals into gold or silver. They 
believed that properly prepared Bolognian Stone would attract the “golden light 
of the sun” and therefore seemed to be the appropriate material to convert "ignoble 
metals" into gold. Very important was the varying color of the afterglow of the 
Bolognian Stone [4]. Some alchemists believed that the color of the luminescence 
indicated components in the phosphor. The philosopher's stone, if red or yellow 
was thought to impart qualities of gold to a base metal, if white, the qualities 
of silver. Since the Bolognian Stone shows whitish sparks some alchemists 
believed that this phosphor must contain silver. Although the hope of preparing 
a philosopher's stone failed, the Bolognian Stone aroused great interest among the 
educated and the layman of the time. Even Galileo Galilei participated 
in a scientific debate regarding the stone, although he never wrote anything on this 
subject. He believed that persistent luminescence of the Bolognian Stone was 
a reflection of sunlight from the Earth to the Moon [4]. The explanations 
of persistent luminescence of Bolognian Stone evolved together with general 
knowledge of materials and the nature of light. Before the electron concept, the 
explanations of the persistent luminescence passed through a series of beliefs 
and myths. One of the oldest views was the sponge theory introduced by La Galla 
(1612) and held by many other scientists. The theory assumes that persistent 
luminescence is connected with the absorption of light in a porous material that 
was subsequently released slowly. Calcination of the stone made it more porous. 
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This theory was rejected after observations made by Zucchi (1652). He pointed out 
that phosphor emitted the same color of luminescence no matter what the color 
of the light to which it was exposed. Another theory given by Ovidio Montalbani 
(1634) assumes that persistent luminescence is similar to burning, because of the 
sulphur contained in the phosphor. According to the burning theory, calcinations 
brought the sulphur to the surface or released it. The research on the Bolognian 
Stone lasted for many decades. Finally, the Bolognian Stone was identified 
as a heavy spar, a native barium sulphate, rich in sulphur and persistent 
luminescence comes from its reduced product, barium sulfide (BaS). Taking into 
account the low purity of the original barite used for the reduction, a lot of different 
impurities were present in the material and caused persistent luminescence. These 
natural occurring impurities were also responsible for the varying color of afterglow 
in the Bolognian Stone reported in the literature. 
At the beginning of the 20th century zinc sulfide doped with copper was developed 
as long afterglow phosphor [5, 6]. The persistent luminescence of ZnS:Cu+ 

is visually recognized for some 40 min [7]. Co-doping with Co2+ doubled 
the persistent luminescence time of ZnS:Cu+ [8]. Zinc sulfide based persistent 
phosphors have found applications as night vision materials [9, 10]. However, its 
performance was not satisfying. The phosphor is extremely sensitive to moisture 
and thus chemically unstable. The persistent luminescence of ZnS doped with 
copper and co-doped with cobalt is initially strong but the energy storage capacity 
of the phosphor is small, and thus afterglow is limited to a short time. To stimulate 
afterglow from this phosphor an additional excitation source is needed. Very often 
traces of environmentally unsafe radioisotopes like Promethium, Tritium or Radium 
were added [11]. 
The next generations of long persistent phosphors were alkaline earth sulfides 
such as CaS and SrS [12]. These phosphors, known also as Lenard’s phosphors 
were studied since the 1930s [13] and re-discovered by Lehmann et al. in the early 
1970s [12]. Lehmann doped these phosphors with different dopants viz. Bi3+, Eu2+, 
or Ce3+ [14-16]. The major advantage of alkaline earth sulfides is that they can be 
excited by sunlight, but they have the same disadvantage as ZnS:Cu+. They are 
chemically unstable: when they are exposed to moisture, H2S is released. 
The 1996 turned out to be a very important year for persistent luminescence 
as with SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ a new type of afterglow phosphor was reported 
by T. Matsuzawa et al. [17, 18]. This discovery started a new wave of research 
on persistent luminescence. At the same time Takasaki et al. observed 
independently long persistent luminescence of SrAl2O4:Eu2+, Dy3+ [19]. The newly 
discovered long persistent phosphor has been developed from SrAl2O4:Eu2+.  
This material was already known for a long time. The intensive studies on this 
phosphor were performed in 1960s and early 1970s, primarily for lamp 
and cathode-ray tube applications [20-22]. In 1968, F.C. Palilla et al. observed that 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+ exhibits a rapid initial decay followed by a long persistence at a very 
low light level [23]. In 1971 Abbruscato et al. reported that the optical properties 
of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ depend on its composition [24]. Longer and more efficient 
persistent luminescence was obtained in SrAl2O4:Eu2+ synthesized with an excess 
of alumina, which results in formation of trapping centers thought to be associated 
with Sr2+ vacancies. However, the persistent luminescence of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 
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obtained by Palilla and Abbruscato was rather weak. It was Matsuzawa’s discovery 
that brought a breakthrough in the research on afterglow materials. Matsuzawa 
strongly enhanced the brightness and persistence time of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 

by co-doping with selected trivalent rare earth ions. The best result was obtained 
by co-doping with Dy3+ or Nd3+ [19]. After his finding many scientists have again 
concentrated their efforts on understanding the mechanism of afterglow 
(see Chapter 2). Extensive research on different afterglow materials has been 
conducted. Different synthesis methods, various co-dopants, and fluxes were 
investigated in order to tune the emission color and to prolong persistent 
luminescence [25-32]. Those studies have brought new interesting afterglow 
phosphors emitting mostly in the blue-green spectral range. Until now, the most 
efficient afterglow phosphors are blue-green emitting Eu2+ doped aluminates 
and silicates, viz. Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+ [33], Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ [34], 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ [35]. There are also a few yellow and red emitting afterglow 
phosphors, e.g. Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ [36], Y2O2S:Eu3+,Ti2+,Mn4+ [37], 
Ca2Si5N8:Eu2+,Tm3+ [38], Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ [39] and Mg2SiO4:Dy3+,Mn3+ [40] 
but most of them show short and weak persistent luminescence. Recently, 
the research on persistent luminescence has been mostly concentrated in two 
directions. The first is to clarify the mechanism of the afterglow. The second 
direction is to develop new persistent luminescent phosphors to cover the whole 
visible spectrum [41, 42]. Red emitting afterglow phosphors are of special interest 
due to their potential biomedical application, e.g. for in-vivo imaging, as red light 
is absorbed less than blue or green light in biological tissue. 
 

 
1.2 Application areas of persistent luminescent materials 

Persistent luminescent phosphors have attracted a lot of attention due to their 
potential applications. Although many phosphors have been developed over last 
years, only a few of them have led to commercial success. The most prominent 
examples are CaAl2O4:Eu2+,Nd3+, SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+, Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+, 
and Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+. All of them have persistent luminescence longer 
than 24 h.  
One of the first examples of using afterglow phosphors were watch dials containing 
zinc sulfide doped with copper [9, 10]. The persistent luminescence of ZnS:Cu+ 

is rather short thus in order to prolong it radioisotopes like Promethium, Tritium 
or Radium had to be added in the powders. Radium dialed watches with ZnS:Cu+ 

were produced for a short time only in view of the health hazards (due to Radon 
gas, formed in the process) associated with this material [43]. Promethium 
and Tritium emit only soft beta radiation and hence is fully contained within 
the plastic or glass cover of the watch dials. However in a view of safety 
and environmental consideration this kind of dials are being replaced 
by radioactive-free dials with the afterglow phosphor SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+.  
Persistent luminescent phosphors are also widely applied as self-sustained night 
vision materials. Due to their long afterglow and ability to be excited by the sunlight 
as well as artificial light, SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ is used to mark security and emergency 
route signs which continue to emit light in case of a power blackout. 
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Furthermore SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ yields long persistent luminescence in the green 
spectra region which matches the maximum response in the visual perception 
of the human eye [44]. 
In addition visible-light persistent luminescent phosphors are also used in luminous 
paints, decorative ceramics and textile printings. ‘Glow in the dark’ toys are one 
of the many funny examples using afterglow phosphors. 
Persistent luminescent phosphors have also more sophisticated applications 
e.g. in defense surveillance for tagging, tracking and locating the targets of interest 
[45]. Zn3Ga2Ge2O10:Cr3+ is one of recently developed and very promising NIR 
persistent luminescent phosphors [45]. It exhibits strong emission at 650-1000 nm, 
an afterglow time longer than 360 hours and can be effectively and repeatedly 
charged by natural sunlight. 
Nowadays, near infrared persistent luminescent phosphors are of special interest 
due to their potential application in in-vivo deep-tissue bio-imaging [46]. This optical 
imaging technique uses nanoparticles of afterglow phosphors emitting between 
600 and 1100 nm where biological tissues has a high transparency [47-49]. 
The nanoparticles can be excited before injection and their in vivo distribution can 
be detected without the need of any external excitation source (background free 
imaging). Chemical modification of the nanoparticles surface can be used for 
accumulation in tumors, due to the different metabolism or surface properties of 
tumor cells compared to healthy cells [50].  
There are also some studies on the use of afterglow phosphors for radiation 
detection [51] or structural damage sensing [52]. 
 

 
1.3 Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent materials 

Since more than a decade, extensive studies are performed in order to find new 
afterglow phosphors and prolong their persistent luminescence. However, as there 
is no comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms leading to this 
phenomenon, the development of new materials is very often based on trial 
and error methods. During the last years different co-dopants, various fluxes and 
many synthesis routes [25-27] were intensively investigated. These studies have 
brought many interesting afterglow materials emitting mostly in the blue-green 
spectral range. There are also a few yellow and red emitting afterglow phosphors 
but most of them show rather short and weak persistent luminescence. This is due 
to reduced sensitivity of the human eye in the red spectral range [53]  
and the limited number of host materials with in which Eu2+ experiences 
a sufficiently large crystal field and/or covalency to obtain red emission [54]. 
At present, the most efficient persistent luminescent materials are Eu2+ activated 
alkaline earth aluminates and silicates co-doped with selected trivalent rare earth 
ions [55]. It was observed that only Dy3+ and Nd3+ significantly enhance persistent 
luminescence of aluminate host matrixes (Table 1) [56-58]. The afterglow of silicate 
hosts is strongly enhanced by co-doping with Dy3+ and Nd3+ ions but also with 
Tm3+, Ho3+ or Tb3+ for some phosphors (Table 2). Besides the well-known 
aluminates and silicates, persistent luminescence was found in other Eu2+ activated 

materials like: sulfides, thiogallates, nitrido-silicates and chloroaluminates. 
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Furthermore, Eu2+ is not the only one rare earth ion used in persistent 
luminescence but is the most efficient one up till now. Persistent luminescence 
has been also found in some Mn2+, Tb3+, Ce3+, Eu3+ and Pr3+ activated materials. 
The most prominent examples are Zn11Si4B10O34:Mn2+ [59], CaSnO3:Tb3+ [60], 
CaAl2O4: Ce3+ [61], Y2O2S:Eu3+,Ti4+,Mg2+ [62] and CaZrO3:Pr3+,Li+ [63]. 
Since the Eu2+ activated materials are the most efficient afterglow phosphors; this 
chapter gives an overview of this type of phosphors based on literature reports. 
Nevertheless, together with the progress in understanding the afterglow 
mechanism, the number of new materials rapidly increases. 
In this overview the afterglow durations is defined as the time after which the dark 
adapted human eye can still see afterglow after extensive illumination 
of the material in sunlight. 
 

 
1.3.1 Eu2+ activated aluminates 

The Eu2+ doped alkaline earth aluminates are the most widely studied group 
of persistent luminescent phosphors (Table 1). Most of the studies on persistent 
luminescence mechanism have been devoted to SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ and 
CaAl2O4:Eu2+,Nd3+  phosphors as shown by numerous papers. The alkaline earth 
aluminates attracted much attention due to their chemical stability, high quantum 
yield and wide band gap of approximately 6 eV. As a consequence, afterglow 
induced by near UV or visible light involves dopant states. It was observed that 
many Eu2+ activated aluminates show persistent luminescence and do not need co-
doping with other ions. However, the longest persistent luminescence has been 
found in SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+, Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and  CaAl2O4 Eu2+,Nd3+. 
 
Table 1 Overview of Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent aluminates. 

Host 
matrix 

Luminescence 
center 

Co-dopant Emission   
maximum [nm] 

Afterglow 
duration 

Reference 

      MgAl2O4 Eu2+ Dy3+ 480 > 1 min [64, 65] 
CaAl2O4 Eu2+ Nd3+ 440 > 5 h [66-70] 
Ca12Al14O33 Eu2+ Nd3+ 440 > 5 min [71] 
SrAl12O19 Eu2+ Dy3+ 400 > 2 h [72, 73] 
SrAl4O7 Eu2+ Dy3+ 480 > 1 h [72, 74, 75] 
Sr4Al14O25 Eu2+ Dy3+ 405, 490 > 10 h [76-78] 
SrAl2O4 Eu2+ Dy3+ 445, 520 > 10 h [17, 79-81] 
Sr3Al2O6 Eu2+ Dy3+ 535, 620 > 10 min [72, 82-85] 
BaAl2O4 Eu2+ Dy3+ 505 > 2 h [76, 86-88] 
SrMgAl10O17 Eu2+ Dy3+ 460, 515 > 3 min [89] 
BaMgAl10O17 Eu2+ Co3+ 450 > 5 min [90] 
BaCa2Al8O15 Eu2+ Dy3+ 435 > 5 min [91] 
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1.3.2 Eu2+ activated silicates 

The Eu2+ activated alkaline earth silicates are the second mostly studied group 
of persistent luminescent phosphors and the biggest one (Table 2). Similar to the 
aluminates, the Eu2+ doped silicates are characterized by chemical stability, high 
quantum yield and wide band gap. They also have good water resistance and their 
calcination temperature is lower than for aluminates. In 2001, Lin et al. have 
observed persistent luminescence from a silicate material, namely 
Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+ for the first time [33]. Since then a lot of afterglow phosphors 
based on alkaline earth silicates have been developed. The longest persistent 
luminescence has been found in binary silicates, such as 
(Ca,Sr,Ba)3MgSi2O8:Eu2+,Dy3+, Ca2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Tb3+ or Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+. 
 
Table 2 Overview of Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent silicates. 

Host 
matrix 

Luminescence 
center 

Co-dopant Emission 
maximum [nm] 

Afterglow 
duration 

Reference 

      CaMgSi2O6 Eu2+ Dy3+, Nd3+ 447 > 4 h [92-94] 
Ca2MgSi2O7 Eu2+ Tb3+ 545 > 5 h [92, 95, 96] 
Ca3MgSi2O8 Eu2+ Dy3+ 470 > 6 h [97, 98] 
CaAl2Si2O8 Eu2+ Dy3+/Pr3+ 440 > 2 h [99-101] 
Sr2SiO4 Eu2+ Dy3+ 470, 560 > 10 min [36, 102] 
Sr2MgSi2O7 Eu2+ Dy3+ 470 > 10 h [33, 103-105] 
Sr3MgSi2O8 Eu2+ Dy3+ 460 > 7 h [98, 106] 
Sr2Al2SiO7 Eu2+ Dy3+ 484 > 1min [107] 
Sr3Al10SiO20 Eu2+ Ho3+ 466 > 6 h [108, 109] 
Ba13Al22Si10O66 Eu2+ - 426, 471, 543 > 40 min [110] 
Ba2MgSi2O7 Eu2+ Tm3+ 505 > 5 h [111, 112] 
Ba3MgSi2O8 Eu2+ Dy3+ 440 > 20 min [98] 
Ba4Si6O16 Eu2+ Dy3+ 506 > 24 h [113] 
CaSrAl2SiO7 Eu2+ - 444 > 20 min [100] 
Ca2ZnSi2O7 Eu2+ - 528 > 2 h [114] 
Sr2ZnSi2O7 Eu2+ Dy3+ 457 > 3 min [115, 116] 
Ba2ZnSi2O7 Eu2+ Nd3+ 505 > 1 min [117] 
 
 
1.3.3 Other Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent phosphors 

As mentioned before, besides aluminates and silicates, persistent luminescence 
was also found in some other Eu2+ activated materials, such as sulfides, borates, 
phosphates, thiogallates and recently nitrido-silicates and chloroaluminates  
(Table 3). However, the persistent luminescence of these materials is not as strong 
as for aluminates and silicates. The persistent luminescence of borates 
and phosphates is found in the blue - green spectral region, while persistent 
luminescence of the more alkaline sulfides, nitrido-silicates and chloroaluminates 
is shifted towards longer wavelengths. This red shift is caused by a larger 
covalency of the chemical bonds between Eu2+ and the anion ligands, compared 
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to oxide materials. The red persistent luminescence of some sulfides makes these 
materials very interesting for many purposes, but they are chemically unstable 
which limits practical applications. In contrast to sulfides, the thiogallates are much 
less sensitive to the moisture and therefore much more stable. Recently, Eu2+ 
doped nitrido-silicates M2Si5N8:Eu2+ have attracted interest because of their 
thermal and chemical stability, and high quantum efficiency. The Eu2+ doped 
nitrido-silicates exhibit very efficient yellow (M=Ba), orange (M=Ca) or orange-red 
(M=Sr) emission. In 2009 van den Eeckhout et al. and Miyamoto et al. 
independently reported on afterglow in this class of materials [38, 118]. It was 
observed that Ca2Si5N8:Eu2+ show a weak persistent luminescence that can be 
strongly enhanced by co-doping with selected trivalent rare earth ions. The longest 
afterglow was found in Ca2Si5N8:Eu2+ co-doped with Tm3+. 

Table 3 Overview of Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent phosphors 
besides aluminates and silicates. 

Host 
matrix 

Luminescence 
center 

Co-dopant Emission 
maximum [nm] 

Afterglow 
duration 

Reference 

      Ca2Si5N8 Eu2+ Tm3+ 610 > 1 h [38, 118-120] 
CaAl2B2O7 Eu2+ Nd3+ 464 > 1 h [121] 
SrAl1.7B0.3O4 Eu2+ - 520 > 2 h [122] 
Ca2P2O7 Eu2+ Y3+ 415 > 6 h [123] 
Sr2P2O7 Eu2+ Y3+ 420 > 8 h [124] 
SrMg2P2O8 Eu2+ Ce3+/Gd3+ 400 > 2 h [125] 
CaS Eu2+ Tm3+/Pr3+ 650 > 1 h [126-128] 
CaGa2S4 Eu2+ Ho3+ 555 > 30 min [129, 130] 
Ca2SiS4 Eu2+ Nd3+ 660 > 30 min [131] 
Sr3Al2O5Cl2 Eu2+ Tm3+/Dy3+ 620 > 5 min [132] 

 
 

1.4 Lanthanide Luminescence 

The lanthanides are the group of elements for which the inner 4f orbitals are being 
filled with progressing atomic number. The lanthanide series comprise fifteen 
elements with atomic numbers from 57 (lanthanum, no f-electrons) to 71 (lutetium, 
14 f-electrons) [133]. The name lanthanide originates from the Greek word 
“λανθανειν” which means “to lie hidden”. The name stems from the fact that 
Lanthanum was discovered hidden as an impurity in cerium oxide. The lanthanide 
series is characterized by the presence of 4f orbitals which are shielded from the 
surroundings by 5s2 and 5p6 outer shell orbitals. The shielding of the 4f orbitals 
results in very similar chemical properties of all lanthanides. Therefore, it took more 
than a century to separate and discover all lanthanides. 
The lanthanides together with yttrium and scandium are known as rare earth 
elements but in fact they are fairly abundant in nature [134]. Thulium and lutetium 
are the two least abundant rare earth elements - but each of them has an average 
crustal abundance which is nearly 200 times greater than the crustal abundance 
of gold. The most abundant rare earth elements are cerium, yttrium, lanthanum and 
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neodymium. They have average crustal abundances similar to commonly used 
industrial metals such as chromium, nickel, zinc or molybdenum [135]. Rare earth 
elements are obtained mainly from the mineral monazite, but also from xenotime, 
cerite, gadolinite, and samarskite. The separation of the rare earth elements from 
each other is very difficult because of their very similar chemical properties. 
The isolation of an individual element may involve hundreds of fractional 
crystallizations or ion exchange chromatography steps. However, it is not possible 
to obtain 100% pure compounds; they always contain traces of the adjacent 
lanthanide ions. 
Rare earth elements are present in relatively low concentrations in exploitable ore 
deposits (typically having 1-5% of rare earths) which make them very difficult 
to mine.  Most of the worlds’ supply comes from only a few sources. 
As technological applications of rare earth ions have multiplied over the past 
several decades, the demand for these elements increased dramatically as well. 
At present, China is the dominant producer of rare earth elements and 
is responsible for over 95% of the worlds’ production [136]. The major source 
of Chinese rare earth elements is the Bayan Obo Mining District, located in the 
west of Inner Mongolia [137, 138]. China became the dominant producer of rare 
earth elements in the early 1990s, when production at the Mountain Pass mine 
in California had been declining. The dominance of China increased rapidly and in 
2000 accounted for about 90% of the world rare earth production [136]. In 2010, 
the Chinese government announced that export restrictions of their rare earth 
elements to ensure sufficient supply for domestic manufacturing. Since then China 
has begun to extensively control the export of rare earth minerals [135]. This 
vulnerability to rare earth mineral export has been realised by other countries 
and alternative sources of rare metal mining, outside of China, are explored as well 
as new recycling technologies [136, 139-141]. Additionally, the total expected 
production of rare earth elements in China is anticipated to be insufficient for the 
future worldwide demand [142]. 
 
 
1.4.1 The discovery of the lanthanides 

The history of lanthanides dates from the end of the 18th century. In 1787 a young 
Swedish artillery officer, Lieutenant Carl Axel Arrhenius, found a new very dense 
black mineral in Ytterby, near Stockholm (Sweden) [143]. He named it Ytterbite. 
The mineral was intensively investigated by the Finnish professor Johan Gadolin. 
In 1794 he obtained yttria, which was later shown to be a mixture of the oxides 
of six rare earth elements [144]. In 1803, Berzelius and Klaproth isolated the first 
cerium compound. In the early 20th century Moseley used X-ray spectroscopy 
to prove that there were fourteen elements between Lanthanum and Hafnium. 
These elements were later isolated from the same mineral [145]. The Europium 
spectral lines were observed by Paul Emile Lecog de Boisbaudran in 1890 
in a samarium-gadolinium mixture for the first time. Eu was finally isolated in 1901 
by the French chemist Eugène-Anatole Demarçay and named after the European 
continent. With the discovery of Lutetium in 1907, the naturally occurring rare 
earths had been all isolated [145].  
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1.4.2 Applications of the lanthanides 

The lanthanide ions are becoming more and more important, because of their 
potential applications in high-technology. The incompletely filled 4f shell 
is responsible for their unique optical and magnetic properties. The major 
application categories of rare earth ions are magnets [146-148], catalysts 
[149, 150] metal alloy/batteries [151], polishing [151], glass [152] phosphors [153] 
and ceramics [154]. 
Many recent technological innovations would not be possible without rare earth 
magnets. Alloys, such as Nd2Fe14B and Co5Sm, containing additional dopants such 
as Gd, Dy, or Pr have revolutionized magnet technology. Small, lightweight, high 
magnetic remanence  rare earth magnets have allowed miniaturization 
of numerous electrical and electronic components used in various appliances, 
computers, audio and video equipment, automobiles, communications systems, 
and military gear. Lanthanides also play an essential role in modern national 
defense. Night-vision goggles, precision-guided weapons and other defense 
technology rely on various rare earth metals [142, 155]. 
The common types of rechargeable batteries containing either cadmium or lead 
are gradually being replaced by lanthanum-nickel-hydride or Li-ion batteries 
in computer and communications technologies [135]. This type of batteries offers 
greater energy density, better charge-discharge characteristics and lower toxicity.  
Lanthanides play a prominent role in lighting and light conversion technologies, 
as the active constituent in many innovative materials. Extensive studies 
on lanthanides led to the invention of trichromatic fluorescent tubes, white light 
LEDs, color television, plasma display panels, optical fibres, up-conversion 
phosphors, solid state lasers or X-ray phosphors or improved their performance 
significantly [156-163]. 
The major part of the presently used efficient lighting sources relies heavily 
on lanthanide luminescence. In fluorescent lamps, ions of lanthanides are applied 
for absorption of the UV radiation and the generation of visible light. 
BaMgAl10O17:Eu, LaPO4:Ce,Tb and Y2O3:Eu are commonly used as blue, green 
and red-emitting phosphors, respectively [164]. The development of very efficient 
blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) marks a breakthrough in solid-state lighting 
technology. The most common method to produce white light with LEDs is the 
combination of blue InGaN-GaN LEDs with the yellow emitting Y3Al5O12:Ce 
phosphor [165-167]. 
The solid state lasers technology is also based heavily on Lanthanide ions 
luminescence. The Neodymium doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet is a widespread 
type of the solid-state laser medium, due to combination of properties favorable 
for lasing [168].  
The lanthanide ions are also successfully employed in scintillators [153], high-
density luminescent materials, which convert X-ray or gamma rays directly into 
visible light. Rare earths based scintillators rely on 4fn15d → 4fn emission of Ce3+, 
characterized by broad-band emission and a short ns [169]. Rare earths based 
scintillators find application in medical imaging, e.g. Positron Emission Tomography 
and Computed Tomography [170]. 
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The long persistent luminescence of some rare earth phosphors has also resulted 
in application in security signs, watch dials or optical data storage [41]. 
The applications of afterglow phosphors are described in more detail in Section 
1.2. Among the various applications, lanthanides are also applied for counterfeiting 
purposes [171]. Europium, the element named after Europe, is present as anti-
counterfeit tracer in Euro banknotes. The red, green, and blue emissions observed 
under the blacklight at a cash register originate from Eu3+ and Eu2+ ions in different 
host matrixes [172]. 
The number of applications of lanthanides’ ions constantly increases and this trend 
will undoubtedly continue together with the development of new technologies. 
 
 
1.4.3 The intraconfigurational f - f transitions 

The characteristic narrow-line emission of trivalent lanthanides originates from 
intraconfigurational [Xe]4fn - [Xe]4fn transitions. Interactions for the 4f electrons 
(Coulomb and spin-orbit) give rise to a large number of energy levels within the 4fn 
configuration. The energy levels have been extensively studied and are collected in 
the so-called Dieke diagram [173]. The shielding of the 4f orbitals results in sharp 
atomic-like line emission, because the f-electrons hardly experience interaction 
from electrons of the ligands.  The 4fn - 4fn electronic transitions are parity 
forbidden and characterized by weak oscillator strengths and long excited state 
lifetimes in the millisecond range [173]. The 4fn - 4fn transitions of trivalent 
lanthanides appear in the NIR, VIS and UV spectral region. 
 

 
1.4.4 The interconfigurational f - d transitions 

The interconfigurational [Xe]4fn - [Xe]4fn-15d transitions are found in divalent 
lanthanides, which show relatively low electron affinity (Eu2+, Yb2+, Sm2+, Tm2+) 
and in trivalent lanthanides, which have rather high stability in tetravalent state 
(Ce3+, Nd3+, Tb3+, Pr3+). These transitions are parity-allowed and therefore more 
intense than 4fn - 4fn transitions. The 4fn - 4fn-15d transitions are characterized by 
high oscillator strengths, short lifetimes and broad absorption and emission bands 
instead of sharp lines typical for 4fn - 4fn transitions. The positions of the 5d energy 
levels are strongly influenced by the surroundings and depend on several factors: 
nephelauxetic effect (covalency in the chemical bonds with the anion ligands), 
the crystal field induced by ligands and Stokes shift [173].  
The term nephelauxetic means “cloud expanding” and with increasing covalancy 
the wave function for the 5d electron becomes more delocalized over the ligands. 
Therefore, an increase in the covalency reduces the energy difference between 
the 4f7ground state and the 4f65d1 excited state. As a consequence, the lowest 
excited 5d level is located at lower energy resulting in red shifted emission bands. 
The second factor, the crystal field splitting, is responsible for a splitting of the 5d 
levels and is determined by the number of ligands surrounding the central ion, their 
distance, their charge, and the coordination geometry. The 5d orbitals in the free 
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Figure 1 The influence of covalency, crystal field splitting and Stokes shift 
on the position of the 5d energy levels and d-f emission. 
 
metal ion are degenerated (all have the same energy), when spin-orbit coupling 
is not taken into account. The ligands remove the degeneracy partially 
or completely and lead to the splitting into a maximum of five crystal field 5d levels. 
In a highly symmetric environment (dodecahedral, octahedral and tetrahedral) 
the 5d orbitals split into two groups, whereas a lower symmetry leads to the 
splitting into more crystal field components. For a relatively low coordination 
number (like in an octahedron) the distances between the central ion and the 
ligands are small and the crystal field splitting is large. For higher coordination 
numbers, the interionic distances increases, reducing the crystal field strength. 
The Stokes shift is related to the energy difference between the excitation and the 
emission maximum and originates from lattice relaxation as a consequence 
of the optical transition. The influence of these three factors on the 5d-4f transitions 
is schematically presented in Figure 1. 
 
 
1.5 Eu2+ luminescence 

Europium is the most versatile among all lanthanides. It occurs more often in the 
divalent than trivalent state, which is in the contrast to all the other lanthanides. 
The high stability of the divalent state originates from the stability of the half filled 
shell configuration (4f7) for Eu2+. The valence state of europium has a great 
influence on its luminescence properties. The 5d-4f transitions of Eu2+ emissions 
are parity allowed. In addition there are also 4f-4f transitions of Eu2+ which 
are parity forbidden, which are located in the UV. The 4f-4f transitions of Eu3+ 
emission are parity forbidden. Consequently the luminescent properties of Eu3+ 

and Eu2+ ions differ significantly. The Eu3+ luminescence consists of sharp lines 
 in the red spectral region between 580 and 720 nm. The sharp emission lines 
result from the intraconfigurational f - f transitions of the Eu3+ ions. 
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Figure 2 Schematic energy level diagram of Eu2+ as a function of the crystal 
field strength Δ. 
 
Since the interaction of the 4f orbitals with their surrounding ions is very weak 
the spectral position of Eu3+ emission does not vary very much in different host 
matrixes [153]. The luminescence of divalent europium consists mostly of broad 
intense band emission in the visible spectral range. The ground state of the 4f7 
configuration of Eu2+ is 8S7/2, while the lowest 4f7 excited state is the 6PJ state in the 
  

 
 
Figure 3 Emission spectra of different aluminates measured at 300 K 
(Emission spectrum of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ was measured at 4 K due to strong 
thermal quenching). 
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UV (around 360 nm). In most Eu2+ activated phosphors, the lowest level of the 
4f65d configuration lies below the 6PJ state, leading to broadband luminescence 
due to the interconfigurational electronic 4f65d - 4f7 (8S7/2) transition. 
The interactions of the 4f levels with their surrounding ions are weak and the 
energies of the 4f7 levels are independent of the host lattice. The 5d orbitals 
interact strongly with the surroundings and therefore the 4f7 - 4f65d1 transitions 
are strongly influenced by the chemical environment of Eu2+. The combination 
of the crystal field strength and covalency leads to a red-shift of Eu2+ emission 
compared to the free ion transition. Due to a variation in crystal field strength 
and covalency, the Eu2+ emission can vary from UV to red in different host matrices 
(Figure 2). As an example, the emission of Eu2+ in strontium aluminates family can 
be given (Figure 3). In the most ionic compound among all strontium aluminates 
viz. SrAl12O19, the Eu2+ emission is located in the near UV while in the most 
alkaline material, viz. Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+, Eu2+ shows red emission at 625 nm.  
 
 
1.6 Summary of the thesis 

This thesis deals with luminescence and persistent luminescence of Eu2+ activated 
materials and aims at unraveling the mechanism behind the persistent 
luminescence, in particular the role of Dy3+ in the physical process leading 
to persistent luminescence. The second aim of this thesis is the preparation and 
characterization of persistent luminescence phosphors emitting at different colors, 
especially yellow and red, where there is a need for better afterglow materials. 
A range of aluminates, silicates and chloroaluminates host lattices doped with Eu2+ 
and co-doped with additional rare earths are investigated.  
 
In Chapter 1 a short history of persistent luminescence as well as an overview 
of reported Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent materials is given. Since the vast 
majority of afterglow materials is based on lanthanide ions, this chapter gives also 
an introduction to lanthanides luminescence. The focus is on Eu2+ luminescence as 
this thesis deals with Eu2+ activated persistent luminescent materials.  
 
In Chapter 2 different models proposed over the last years to explain 
the persistent luminescence mechanism are discussed. A special attention is given 
to describe the nature of lattice defects in terms of electron and hole trapping. 
A summary of the observations that a model should explain and new suggestions 
on how to arrive at a model that can explain all these observations are given.  
 
Chapter 3 deals with luminescence of Eu2+ activated strontium aluminates. 
The optical properties of Eu2+ doped SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4 and 
Sr3Al2O6 are investigated and discussed based on SrO/Al2O3 ratio and 
crystallographic environment for Eu2+ ions. The UV excited luminescence at room 
temperature and at 10 K as well as decay times of the Eu2+ emission 
are presented. The changes in Sr/Al ratio strongly affect the position 
of the 4f65d1 - 4f7 emission of Eu2+. The versatile character of the Eu2+ 
luminescence is beautifully demonstrated in the investigated aluminates 
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as the Eu2+ emission color is shown to vary from the near UV to the red spectral 
region in a series of aluminates. The variation in emission color depends on the 
host lattice due differences in crystal-field splitting and the covalent interaction with 
the surrounding oxygen anions. 
 
Chapter 4 explains the peculiar behavior of Eu2+ emission in Sr4Al14O25. 
The photoluminescence and time resolved emission for Eu2+ in Sr4Al14O25 

are investigated in the temperature range from 4 to 500 K. At low temperature two 
emission bands are observed at 490 and 425 nm, which are attributed to emission 
from Eu2+ on the 7- and 10-fold coordinated site, respectively. Upon raising 
temperature an unexpectedly large blue shift to 400 nm is observed for the 425 nm 
emission band. The 400 and 425 nm emission bands are assigned to d-f and 
trapped exciton emission of Eu2+ on the 10-coordinated site. The temperature 
dependence of the emission is explained by a configurational coordinate diagram 
in which the Eu2+ trapped exciton emission is at a slightly lower energy than the 
lowest energy 4f65d state. Upon raising the temperature the 4f65d state is thermally 
populated and emission from this state is observed.  
 
Chapter 5 discusses persistent luminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. The 
luminescence and thermoluminescence (TL) of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are studied 
and compared to Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ in order to elucidate the role of Dy3+.  
The intensities of the TL glow peaks of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are around 
30 times higher than the intensities of the TL glow peaks of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. 
However, the positions of the TL maximum almost do not vary. The trap depth 
of the electron traps with and without Dy3+ present seems to be very similar, 
suggesting that the nature of the traps is the same. A strong impact of post 
annealing in oxygen on persistent luminescence due to oxidation of Eu2+ 

is observed. The reduction of afterglow with increasing annealing temperature 
implies that ionized oxygen vacancies take a role in persistent luminescence 
mechanism. It is suggested that in both, Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
ionized oxygen vacancies act as electron traps. As the intensity of the afterglow 
is much higher in case of Dy3+ containing samples, the incorporation of Dy3+ ions 
is suggested to enhance the ionized oxygen vacancy density as a potential 
mechanism. 
 
In Chapter 6 the focus is shifted to a silicate matrix. The yellow luminescence and 
persistent luminescence of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+/Dy3+ are reported. The correlation 
between the phase transition and persistent luminescence of this phosphor 
is given. It is demonstrated how the formation of different crystalline modifications 
(monoclinic or orthorhombic) of strontium orthosilicate can be controlled by the 
synthesis conditions or addition of dopants, such as Eu2+ or Ba2+. The Eu2+ 
luminescence in Sr2SiO4 is discussed on the basis of crystal structure, covalent 
interactions and crystal-field strength. Persistent luminescence under UV and VUV 
excitation is discussed and insight in factors limiting the efficiency of this yellow 
afterglow material is given. It can be observed that persistent luminescence 
of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+, Dy3+ is much shorter lived that than of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. 
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Chapter 7 reports on a new red emitting persistent luminescent phosphor 
Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+/Dy3+. The temperature dependent emission spectra and decay 
curves are studied and discussed. The Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+/Dy3+  shows broad band 
emission peaking around 615 nm at room temperature and considerable thermal 
quenching of the emission intensity. It is also observed that the position of the 
emission band strongly depends on temperature and shifts towards the shorter 
wavelengths with increasing temperature, from 645 nm at 77 K to 594 nm at 500 K. 
This shift is explained by a lower quenching temperature for the longer wavelength 
(red) emission bands. Both, Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ show 
persistent luminescence. The persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ is rather 
weak and lasts only for a few seconds, whereas the same material co-doped with 
Dy3+ shows longer and stronger afterglow. However persistent luminescence 
of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ is still weaker than that of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and 
Sr2SiO4:Eu2+, Dy3+.  
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Mechanisms proposed for persistent luminescence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

In this chapter a detailed description of several models proposed for the persistent 
luminescence, especially for the widely studied SrAl2O4:Eu2+/Dy3+ is given. The 
models proposed over the last years consider trapping of electrons and holes at 
defect sites and impurities. Still, there is no unifying model that can convincingly 
explain the bright afterglow and the nature of electron and hole traps remains an 
area of further research. 
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2.1 The nature of defects, shortly  revisited  

In this section, we will first give a review on the nature of defects 
in insulators, which we subsequently use in the discussion of models applied 
to explain long afterglow in especially SrAl2O4:Eu2+/Dy3+. Lattice defects and 
impurities introduce localized defect states in the band gap of semiconductors 
or insulators, due to the fact that they interrupt the long range translational 
symmetry of the perfect lattice. Intrinsic lattice defects are e.g.: metal ion 
vacancies, anion vacancies, interstitial metal ions and interstitial anions. Impurities 
are foreign elements incorporated in the lattice. 
In the following section we shortly describe the nature of lattice defects in terms 
of hole traps and electron traps. A divalent metal ion vacancy, e.g. a strontium 
vacancy, is usually considered as a point defect that is double negative with 
respect to the perfect lattice. The removal of a Sr2+ ion leaves a vacancy where 
normally a 2+ ion resides, making it 2-. In the Kröger-Vink notation this is denoted 
as V��

′′ . 
An anion vacancy e.g. oxygen vacancy, is considered in a similar manner 
as a double positive point defect denoted by V�

•• in the Kröger-Vink notation. 
The oxygen vacancy can also trap electrons. In case two electrons occupy 
the oxygen vacancy, the lattice charge is the same as of the oxygen ion, i.e. the 
oxygen vacancy has no net effective charge in the lattice and is denoted V�

×. 
Both types of vacancies can be involved in trapping of charge carriers. 
Defects created by interstitial strontium atoms in the host matrix have two electrons 
and introduce a double hole trap when the Sr atom is oxidized to the stable 
divalent state (Sr	 +  2h → Sr	

••). Defects created by interstitial oxygen atoms 
introduce a double electron trap (O	 + 2e → O	

"). Defects created by impurity ions 
(intentionally or unintentionally added) can also play a role in trapping charges. 
For example placing a Dy3+ ion on a Sr2+ site (Dy��) gives an effective positive 
charge and can act as an electron trap to reach charge neutrality (Dy��

� ). The ability 
to trap an electron also depends strongly on the oxidation and reduction potential 
for the specific impurity ion. Also, 2Dy3+ ions can replace three Sr2+ ions. 
This results in a strontium vacancy. In Figure 1 a schematic representation of some 
defect levels is given. The position with respect to the band edges is difficult 
to determine experimentally or to calculate theoretically and remains a point 
of debate. Even for the very extensively studied ZnO the energy of the energetic 
position for the oxygen vacancy filled with 0, 1 or 2 electrons is not clear and even 
the relative energies and stability of these defects are not known, in spite of more 
than 100 years of research on ZnO [1]. The unknown properties of defects make 
it difficult to fully understand the mechanism responsible for afterglow. In these 
materials defects will be more complex than in model systems, also due 
to agglomeration of defects. Understanding the role of defects in luminescence 
processes remains one of the important challenges in the field. In the presently 
studied materials, strontium and oxygen vacancies can be formed together 
e. g. as a result of the evaporation of SrO during the high temperature solid state 
reaction. Strontium vacancies can also be created due to charge compensation 
when trivalent lanthanides like Dy3+ replace Sr2+ ions. Oxygen vacancies can be 
created in the host matrix due to the reducing conditions during preparation. 
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Figure 1 Localized levels of lattice defects. The c hemical elements mentioned 
are for illustration purposes only . 
 
As a result, the persistent luminescence properties depend strongly 
on the synthesis conditions. Both point defects like vacancies and impurity ions 
changing their charge by trapping an electron or hole have been used to explain 
the afterglow or materials like SrAl2O4:Eu2+. The complex nature of defects 
and limited means to identify specific defects and their role in the afterglow hamper 
progress in the understanding of the afterglow mechanism. 
 

 
2.2 Mechanisms proposed for persistent luminescence  in relation 

to their defect states 

Since Matsuzawa et al. reported on the new extremely long and bright persistent 
luminescent phosphor SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ in August 1996, many researchers tried 
to explain the mechanism underlying this phenomenon [2], which, however, did not 
yet result in a generally accepted model. Significant input was given by Dorenbos, 
with the determination of lanthanides energy levels in relation to the band edges 
for various inorganic compounds in 2004 [3]. Using this work, it became possible 
to predict the location of the energy levels of activator states in relation to the top 
of valence band and the bottom of conduction band. Nevertheless there are still 
points which need to be clarified. There is a large number of scientific papers which 
describe mechanisms underlying persistent luminescence. This chapter gives 
an overview of what we think are the most significant models proposed over 
the years and will end with suggestions for a simple model describing 
the phenomena observed. 
 
 
2.2.1 Model proposed by Abbruscato  

The first notes in the scientific literature on persistent luminescence in strontium 
aluminates date back to 1968, when F.C. Palilla et al. observed that SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 
exhibits a rapid initial decay followed by a long persistence at a very low light level 
[4]. The first explanation of this phenomenon was given three years later 
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by Abbruscato et al. [5]. Abbruscato performed detailed studies on this material 
and found that the optical properties of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ depend strongly on the 
composition. He observed that longer and more efficient persistent luminescence 
was obtained in SrAl2O4:Eu2+ synthesized with excess of alumina. Therefore, 
he concluded that excess alumina incorporated into SrAl2O4 introduces defects 
in the host lattice that play a role in the afterglow. In the paper, he argues that 
excess of alumina can either be incorporated as interstitial Al3+ plus O2- 

or strontium vacancies compensated by oxygen vacancies or partially filled by Al3+ 
(2Al3+ for 3Sr2+). It was assumed that the ease of oxidation of Eu2+ in the samples 
with the alumina excess is evidence of the production of strontium vacancies rather 
than incorporation of alumina interstitially. The samples were photoconductive 
under UV excitation and the sample with excess of alumina had a much higher 
photoconductive response, as compared to the samples with exact stoichiometry. 
From this it was concluded that defects created by excess of alumina trap electrons 
and this means that holes are the conducting species under UV excitation. 
The complexity of defect chemistry makes a definite conclusion on the nature 
of the charge carriers difficult. A higher photoconductive response of the sample 
with excess of alumina does not necessarily mean that holes in the valence band 
are charge carries. The excess of Al2O3 in the sample can lead to two groups 
of defects: interstitial Al3+ with interstitial O2- in the SrAl2O4 lattice and/or strontium 
vacancies together with oxygen vacancies, as an Al2O3 excess can also 
be considered to lead to a lattice containing less than stoichiometric amounts 
of SrO. In both cases hole and electron traps are present simultaneously 
and do not necessarily lead to p type photoconductivity. Photoconductivity can 
be observed if the electron and hole trap population is not counterbalanced, 
for example because their spatial separation is large or if there is more than one 
kind of traps (for electrons or holes, respectively). More electron traps may lead 
to p-type conductivity. 
 
  
2.2.2 Model proposed by Matsuzawa  

In 1996 Matsuzawa et al. reported a model to explain the very long bright afterglow 
in SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ [2]. Photocurrent measurements were performed 
for SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+  in order to confirm Abbruscato' hypothesis that holes are 
charge carriers in this material. It was found that the photocurrent intensity under 
illumination in the vicinity of the negative electrode was much higher than that 
of the positive electrode. From this it was concluded that the charged species are 
holes, and the photoconductivity of SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ is due to the motion of holes 
in the valence band. Again, care needs to be taken in the interpretation of these 
results. Photoconductivity measurements with illumination at or near the electrical 
contacts probe the nature of the electrical contact. Illumination of the negative 
contact, coupled to increased electrical conductivity, implies that this contact 
is blocking for electrons, and light is used to enable the electrons to surpass 
the electrical contact. The depth of trapping levels in SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ obtained 
from thermoluminescence measurements was found to be 0.65 eV. 
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Figure 2 Persistent luminescence mechanism of SrAl 2O4:Eu 2+,Dy3+ proposed 
in 1996 by Matsuzawa et al. 
 

Matsuzawa et al. assumed that these are hole trapping levels created by Dy3+  
co-doping. The Matsuzawa model involves a reduction of Eu2+ to Eu+ after electron 
capture and trapping of a hole by Dy3+ which thus turns into Dy4+. Upon UV 
radiation exposure the 4f - 5d transition of Eu2+occurs and Eu2+ becomes an 
excited Eu+ after the capture of an electron (see Figure 2). The hole produced 
at the ground state of Eu2+ is released thermally to the valence band. It migrates 
through the valence band until it is trapped by a Dy3+ ion, which is consequently 
converted into Dy4+. After the termination of UV excitation, the hole is thermally 
released to the valence band again and migrates to the excited Eu+ ion where it is 
captured. As a result recombination takes place, i.e. the excited Eu+ returns to the 
Eu2+ ground state, which gives rise to the persistent luminescence. 
In a short time the Matsuzawa model became very popular and was widely used 
to explain persistent luminescence of many afterglow phosphors. Experimental 
results obtained with techniques like thermoluminescence [6, 7], electron 
paramagnetic resonance [8] and photoconductivity [9] performed afterwards 
to clarify this mechanism were interpreted in such a way that they supported 
Matsuzawa’s mechanism. However, later researchers pointed out that Matsuzawa 
model is based on highly unlikeable assumptions (especially the valence state 
of 1+ proposed for Eu is not stable) and that the interpretation of many experiments 
was incorrect [10, 11]. It was e.g. mentioned that this mechanism does not explain 
the persistent luminescence in non-codoped SrAl2O4:Eu2+. This implies that in case 
of non-codoped materials, the Matsuzawa model is incomplete. 
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2.2.3 Model proposed by Aitasalo  

In 2001 Aitasalo et al. proposed an alternative model for persistent luminescence 
of CaAl2O4:Eu2+ [10]. It was pointed that the mechanism proposed by Matsuzawa 
neglects persistent luminescence of non co-doped material.  In addition it was 
noted that the occurrence of Eu+ and Dy4+ species in ambient  conditions  in  oxidic 
materials is highly improbable due to the chemical instability of these species. 
Aitasalo observed that the CaAl2O4:Eu2+ phosphor shows persistent luminescence 
with a maximum at 430 nm even after low energy excitation at 530 nm [10]. 
Aitasalo proposed a model of persistent luminescence on this finding 
and explained this observation by two photon absorption during direct excitation 
of an electron from the valence band to a trap level (Figure 3). This process 
is usually of low efficiency and requires a relatively strong excitation source, 
e.g. a laser. To address this problem Aitasalo used excited state absorption (ESA). 
The presence of an ESA process requires an intermediate level of sufficiently long 
lifetime. Aitasalo assumed that intermediate levels in calcium aluminates can 
be due to lattice defects. The mechanism proposed by Aitasalo involves two 
photon absorption from the valence band via deep states to shallow states that can 
be thermally bleached at room temperature. The thermally controlled feeding 
of electrons to electron-hole recombination centers (already occupied by a hole) 
may cause the excitation of the Eu2+ luminescence center by non-radiative energy 
transfer from this recombination center. Aitasalo assumed that the vacancies are 
in vicinity of the luminescent centres since the conduction band, as he assumed, 
is at too high energy to be involved in electron migration. The close contact 
between defect centres and luminescent centres enables energy transfer to Eu2+ 
ion, this ion being the luminescent center. The deep states were indicated 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Persistent luminescence mechanism of CaAl 2O4:Eu 2+ proposed 
in 2001 by Aitasalo et al.  
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to be most probably oxygen vacancies while calcium vacancies were identified as 
the hole traps. This formulation is not precise since the ionization state 
of vacancies determines the possibility to trap charge carriers. Only ionized oxygen 
vacancies (V�

•  or V�
••)  can act as an electron trap and ionized calcium vacancies 

can act as a hole trap. 
The systematic study, which Aitasalo et al. later performed on CaAl2O4:Eu2+ and 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+ co-doped with different rare earth ions revealed important information 
about the persistent luminescence mechanism. In 2003 Aitasalo proposed a 
mechanism which is not based on excited state absorption (Figure 4) [12]. 
In this model, the electrons from the valence band are directly excited into trap 
levels of unknown origin. The holes left behind migrate through the valence band 
until they are trapped by alkaline earth vacancies. The electron traps are then 
bleached thermally at room temperature and feed electrons to the electron/hole 
recombination center. Due to the vicinity of the recombination centres and Eu2+ 
ions, the energy can be transferred to Eu2+. In this model only holes are assumed 
to be free charge carries, which is in line with photoconductivity measurements 
performed by Matsuzawa. The role of co-dopants is considered to lead 
to an increase of the number of lattice defects due to non-stoichiometric 
substitution of the divalent alkaline earth sites by trivalent lanthanide ions. Aitasalo 
observed that Sm3+ and Yb3+ co-doping causes a drastic decrease in the intensity 
of the persistent luminescence of CaAl2O4:Eu2+ and explained this by the reduction 
of Sm3+ to Sm2+ and Yb3+ to Yb2+   during preparation under reducing conditions. 
Sm2+ or Yb2+ have the same charge as Sr2+ and for this reason need 
no compensation, i.e. cation vacancies are not needed in this case [13, 14]. This 
may be due to the fact that the absence of additional metal vacancies prevents 
many of the oxygen vacancies from ionizing and becoming an electron trap. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Persistent luminescence mechanism of CaAl 2O4:Eu 2+ proposed 
in 2003 by Aitasalo et al.   
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2.2.4 Model proposed by Beauger 

A mechanism similar to that of Aitasalo has been proposed by Beauger et al. 
for SrAl2O4:Eu2+ [15]. In this model the electrons from the valence band are excited 
into trap levels of unknown origin upon UV radiation. The holes left behind migrate 
through the valence band until they are trapped by alkaline earth vacancies 
(Figure 5). In contrast to the Aitasalo model, Beauger assumed that the thermal 
energy allows the detrapping of the hole to the valence band, and then 
recombination with the electron occurs in the abovementioned trap levels of 
unknown origin. With regard to Dy3+ co-doping Beauger proposed that UV radiation 
leads to a metal to metal charge transfer, viz. Eu2+ + Dy3+ → Eu3+ + Dy2+, which 
then results in delayed emission for few hours. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 Persistent luminescence mechanism of SrAl 2O4: Eu2+,Dy3+ proposed 
in 1999 by Beauger et al. 
 
 
2.2.5 Model proposed by Clabau  

In 2005 Clabau et al. reconsidered the existing mechanisms of persistent 
luminescence and formulated a new one [11, 16] since most of the previously 
proposed mechanisms were not consistent with a number of experiments 
and observations. Similar to Aitasalo, Clabau rejected Matsuzawa’s model due 
to chemical instabilities of Eu+ and Dy4+. Electronic band structure calculations 
for SrAl2O4:Eu2+ showed that the Eu d-bands are located just below the conduction 
band bottom [17] which does not support the mechanism of Matsuzawa et al. 
In addition, the Aitasalo and Beauger models were shown to be not supported 
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements. The EPR 
measurements performed on SrAl2O4:Eu2+, Dy3+ show that during UV excitation the 
concentration of Eu2+ decreases and after termination of the excitation it increases 
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again until the afterglow disappearance [11]. According to Clabau, this discovery 
indicates that Eu2+ participates in the trapping process and discredits these two 
mechanisms. Indeed energy transfer only, not changing the charge of Eu2+, might 
be excluded by this observation. Clabau assumed direct transfer of an electron 
between traps and luminescent centre which are in close proximity. He based this 
assumption on photoconductivity and thermoluminesence measurements. On the 
one hand the photoconductivity of the SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ under UV irradiation 
increases from 80 up to 250 K and then reaches a plateau until 300 K.  
No enhanced detrapping occurs between 250 - 300 K while the increase 
of photoconductivity between 80 - 250 K is due to increasing detrapping effects 
as a function of increasing temperature. On the other hand, thermoluminescence 
measurements show a strong detrapping at 300 K. From this Clabau concluded 
that the electron trapping - detrapping processes do not occur via the conduction 
band and that photoconductivity is due only to holes.  
This interpretation is speculative. In case of trapping of charge carriers, 
the photoconductivity signal is expected to increase during prolonged excitation 
with UV until all traps are filled; once this is reached the photoconductivity signal 
is expected to remain constant. There is no a priori reason that the 
photoconductivity signal should increase with increasing temperature. 
An alternative explanation for the observed temperature dependence is that 
at least one of the electrical contacts is blocking and that at higher temperatures 
more charge carriers can pass this contact, due to thermal activation, leading 
to a larger current.  
Clabau identified oxygen vacancies as electron traps based on the following 
observations; the persistent luminescence of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ is enhanced 
with increasing the Sr deficit and is reduced upon substituting Si4+ for Al3+ since 
the number of oxygen vacancies should increase by increasing the Sr2+ deficit 
and should decrease by the substitution of Si4+ for Al3+ due to the charge neutrality 
requirement. As was discussed in the introduction on defects, in a more precise 
model not only the number of vacancies but also the effective charge 
of the vacancies should be considered. An increase in Sr-vacancies can also affect 
the distribution of charges over vacancies and result in a higher concentration 
of ionized oxygen vacancies that can subsequently trap electrons. In this manner 
also the afterglow properties can be altered.  
Further information was derived from the thermoluminescence glow curves where, 
in spite of different positions, the TL glow peaks of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 

and SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ have a very similar shape [18]. These observations brought 
Clabau to the conclusion that the nature of the trap is the same in both materials 
and oxygen vacancies act as a trap in both cases. He considered that Dy3+ ions 
shift electron density to an oxygen vacancy and thus stabilize oxygen vacancies 
in the vicinity of Eu2+. This is based on the assumption that the lower 
is the ionization potential of the cation, the greater is the ability of the cation 
to attract and thus stabilize an oxygen vacancy. Since the ionization potential 
of Dy3+ is lower than that of Sr2+ the Dy3+ would reinforce the attraction of Eu2+. 
Clabau noticed that SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ always comprises small amounts of Eu3+ 
ions; it is very difficult to reduce Eu3+ completely to Eu2+

 under the applied 
conditions. In low temperature emission spectra SrAl2O4:Eu2+, Dy3+ shows two 
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emission bands, at 450 and 520 nm. The assignment by Poort et al. [19] that these 
two emission bands originate from the 4f65d1- 4f7 transition of Eu2+ located at two 
different crystallographic sites was disgarded by Clabau since the two Sr sites 
in SrAl2O4 are almost identical. Therefore, the Eu2+ ions located at these sites 
should emit in a similar energy range. Moreover the emission at 520 nm can 
be deconvoluted into two Gaussian peaks centred at 515 and 545 nm. 
Furthermore, the low-temperature spectrum of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ prepared in air only 
shows the peak at 450 nm. The 520 nm emission appears only if the sample 
is annealed under a reducing atmosphere. The decay time of the 450 nm emission, 
is shorter than that of the 520 nm (0.7 vs 1.7 µs at 4.2 K). 
According to Clabau all these finding suggest that the 450 and 520 nm emissions 
are of different origin and the emission at 450 nm is caused by the charge transfer 
from electrons from Eu2+ ions to the valence band and is therefore associated 
with a hole detrapping mechanism.  
Taking into account a number of drawbacks of previously proposed mechanisms 
Clabau proposed the following model of persistent luminescence (Figure 6). 
Upon UV radiation electrons are promoted from the 4f levels of Eu2+ to the 5d 
levels. At the same time electrons from the top of the valence band are promoted 
to the 4f levels of residual Eu3+. The electrons promoted to the 5d levels can be 
trapped at the oxygen vacancies located in the vicinity of the photogenerated Eu3+ 
cations while the holes created in the valence band can be trapped at the strontium 
or aluminium vacancy levels. Please note that this model requires ionized traps 
which can indeed be expected to be present, (see our treatment above). There 
is no migration of electrons through the conduction band. Due to trapping 
processes, Eu2+ is oxidized to Eu3+ while residual Eu3+ is reduced to Eu2+. Thermal 
energy releases the trapped electrons, directly into the 5d levels of europium, 
and 4f65d1 - 4f7 transition takes place leading to green persistent luminescence. 
In this model the sum of photon energies for the two emissions in figure 6 should 
 

 
 
Figure 6 Persistent luminescence mechanism of SrAl 2O4: Eu2+,Dy3+ proposed 
in 2005 by Clabau et al. 
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approximately add up to the band gap energy. In eV the sum of the photon 
energies is 5.1 eV, which is smaller than the bandgap energy (6.6 eV). Part of the 
difference is the energy difference between the CB and the 5d level of Eu2+ while 
also relaxation effects, reduce the emission energies. Based on energy arguments, 
this scheme is not impossible. 
However, the assignment of the 450 nm emission is speculative. If it does 
not originate from the 4f65d1- 4f7 transition of Eu2+ but is caused by the charge 
transfer transition, completely different excitation spectra should be expected. 
However the shape of the excitation bands for these two emissions 
is not significantly different. The excitation spectrum monitored 
at 450 nm consists of a structured band ranging from 200 to 410 nm, while 
the excitation spectrum recorded at 520 nm ranges from 200 to 460 nm and shows 
a similar structure. From the decay time at 520 nm (1.7 µs) and using 
the λ³ dependence of the decay time of allowed transitions we calculated a decay 
time of 1.1 µs for the emission at 450 nm. This is not strongly deviating from the 
measured value of 0.7 µs. Therefore, it is more likely that the 450 nm emission 
band originates from the 4f65d1- 4f7 transition of Eu2+.  
 
 
2.2.6 Model proposed by Dorenbos  

In the same year as Clabau, Dorenbos, at el. formulated a new model of persistent 
luminescence based on his research on the position of lanthanides energy levels 
relative to the valence and conduction band of various compounds [20]. As others 
had done before, the instability of Eu+ and Dy4+ was pointed out. Moreover it was 
argued that the mechanism proposed by Matsuzawa is based on a wrong concept 
of a hole state. In contrast to delocalized Bloch states in the conduction and 
valence bands, the lanthanides energy states are localized. Thus, the 4f ground 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Persistent luminescence mechanism of alumi nates and silicates 
proposed in 2005 by Dorenbos. 
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state of Eu2+ after excitation cannot be interpreted as a real hole that can be filled 
by an electron. It can be only treated as a hole when the electron is removed 
completely from Eu2+ and Eu2+ is converted into Eu3+. Also Abbruscato’s and 
Matsuzawa’s observations that holes are charge carries in persistent luminescence 
mechanism were questioned. 
Using the Dorenbos model, it is possible to predict the position of Eu2+/3+ energy 
levels in SrAl2O4.  The Eu2+/3+ energy levels lie just below the bottom of the 
conduction band in SrAl2O4 while the energy level of Dy2+/3+ in SrAl2O4 lies 
approximately 0.9 eV below the conduction band which is consistent with 
thermoluminescence measurements. Therefore in contrast to Clabau it was 
concluded that the mechanism of persistent luminescence should involve electron 
transport via the conduction band not hole transport via the valence band. 
In the Dorenbos model, upon UV radiation, electrons from the ground state of Eu 
are promoted into the excited state and then released to the conduction band from 
where they can be trapped by a trivalent rare earth co-dopant (Figure 7). Thermal 
energy releases the trapped electron, after which it recombines upon reaching 
a luminescent center [21]. 
Based on Dorenbos finding in 2007 Clabau revised his model and also took into 
account that the electron trapping - detrapping processes occurs via the 
conduction band. However, the Dorenbos model does not explain the persistent 
luminescence in non co-doped materials; in addition this model does not explain 
why the trap depth found in thermostimulated luminescence (TSL) is the same with 
and without Dy present in the material. It would require Dy to be present as an 
impurity in the non-codoped material or the trap depth of the Dy-related electron 
trap to be coincidentally the same as the electron trap in the absence of Dy in the 
material. 
 
 
2.2.7 New model proposed by Aitasalo  

In view of criticism, in 2006 Aitasalo proposed a new model of persistent 
luminescence which integrates suggestions from Dorenbos and Clabau [22]. 
Moreover systematic studies were reported on the effect of the R3+ co-doping 
on the thermoluminescence glow curve of CaAl2O4:Eu2+. It was observed that 
co-dopants do not change the position of the TL peak but only their intensity. 
No clear correlation was found between the trap depths and the R3+ or R2+ ground 
energy level locations estimated using the Dorenbos method. This suggests that 
the traps are more complex than simply the R3+ ions. In this model, upon UV 
radiation, the electrons from the ground state of Eu are excited into the excited 
f-d state and then released to the conduction band from where they can be trapped 
by an oxygen vacancy, which is aggregated with a calcium vacancy and an R3+ ion 
(Figure 8). Aitasalo assumed that electrons can migrate from one trap to another 
and also to the aggregated R3+ ion forming R2+ (or R3+ - e-). Hole trapping 
by a calcium vacancy and/or the R3+ ion may also occur. The release of the 
electron from traps to form Eu2+ causes the persistent luminescence. The ability 
of the R3+ ions to trap electrons is probably based on the different reduction 
potentials of the R3+ ions.  
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Figure 8 Persistent luminescence mechanism of CaAl 2O4:Eu 2+,Dy3+ proposed 
in 2006 by Aitasalo et al. 
 
 
2.2.8 Model proposed by Hölsä 

Hölsä and co-workers put a great effort to clarify the mechanism of persistent 
luminescence, especially to elucidate the role of extrinsic and intrinsic defects 
in the host matrix. X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure measurements (XANES) 
were used to study the valence and environment of rare earth ions in the many 
persistent luminescent materials [23, 24]. The results obtained from XANES 
measurements do not support the existence of luminescence center-co-dopant 
redox couple. Except for the Eu2+/Eu3+ oxidation, no change in the co-dopants 
valence was found. It was suggested that oxidation of the luminescence centre 
and reduction the co-dopant is virtual only and in fact Rn+-h+ and Rn+ - e- pairs 
are formed. The proposed mechanism of persistent luminescence [24, 25] 
assumes that UV radiation leads to the excitation of Eu2+ via the 4f7  

→ 4f65d1 
transitions. Due to the proximity of the host’s conduction band some electrons can 
easily escape from the excited 4f65d1 levels to the conduction band and the 
Eu2+ - h+ pair is created. The electrons move away through the conduction band 
until they are trapped by a defect. The R3+ co-dopants may also act as electron 
traps, in which case R3+ - e− pairs are formed. The absorption of thermal energy 
initiates de-charging process by allowing the trapped electrons to escape back 
to the conduction band. The recombination with the hole results in populating the 
4f65d1 levels of Eu2+ and 4f65d1 

→ 4f7 emission of Eu2+ is observed. 
Recently, Hölsä and co-workers combined the thermoluminescence (TL) 
measurements with Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations and with the 
energy level scheme for different rare earth ions [26] to elucidate the role of the 
defects and dopants in persistent luminescence of Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+. Two types 
of defects may exist in Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+. The extrinsic defects, dopants ions 
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in the host matrix and intrinsic point defects including cation vacancies, oxygen 
vacancies and interstitial ions [27]. The vacancies can be created due to the 
evaporation of MO during the high temperature solid state reactions. Cation 
vacancies exist also due to the charge compensation when a trivalent rare earth 
ion replaces divalent site in the host matrix while oxygen vacancies may be created 
due to the reducing atmosphere during preparation [27]. The introduction of oxygen 
and strontium vacancies as well as the Eu2+ ion creates electron traps essential 
for the persistent luminescence. The DFT calculations performed by Hölsä 
confirmed that the valence band (VB) has mainly oxygen character, while the 
bottom of the conduction band (CB) consists mostly of strontium states. Using DFT 
calculations Hölsä studied the defect and dopant energies in the host [25, 27, 28]. 
It was found that the introduction of Eu2+ creates a discrete state some 1.5 eV 
below the CB. This is higher than the trap depths obtained from the 
thermoluminescence studies (0.6 - 1.1 eV). An isolated strontium vacancy creates 
a discrete state at ca. 1 eV below CB, acting possibly as a shallow electron trap. 
The introduction of silicon vacancy creates states extending to ca. 2 eV below the 
bottom of CB. However, the role of these traps to is not significant due to their low 
formation probability.  The magnesium vacancy does not change the electronic 
structure close to CB. An isolated oxygen vacancy creates traps with the depth 
ranging from 0.2 and 1.8 eV and also very deep electron traps located at 5 - 6 eV 
below the CB. Strontium, magnesium and silicon vacancies create shallow hole 
traps slightly above the top of the valence band at 0.1, 0.1, and 0.2 eV, 
respectively. Based on DFT calculations Hölsä et al. concluded that the 
introduction of the oxygen and strontium vacancy as well as the Eu2+ ion creates 
electron traps in the forbidden gap of the host essential for the persistent 
luminescence of the Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+ [27]. They also pointed that the 
modifications induced by the defect aggregation may play a significant role 
in trapping process as the number of defects and dopants is high [28]. Hölsä et al. 
observed also that the position of the TL glow peak maximum of Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+ 
co-doped with different rare earth ions almost does not vary [26]. This indicates 
that the main trap ca. 0.7 eV is only slightly modified by the different co-dopants. 
In contrast, the trap densities, i.e., the capacity to store energy were strongly 
influenced by the co-dopants. This observation suggests that either the addition 
of the co-dopants may create additional traps similar to the intrinsic main traps 
or that R3+ co-dopants possess energy levels close to that of the intrinsic trap thus 
increasing the trap density. He compared the trap depths obtained from the TL 
measurements with the energies of 4f ground levels of the co-dopants and pointed 
out that the variation in the trap depths is far less than that of the ground level 
energies [26]. Moreover, it was observed that Tm3+ also enhances the persistent 
luminescence of Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+ even though its 4f ground level is 1.2 eV 
below the conduction band. This trap would be very difficult to empty at room 
temperature and therefore no enhancement of persistent luminescence would be 
expected. From this it was suggested that the location of 4f ground level of the R3+ 
ions may not be of direct significance on the persistent luminescence  
of the Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+ materials. All this observations brought Hölsä to the 
conclusion that main traps in the Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,R3+ are oxygen vacancies 
and the energy of those traps are only slightly modified by the co-doping [26]. 
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2.3 Concluding remarks 

The large number of publications and large variety of models indicates how 
complex it is to unravel the mechanism responsible for persistent luminescence. 
In this section we summarize the observations that a model should explain and 
give some new suggestions on how to arrive at a model that can explain these 
observations. Observations for the afterglow of SrAl2O4:Eu2+ include: 
• The thermoluminescence (afterglow emission) observed is due to d-f emission 

from Eu2+, 
• Thermoluminescence is observed with and without Dy3+ being present in the 

material, when Dy3+ is present the TL intensity is significantly higher, 
• The traps involved in the TL process have a similar trap depth without and with 

Dy3+ being present in the material, 
• During UV illumination the concentration of Eu2+ is reduced, as proven by EPR 

measurements, other trivalent dopants do not change their charge 
(inferred from XANES measurements), 

• SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ shows persistent luminescence with the same time 
dependence as TL, in addition, their spectral dependences are the same, 

• Early experiments suggest that holes are responsible for the photoconductivity 
but experimental artefacts can also explain these observations. 

An important aspect still lacking in a satisfactory explanation is the role of Dy3+  
in strongly enhancing the afterglow intensity without affecting the nature of the 
traps. A possible model explaining the experimental results is depicted in Figure 9. 
In the ground state, prior to charging by UV radiation when the material 
is in thermal equilibrium, all Sr vacancies are ionized, i.e. contain 2 electrons. Only 
part of the oxygen vacancies is ionized and only these vacancies can trap 
electrons. This implies that there are more O vacancies than Sr vacancies or there 
are other defects ensuring overall charge neutrality. Under UV irradiation Eu3+ 

is formed indicating that the storage mechanism relies on transfer of electrons from 
Eu2+ ions (adopting the +3 charge) to ionized oxygen vacancies, via the conduction 
band. Based on the requirement of local and global electroneutrality, 3 Sr2+ ions 
can be replaced by 2 Dy3+ ions. When the Dy2+/3+ energy level is located below the 
oxygen vacancy ionization energy, incorporation of Dy3+ may lead to a significant 
increase of the TL intensity, even without immediately being involved in the 
TL process, by increasing the concentration of ionized oxygen vacancies.  
It is frequently mentioned that Dy2+ is not a stable oxidation state in SrAl2O4,  
see e.g. [18]. Nevertheless Dy2+ may be stabilized in SrAl2O4 in the presence 
of oxygen vacancies, when the ionization energy of oxygen vacancies is smaller 
than that of Dy2+, even in thermal equilibrium. In this interpretation, the electron 
trap depth found in TL does not depend on the presence of Dy in the lattice, 
as observed for SrAl2O4 [18]. In case of RE ions with a deeper 2+/3+ energy level, 
like Eu or Sm [3], the trivalent state is not stable and consequently will not 
be formed in thermal equilibrium. In such a case, the charge compensation 
mechanism discussed above will not take place. Consequently the concentration 
of ionized oxygen vacancies will not increase, and the TL intensity will not be 
significantly higher in case of co-doping. This is observed for Sm co-doping [29]. 
In case of RE ions which are only stable in the trivalent state, the charge 
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compensation mechanism discussed above will create Sr vacancies, in turn 
leading to ionized oxygen vacancies. This will increase the TL intensity. This is 
observed for e.g. Gd and to a less extent also for Y [29].  
The present model does not rationalize the observation of hole conductivity under 
UV illumination as reported by Matsuzawa and Abbruscato. In the experiments 
described by Matsuzawa, illumination of the material in the band bending region 
(at or near the electrical contact) may have occurred (see above), in such a case 
this assignment would not be unambiguous. Abbruscato does not reveal any 
experimental results underpinning hole conductivity. Therefore we are not 
in a position to disqualify his assignment. However, similar effects as in case 
of Matsuzawa might have happened (illuminated contacts). In fact the description 
of the experimental set up for photoconductivity measurements strongly suggests 
this: the sample is placed in a ‘sandwich’ cell with a (transparent) tinoxide electrode 
at one side and a Cu electrode at the other side.  
In Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+, Dy3+, the afterglow intensity was found to decrease after post 
annealing in oxygen (see chapter 5). This can be explained by a reduction in the 
number of oxygen vacancies, consistent with the model. Possibly also oxidation 
of the Eu2+ ions (as observed in the luminescence spectra) plays a role, although 
Eu2+ is still the main emitting center.  
The road towards a complete understanding of the mechanism responsible 
for persistent luminescence has not ended. In the past decade many new models 
have been developed that provide a better explanation than the early models 
developed shortly after the discovery of SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+.  
To identify the nature of the defects responsible for the trapping of charge carriers, 
to provide understanding of the strong enhancement of the afterglow by adding 
Dy3+ and to convincingly show if the afterglow involves electron transport through 
the conduction band, hole transport through the valence band or local 
center-to-center recombination will require more research. In this thesis some 
insightful experiments are reported that contribute towards a better understanding. 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Persistent luminescence mechanism proposed  in the present work. 
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Eu2+ luminescence in strontium aluminates 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 

The luminescence properties of Eu2+ doped strontium aluminates are reported 
and reviewed for a variety of aluminates, viz. SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, 
SrAl2O4 and Sr3Al2O6. The aim of the research is to investigate the role of local 
coordination and covalency of the aluminate host lattice, related to the Sr/Al ratio, 
on the optical properties of the Eu2+ ion. The UV and VUV excited luminescence 
spectra as well as luminescence decay curves were recorded to characterize 
the luminescence properties of investigated aluminates. The emission of Eu2+ ions 
varies over a wide spectral range, from ultraviolet (UV) to red, for the series 
of aluminates. The variation in emission color can be related to the crystal-field 
splitting of the 5d levels and the covalent interaction with the surrounding oxygen 
anions. In the least covalent material, viz. SrAl12O19:Eu2+, narrow line emission due 
to the 6P7/2  - 

8S7/2 transition occurs at 4 K, indicating that the 4f65d excited state 
is situated above the 6P7/2 (4f7) excited state around 360 nm. The most alkaline 
material, viz. Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+, is the most covalent host and exhibits several d-f 
emission bands in the yellow to red spectral range due to the Eu2+ ions located on 
different crystallographic Sr2+ sites. The Eu2+ emission spectra in the other 
aluminates confirm the trend that with increasing Sr/Al ratio the Eu2+ emission 
shifts to longer wavelengths. Interesting differences are observed for the Eu2+ from 
different crystallographic sites which cannot always be related with apparent 
differences in the first oxygen coordination sphere. The discussion gives insight 
into how in a similar class of material, strontium aluminates, the emission color 
of Eu2+ can be tuned over a wide spectral region. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In recent years the luminescence of Eu2+ doped into strontium aluminates has 
received increasing attention due to the potential applications in fluorescent lamps, 
plasma display panels, light emitting diodes and persistent luminescent materials 
[1-5]. Strontium aluminates occur in several stoichiometries, for example SrAl12O19, 
SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4 and Sr3Al2O6, arranged according to an increasing 
molar ratio of SrO to Al2O3 [6,7]. Divalent europium doped strontium aluminates 
usually show strong broad band luminescence due to transitions between the 
lowest excited [Xe]4f65d1 configuration of the Eu2+ ion and the 8S7/2 ([Xe]4f7) ground 
state [8-10]. The interaction of the 4f orbitals with their surrounding ions is weak, 
while the 5d orbitals are exposed to the surroundings and therefore the 4f7 - 4f65d1 
transitions are strongly influenced by the chemical environment of Eu2+. As a result, 
the emission of divalent europium can vary from ultraviolet to red, depending on the 
host lattice [11-13]. The shift is attributed to differences in the covalency in the 
chemical bonds between Eu2+ and the anion ligands, resulting in a shift of the 
center of gravity (also called the barycenter) of the 5d-orbitals (centroid shift) 
and the crystal field splitting of the 5d orbitals of Eu2+ [8,14]. For the presently 
studied strontium aluminates, the covalency and the crystal field are affected by the 
Sr/Al ratio. Based on ionization potential arguments, the covalency increases with 
decreasing Al content (or increasing alkalinity) in the series of Sr-aluminates. 
The second factor, the crystal field splitting is determined by the number of ligands 
surrounding the central ion, their distance, their charge, and the coordination 
geometry [15]. In compounds with a high coordination number the distances 
between the central ion and the ligands are large and thus the strength of the 
crystal field is low. Additionally, crystal field splitting tends to be large for an 
octahedral environment and decreases with increasing coordination number. 
In case of the strontium aluminates, the Sr coordination number decreases with 
decreasing Al content. Both factors are expected to contribute to a red shift of the 
Eu2+ emission on decreasing the Al content in the strontium aluminates. 
In this chapter, the luminescence properties of various Eu2+ doped strontium 
aluminates, viz. SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4, and Sr3Al2O6 will be 
discussed on the basis of their covalent character and the crystal field splitting 
of the d-orbitals of Eu2+ in these compounds. Moreover, the band gap energy and 
the position of the 5d levels of Eu2+ in these strontium aluminates were studied with 
UV-VUV synchrotron radiation. The results will be discussed in relation to previous 
research on the Eu2+ luminescence in strontium aluminates.  
In addition to providing insights in the trends and origin for the large variation 
in emission color for these aluminates, new results and insights will be provided for 
the luminescence properties for Eu2+ on the various crystallographic sites 
in different aluminates based on concentration and temperature dependent 
luminescence excitation and emission spectra and time resolved luminescence. 
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3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

Synthesis of SrAl12O19, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4, Sr3Al2O6 by a solid state 
method 

Strontium carbonate (Dr. Paul Lohmann), aluminum oxide (Degussa), and 
europium oxide (Treibacher), were weighed and ground with acetone. Small 
quantities of boric acid were used as a flux. The mixed powders were first 
precalcined at 1000 oC in air. The second calcination step was performed 
in a reducing atmosphere of 90% N2 and 10% H2 at the following temperatures: 
1300 oC (SrAl12O19), 1400 oC (Sr4Al14O25), 1350 oC (SrAl2O4). In case of Sr3Al2O6 
the second calcination step was performed in a reducing atmosphere of 30% N2 

and 70% H2 at 1300 oC, to prevent (partial) oxidation to Eu3+, giving rise to the 
characteristic red Eu3+ line emission. Concentrations of Eu2+, typically 0.1%, 0.5% 
or 1%, are all mole percent relative to Sr2+. 
 
 
Synthesis of SrAl4O7 by the citric acid method 

Citric acid (VWR Prolabo), ethylene glycol, aluminum nitrate nonahydrate (VWR 
Prolabo), and strontium carbonate (Dr. Paul Lohmann), were used as the starting 
materials. Citric acid was dissolved in ethylene glycol, followed by the addition  
of aluminum nitrate nonahydrate. After achieving complete dissolution, 
a stoichiometric amount of strontium carbonate was added to the solution. During 
the process, the pH was maintained at 3 by addition of 25% ammonia solution. 
The obtained viscous mass was dried at 140 oC for 4 hours and then calcined 
at 800 oC in air. The powder was finally heated at 1050 oC in reducing atmosphere 
of 90% N2 and 10% H2. This method was chosen because the first method did not 
result in phase pure SrAl4O7. 
 
 
3.2.2 Characterization 

The X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed on Rigaku MiniFlex II, 
operated in the Bragg–Brentano geometry and equipped with a Cu-anode X-ray 
source. The XRD patterns of the obtained samples matched the following 
references: SrAl12O19 (ICSD #2006), SrAl4O7 (ICSD #2817), Sr4Al14O25  

(ICSD #88527), SrAl2O4 (ICSD #26466) and Sr3Al2O6 (ICSD #71860). All materials 
under investigation were single phase. 
The room temperature emission and excitation spectra were measured 
with a fluorescence spectrometer FLS920 (Edinburgh Instruments) equipped 
with a 450 W Xenon discharge lamp, monochromator TMS300 (Czerny-Tuner 
optics), operated in the single photon counting mode using a R2658P 
(Hamamatsu) photo-multiplier tube. The emission and excitation spectra 
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at liquid helium temperature were recorded on an Edinburgh spectrofluorometer 
equipped with an Oxford Instruments liquid helium flow cryostat for measurements 
down to 4 K.  
The high resolution vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectroscopy measurements were 
carried out at the SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB (DESY, Germany), using 
synchrotron radiation from the DORIS III storage ring as excitation source. The 
experimental set-up was equipped with a 2 m McPherson primary monochromator 
with resolution of ~0.1 nm. Emission was recorded using an ARC Spectra Pro-308i 
monochromator equipped with a Hamamatsu R6358P photomultiplier [16]. The 
samples were mounted on the cold finger of a liquid He flow cryostat. The 
excitation spectra were corrected for the wavelength-dependent intensity variation 
using the excitation spectrum of sodium salicylate as a reference, assuming that 
the quantum efficiency of sodium salicylate is excitation wavelength independent. 
Luminescence life time measurements were performed using a FLS920 
fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments) equipped with a TMS300 
monochromator (Czerny-Tuner optics), operated in the single photon counting 
mode using a R2658P (Hamamatsu) photo-multiplier tube. As excitation source 
a pulsed LASER Diode EPL-(375 nm) and a pulsed LED EPLED-(265 nm) were 
used. Decay time measurements were also performed using an Excimer laser 
(Lambda Physik) pulsed dye laser (10 ns pulses) in combination with a 1 GHz 
digital oscilloscope (Tektronix).  
 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 SrAl12O19:Eu2+ 

Strontium hexaaluminate has a very low SrO/Al2O3 ratio (1/6) and is the most ionic 
compound among all investigated strontium aluminates. The SrAl12O19 host 
crystallizes in the hexagonal space group P63/mmc [17,18]. The structure 
is derived from magnetoplumbite and consists of two spinel blocks containing Al3+ 
cations separated by intermediate mirror planes containing Al3+ and Sr2+ cations 
(Figure 1a) [19-21]. The Sr2+ ions are located in a symmetric coordination 
of 12 oxygen anions. The average Sr-O distance is large, 2.77 Å (Figure 1b). 
In this structure type only one crystallographic site for strontium exists. Eu2+ ions 
substitute for Sr2+ ions because of the similar atomic radius and the same charge. 
The 12-fold coordinated Sr site in the magnetoplumbite structure experiences 
a weak crystal field. The low degree of covalent character of the Eu-O bond and 
the weak crystal field are expected to result in a rather high energy of the 5d - 4f 
transition of Eu2+.  
The excitation spectra of the Eu2+ emission in SrAl12O19:1% Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K 
are presented in Figure 2. The room temperature excitation spectrum for 397 nm 
emission shows a broad band ranging from 200 to 370 nm which is attributed to the 
electric-dipole transition from the 8S7/2 4f7 ground state to the 4f65d1 excited states 
of Eu2+. In addition to the transition of Eu2+, a sharp edge at ca. 160 nm is observed. 
This is assigned to the fundamental absorption edge excitation corresponding to 
the energy between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (b) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 (a) Unit cell of SrAl12O19 along the a - axis, (b) Local coordination 
geometry of Sr2+. 
 
band i.e. the band gap energy [22]. The band gap energy of SrAl12O19:Eu2+ 
estimated from the half height value of the intensity of the absorption band edge 
is equal to 7.76 eV. The shape of the excitation spectrum of SrAl12O19:1% Eu2+ 

for the 397 nm emission band does not change significantly with temperature. 
There is small shift to lower energies of the absorption edge between 4 and 300 K. 
 

 

Figure 2 Excitation spectra of SrAl12O19:1% Eu2+ at 4 K recorded at 361 nm 
and at 300 K recorded at 397 nm. 
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Figure 3 Emission spectra of SrAl12O19:1% Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K recorded 
at 275 nm excitation. The inset presents the simplified energy level scheme 
of Eu2+ in SrAl12O19.  
 
The emission spectrum however, changes drastically with temperature. 
The emission spectrum at 300 K (see Figure 3) is dominated by 4f65d1 → 4f7 broad 
band emission peaking at 397 nm [13,23]. Around 360 nm some weak sharp lines 
can be observed on top of the broad band. Upon cooling to 4 K the broad band 
emission decreases in intensity while the narrow line emission increases.  
At 4 K only line emission is observed. The narrow emission lines are ascribed 
to the intraconfigurational 4f7 transitions 6P7/2  - 

8S7/2 [24-26]. The 6P7/2 emission can 
be observed because the lowest 4f65d level of Eu2+ is located at higher energy than 
the 6P7/2 level [8,27-29] as shown by the simplified energy level scheme of Eu2+ 

in SrAl12O19 inserted in Figure 3. At room temperature, the emission from the 6P7/2 

level is weak due to the small energy difference between the lowest 4f65d level and 
the 6P7/2 level. The 4f65d level is thermally populated at 300 K and in view of the 
much higher radiative decay rate of the allowed d-f transition, this emission 
dominates at room temperature. The observation of line emission for Eu2+ in the 
SrAl12O19 host is a consequence of the small crystal field splitting of the 4f65d1 
configuration of Eu2+ on the Sr2+ site (due to the high coordination number 12) 
and the small centroid shift (due to the ionic nature of the host lattice for the very 
low SrO/Al2O3 ratio) [8]. The onset of the f-d excitation band (see Figure 2) 
is consistent with a position of the lowest 4f65d state around 360 nm, just above the 
6P7/2 levels. 
In Figure 4 the temperature dependence of the relative intensities of the 4f65d 
emission and the 6P7/2 4f-4f emission are plotted. The cross-over from 4f-4f 
emission to d-f emission occurs between 100 and 200 K. As the 4f65d level 
is thermally populated, the fast parity allowed emission from this state takes over 
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Figure 4 The emission intensity dependence on temperature for the f-f and 
d-f emission in SrAl12O19:1% Eu2+. 

 
as is typically observed for Eu2+ in host lattices where the 4f65d is situated just 
above the 6P7/2 state. The integrated emission intensity is constant up to 350 K. 
Above 350 K temperature quenching sets in and the quenching temperature of the 
d-f emission is 380 K. The quenching temperature is defined as the temperature 
at which the emission intensity is reduced to 50% of the initial intensity.  

 

 
 

Figure 5 Decay curve of the emission band originating from the 6PJ - 
8S7/2 

transition at 100 K. The inset shows the decay curve of the 4f65d1 - 8S7/2 

emission at 300 K. 
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The decay curves of the Eu2+ emission in SrAl12O19:1%Eu2+ were measured 
at 100 and 300 K (Figure 5). The decay curves are single-exponential. At 100 K the 
lifetime of the Eu2+ emission is largely determined by the intraconfigurational 
6PJ -

8S7/2 transition and is in the ms range. At 300 K, the 6P7/2 and 4f65d1 levels are 
both populated and in thermal equilibrium, therefore the decay time 
of SrAl12O19:1%Eu2+ measured at this temperature is much longer than radiative 
decay of 5d - 4f emission of Eu2+ which is in 1 µs range. The decay time of the 
4f65d1-8S7/2 transition in SrAl12O19:1%Eu2+ measured at 300 K is equal to 8.0 μs, 
about 8 times longer than the expected radiative decay rate. Based on the decay 
time at 300 K and the temperature dependence of the 6P7/2 and 4f65d emission 
(Figure 4), the energy difference between the two levels can be estimated 
to be 400 cm-1. 
 
 
3.3.2 SrAl4O7:Eu2+ 

The compound strontium dialuminate crystallizes in a monoclinic structure with the 
space group C12/c1 [7]. The SrAl4O7 lattice consists of corner sharing AlO4 
tetrahedral layers and strontium ions, which are embedded in between the layers 
[30,31]. In this structure only one crystallographic site for strontium exists. 
The strontium ions have seven nearest neighbor oxygen ions at variable distances. 
The average Sr-O distance is 2.61Å (Figure 6). 
In Figure 7 the excitation spectra of the Eu2+ emission in SrAl4O7:1% Eu2+ at 10 and 
300 K are shown. The excitation spectra consist of two broad bands. The band with 
a sharp edge around 200 nm in the VUV region is due to the absorption of the host 
lattice and the second broad band in the UV region, between 220 and 400 nm 
is assigned to the 4f7→ 4f65d absorption transitions of the Eu2+ ions. The band gap 
energy of SrAl4O7:1% Eu2+ estimated from the absorption edge is equal to 6.3 eV 
at 4 K and 6.1 eV at room temperature. The shift to lower energies of the bandgap 
with increasing temperature is commonly observed, also for semiconductors 
and is ascribed to thermal expansion of the host lattice [32]. 
            
(a)                      (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 (a) Unit cell of SrAl4O7 along the c - axis, (b) Local coordination 
geometry environment of Sr2+. 
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Figure 7 Excitation spectra of SrAl4O7:1% Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K recorded 
at 470 nm. 
 
The emission spectra of SrAl4O7:1%Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K are shown in Figure 8. 
The maximum of the emission is around 470 nm. The emission corresponds to the 
allowed electric-dipole transition 4f65d → 4f7 of Eu2+. The SrAl4O7:Eu2+ phosphor 
emits at longer wavelength in comparison to the more ionic SrAl12O19:Eu2+ [33,34]. 
A significant increase of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission  
 

 
 
Figure 8 Emission spectra of SrAl4O7:1%Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K recorded 
at 320 nm excitation. 
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Figure 9 The emission intensity dependence on the temperature 
for SrAl4O7:1%Eu2+. 

 
band can be observed with increasing temperature. The broadening of the peak 
with increasing temperature is caused by the rising population of higher vibration 
levels at higher temperatures and is commonly observed for Eu2+ emission.  
In Figure 9 the temperature dependence of the emission is shown. Already below 
room temperature there is strong quenching of the emission. The onset 
of temperature quenching is at 150 and at 260 K the intensity has dropped to half 
the initial value. 
 
 
3.3.3 Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

The next investigated member of the strontium aluminate family is Sr4Al14O25 which 
has a SrO/Al2O3 ratio of 4/7. The Sr4Al14O25 host crystallizes in an orthorhombic 
crystal system with space group Pmma [35]. As shown in the projection 
of Sr4Al14O25 along the crystal plane (Figure 10), the structure consists of two layers 
made up of AlO6 octahedra separated by double layer of AlO4 tetrahedra [36-38]. 
The structural data reveal two different strontium sites with coordination numbers 
10 and 7 in the Sr4Al14O25. Because of the similar ionic radius, Eu2+ ions replace 
Sr2+ ions leading to two different types of luminescent Eu2+ centers. The average 
Sr-O bond length for 10-fold coordinated strontium is equal to 2.77 Å and is longer 
than for the 7-fold coordinated strontium (2.62 Å) [35,39]. The interactions between 
oxygen and strontium ions at the 10-fold coordinated site will be weaker than for 
the 7-fold coordinated site. A higher covalency and larger crystal field splitting are 
expected for Eu2+ in the 7-fold coordinated site than in the 10-fold site due to the 
shorter Sr-O distances.  
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(a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (b)      Sr(1)        Sr(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10 (a) Unit cell of Sr4Al14O25 along the c - axis, (b) Local coordination 
geometry environment of nonequivalent Sr2+ sites. 
 
The UV excited luminescence spectra of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ at room temperature 
and at 4 K are presented in Figure 11. The emission spectra change with 
temperature. At low temperature, the Eu2+ emission from both sites is clearly 
observed. The spectrum consists of two bands peaking at 425 and 490 nm [40]. 
We assign the high energy emission peak to Eu2+ on the 10-fold coordinated site 
and the low energy peak to Eu2+ with 7-fold coordination in line with the smaller 
crystal field splitting for the 10-coordinated site. One can notice, that the Eu2+ 
emission from the 10-fold coordinated site of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ (425 nm) lies 
in between the Eu2+ emission peaks from the 12 coordinated site 
in SrAl12O19:1%Eu2+ (397 nm) and the 7-fold coordinated site in SrAl4O7:1%Eu2+ 

(470 nm). The Eu2+ emission from the 7-fold coordinated site in Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ 
(490nm) is observed at longer wavelength than that of the 7-fold coordinated site 
in SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ (470 nm). This is in line with the higher covalency 
in Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+. 
At room temperature energy transfer between Eu2+ ions on the two sites occurs 
and the intensity of the high energy emission band is reduced in comparison to the 
spectrum recorded at 4 K. The more efficient energy transfer at 300 K is attributed 
to an increase of the spectral overlap between the high energy emission band and 
the excitation band of the emission band peaking at 490 nm with increasing 
temperature, due to thermal broadening of the bands. The larger spectral overlap 
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Figure 11 Emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K recorded 
at 270 nm excitation.  
 
is further enhanced by a large spectral shift of the high energy emission from 
425 to 400 nm between 4 and 300 K. Consequently, emission from Eu(1) can be 
transferred to the Eu(2) center, which leads to a decrease in the short wavelength 
emission intensity and an intensity enhancement in the long wavelength emission 
[35,40-42]. Energy transfer between different Eu2+ sites can be confirmed 
by emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25 with lower Eu2+ concentration (Figure 12). 
 

 

Figure 12 Emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ at 4 K and 300 K recorded 
at 270 nm. 
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Figure 13 The emission intensity dependence on the temperature 
of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ for different emission bands (400, 425 and 490 nm). 

The probability of energy transfer among Eu2+ ions increases with increasing Eu2+ 
concentration. For an Eu2+ concentration of 1 mole %, the intensity of the high 
energy emission measured at 4 K is weak (Figure 11). As the concentration 
is decreased to 0.1% the two emission bands have similar intensities (Figure 12) 
[35]. The temperature dependence of the relative intensities of the two emission 
bands is plotted in Figure 13. The quenching temperature for the emission 
is 410 K. The spectra in Figures 11 and 12 show an interesting effect  
of temperature on the position of the emission bands. The position of the low 
energy band is almost temperature independent, as is usually observed, while the 
position of the high energy band shifts to shorter wavelengths with increasing 
temperature. Around 200 K a sudden shift from 425 nm to 400 nm is observed. 
The origin of the shift is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 where it is explained 
by a shift from Eu-trapped exciton (ETE) emission at low temperature to ‘normal’  
d-f emission at room temperature. 
The excitation spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ recorded for the two types 
of emission centers are shown in Figure 14 and demonstrate different shapes and 
positions of the maxima. The spectrum recorded for the Eu(2) center consists 
of a structured band between 220 to 400 nm with a maximum at 280 nm while the 
excitation spectrum recorded for the Eu(1) center has a broader band ranging from 
210 to 460 nm. The excitation spectrum does not change strongly with 
temperature. As was mentioned before, the broad excitation band of the Eu(2) 
center overlaps with the emission spectrum of Eu(1), causing energy transfer from 
Eu2+ ions emitting at high energy to Eu2+  ions emitting at lower energies. 
In addition to the direct excitation of the Eu2+ ion via the 4f7 

→ 4f65d1 bands 
the excitation band in VUV, with an onset at 200 nm and an inflection point 
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Figure 14 UV and VUV excitation spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ recorded 
at 420 nm (at 4 K), 400 nm (at 300 K) and 490 nm (at 4 and 300 K) emission. 
 
at ~195 nm (6.3 eV) in the excitation spectrum of  Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ is interpreted 
as the host lattice excitation. Based on this, the bandgap of Sr4Al14O25 

is determined to be 6.3 eV. 
Decay curves of the Eu2+ emission in Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ were recorded 
at different emission wavelengths for the Eu(1) center and Eu(2) centre (Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15 Decay curve of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ at 4 K at emission wavelengths 
indicated in the figure. The inset shows decay curve of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+  

at 300 K. 
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Table 1 Decay times of different Eu2+ centres in Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ derived 
from fits to single exponential decay of the decay curves in Figure 15. 

Emission band [nm] Decay time at 4 K [μs] Decay time at 300 K [μs] 

425 / 400 0.6 0.3 
490 0.9 0.9 

 
 
The decay times of the two different emissions are in the μs range (see Table 1) 
but differ significantly, which confirms that these emission bands originate 
from Eu2+ ions located in different sites in the crystal. It is well known that 
the lifetime of d-f emission of Eu2+ is usually around 1 μs [43]. From the decay time 
at 490 nm (0.9 µs) and using the λ³ dependence of the decay time of allowed 
transitions [44] we calculate a decay time of 0.57 µs for the emission at 425 nm 
(both at 4 K), in good agreement with the observed value of 0.6 µs. At 300 K, only 
the decay time of the emission at shorter wavelengths changes significantly, which 
can be due to energy transfer from Eu(1) ions to Eu(2) ions (also making 
the decay curve slightly non-exponential) and also to partial temperature 
quenching of the emission at 300 K. 
 
 
3.3.4 SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 

The SrAl2O4 host crystallizes in the stuffed tridymite type of structure with space 
group P21 [45]. The structure consists of rings formed by six corner sharing AlO4 
tetrahedra (Figure 16). The strontium ions are situated within the channels formed 
by the AlO4 tetrahedra [46]. In the SrAl2O4 host, there are two different strontium 
sites with the same coordination number and similar average Sr-O distances. 
The sites differ only by a slight distortion of their square planes [47]. Both strontium 
sites in the lattice have nine adjacent oxygen ions. The distances of two oxygen 
ions are relatively large, therefore coordination number 7 or 7+2 can be considered 
[48]. The average distances for these 7 oxygen ions are 2.69 Å and 2.67 Å for Sr1 
and Sr2, respectively. Due to the similar local environments (based on the 
coordination number) of Eu2+ ions substituting different Sr2+ ions, the Eu2+ centers 
are expected to show similar luminescence properties. Different emission bands 
have been reported for Eu2+ at the two different Sr-sites in SrAl2O4, in spite of the 
similarity in coordination, at 450 and 520 nm [57]. 
The excitation spectra recorded at 4 K for the two emission bands consist of broad 
bands due to the interconfigurational 4f7 - 4f65d1 transitions of Eu2+ between 
200 and 410 nm for the short wavelength emission and between 200 and 460 nm 
for the long wavelength emission band (Figure 17). In addition, the excitation 
of Eu2+ can occur via the host lattice. From the position of the absorption edge 
at 188 nm a band gap energy value of 6.6 eV for room temperature is determined 
and is in good accordance with a previous study [48]. At 4 K the edge shifts 
to slightly higher energies. The host lattice absorption edge is at the same position  
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Figure 16 (a) Unit cell of SrAl2O4 along the c - axis, (b) Local coordination 
geometry environment of Sr2+. 
 

 

Figure 17 VUV and UV excitation spectra of SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ recorded 
at 440 nm (at 4 K) and 520 nm (at 4 K and 300 K). 
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Figure 18 Emission spectra of SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K recorded under 
350 nm excitation. 

for both emissions confirming that both types of Eu2+ ions are incorporated in the 
same lattice and that the second emission band does not originate from Eu2+ 

in impurity phases. 
The emission spectra of SrAl2O4:1% Eu2+ recorded under 350 nm excitation 
at 300 and 4 K temperature are presented in Figure 18. The spectra of SrAl2O4:1% 
Eu2+ change with temperature. At room temperature only one asymmetric emission 
  

 
 

Figure 19 Emission intensity dependence on the temperature 
of SrAl2O4:0.1%Eu2+ for the emission band at 445 and 520 nm. 
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band is observed [49-53] while at 4 K an additional band at 445 nm appears, 
consistent with observations in the literature [54, 55]. 
In Figure 19 the temperature dependence of the emission bands is depicted. 
The 520 nm emission starts to quench above 350 K and has a quenching 
temperature of 440 K. The 445 nm emission band is quenched at much lower 
temperatures and is characterized by a quenching temperature of 230 K. The fact 
that this emission is fully quenched at 300 K explains why the emission is not 
observed in the 300 K emission spectrum. The origin of the high energy emission 
band is controversial in the literature. Some researchers suggest that the 445 nm 
band arises from the charge transfer from oxygen to residual Eu3+ that takes place 
upon UV irradiation and is associated with a hole trapping at Sr2+ vacancies 
[47,56]. Other researchers assigned the 445 and 520 nm emission bands 
to emission of the Eu2+ ion located at two crystallographic strontium sites [57]. 
On the basis on lifetime measurements of both emissions (Figure 20), the second 
explanation is more likely. The measured µs lifetime of the emission at 445 nm 
is consistent with the expected lifetime of the Eu2+ emission. Also, charge transfer 
emission has never been observed for Eu3+. Finally, concentration dependent 
measurements support the explanation that the two bands originate from the two 
different crystallographic sites. For 1% Eu2+ the intensity of the higher energy band 
is weak (see Figure 20) while for a sample with 0.1% Eu2+ both bands have similar 
intensity (see Ref. [57]). This is typically observed for energy transfer between two 
different crystallographic Eu-sites (see also Figures 11 and 12). It may seem 
surprising that the difference in emission bands of Eu2+ for similar coordination 
geometries is so large. In Ref. [57] this difference was explained by differences in 
the orientation of the d-orbitals in linear chains of Sr-ions along the a-axis. The 
larger distances to the neighboring oxygen ions in the linear chains of Sr-ions for 
the one site will lead to preferential orientation of the d-orbital, thus lowering the 
energy of the d-state and leading to lower energy (520 nm) emission. This shows 
that the influence of the local environment on the energy of the lowest d-state is 
more subtle than may be expected and that for coordination geometries that seem 
similar, still large differences can be observed in emission wavelength for Eu2+. 
This makes difficult to predict emission wavelengths for d-f transitions on Eu2+. 
Decay curves for the emission bands of SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ were recorded at different 
emission energies assigned to the Eu(1) and Eu(2) centres. The obtained decay 
times are collected in Table 2. The average decay time of the 445 nm emission 
is 0.4 μs and is shorter than the decay time of 520 nm emission of 1.2 µs [54]. 
The decay time of the 520 nm emission is consistent with the expected decay time 
for 520 nm emission [44]. The λ3 dependence of the decay time yields a value 
of about 0.8 µs for the 445 nm emission. The shorter decay time observed, 0.4 µs, 
indicates that energy transfer takes place, shortening the decay time. 
This explanation is supported by the low relative intensity of the 445 nm emission 
band and the non-exponential character of the decay curve.  
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Figure 20 Decay curves of Eu2+ emission in SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ at 4 K for 
emission wavelengths indicated in the Figure. The inset shows decay curves 
of SrAl2O4:0.1%Eu2+ at 300 K. 
 
Table 2 Decay times of the emission for the different Eu2+ centres 
 in SrAl2O4:1%Eu2+ 

 

Emission band [nm] Decay time at 4 K [μs] Decay time at 300 K [μs] 

445 0.4  - 
520 1.2 0.7 

 
 
3.3.5 Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+

  

Due to the very high Sr/Al ratio (3/1), the Sr3Al2O6 host is the most covalent 
and alkaline phosphor among all aluminates investigated here. The Sr3Al2O6 host 
is related to the superstructures of perovskites and crystallizes with the space 
group Pa3 [58]. According to the structural data, six different strontium sites exist 
in Sr3Al2O6 (Figure 21). Three of them Sr(1), Sr(2), Sr(3) form subcell (A), and 
Sr(4), Sr(5), Sr(6) substitute second from subcell (B). The strontium atoms from 
subcell (A) form a three-dimensional cubic matrix in the Sr3Al2O6 host, while the 
strontium atoms from subcell (B) are situated within the channels formed by subcell 
(A) [58]. All strontium atoms in framework (A) are coordinated to six oxygen atoms. 
The sites differ only by distortion of their square planes. The polyhedron around 
Sr(1) and Sr(2) is described as a distorted octahedron, while polyhedron around 
Sr(3) as distorted trigonal prism. The average Sr-O bond length is equal to 2.47 Å,  
2.49 Å, 2.48 Å for Sr(1), Sr(2), Sr(3), respectively. Strontium atoms forming  
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  (b)   Sr(1)             Sr(2)                Sr(3) 

 
 
 
0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Sr(4)             Sr(5)                  Sr(6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 21 (a) Unit cell of Sr3Al2O6 (b) Local coordination geometry 
environment of nonequivalent Sr2+ sites.  
 
framework (B) occupy rather irregular environments and the average Sr-O 
distances in framework (B) are longer than for framework (A). Sr(4) atoms 
coordinated by nine oxygen atoms have an average Sr-O distance equal to 2.79 Å, 
while Sr(5) atoms coordinated by 8 have an average Sr-O distance 2.75 Å. 
Sr(6) atoms are coordinated by seven oxygen atoms with average Sr-O distance 
2.64 Å. The interactions between the oxygen and strontium ions forming 
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sublattice (A) are stronger than for sublattice (B), in view of the shorter Sr-O 
distances. One can assume (based on co-ordination numbers) that the covalence 
and crystal field effects are stronger for Sr(1), Sr(2), Sr(3) sites than for the Sr(4), 
Sr(5), Sr(6) sites. Recently a number of publications have appeared on the 
luminescence properties of Eu2+ in Sr3Al2O6. The results concerning the position of 
Eu2+ emission in Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ reported are confusing or even in contradiction 
to each other. Chang [59] Jianrong [60] and Akiyama et al. [61, 62] have reported 
green emission of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ peaking around 510 nm under 360 nm 
excitation. Shin [63] has reported broad band emission of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ peaking 
at 522 nm. Moreover, Zhang [64-66] and Wang [67] have reported red Eu2+ 
emission around 612 nm and 618 nm in the same material, under 
473 nm excitation.  
Figure 22 shows the emission spectra of Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+ under 377 and 467 nm 
excitation at 4 K. The Sr3A12O6:Eu2+ phosphor shows green emission peaking 
at 538 nm excited at 377 nm with additional broad band at longer wavelength. 
Under lower energy excitation the red emission centered at 625 nm can be 
observed. Clearly, multiple emission bands/colors can be observed depending on 
the excitation wavelength. According to structural data, six different strontium sites 
exist in Sr3Al2O6. Therefore, one can expect that substitution of Sr2+ sites by Eu2+ 
ions should lead to six different types of luminescent Eu2+ centers. Three strontium 
sites have the same coordination number 6 and similar coordination geometry thus 
the emission bands from these sites are expected to show significant overlap. 
Based on the low coordination number (6) and short distances to the surrounding 
oxygens, the emission for Eu2+ on these sites is expected at the longest 
wavelengths and to form the band centered at 625 nm. Note that some fine 
structure is observed at the onset of the 625 nm emission band with a sharp  
zero-phonon like line at 585 nm. The green emission can be assigned 
 

 
 

Figure 22 Emission spectra of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ at 4 K recorded for 377 and 
467 nm excitation.  
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to an emission center formed in sites with higher coordination numbers (9, 8, 7). 
By changing the excitation wavelength, emission from different sites can be 
selective enhanced. Under excitation at 377 nm green emission coming from sites 
coordinated by 9, 8, 7 oxygen ions, as well as red emission originating from sites 
coordinated by 6 oxygen ions are visible. Under long wavelength excitation green 
emission is not visible anymore while the red emission becomes predominant.  
Only broad band emission centered at 625 nm is visible under 467 nm excitation. 
The temperature dependence of the emission intensity for the green and red 
emission is depicted in Figure 23. Both the green and red emissions 
are characterized by low quenching temperatures and are not observable at room 
temperature. The low energy red emission of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ is almost completely 
quenched already at 100 K, while the quenching temperature for high energy 
emission is higher; the green emission is quenched completely at 200 K. There 
are different explanations for the low quenching temperatures. The quenching may 
be caused by thermally induced photoionization. However, a low quenching 
temperature is often observed for long wavelength emission from Eu2+. To explain 
the quenching a configurational coordinate diagram as presented in the inset 
in Figure 23 can be considered. The activation energy for thermally activated 
cross-over from the excited state to the ground state becomes smaller when the 
energy of the excited state is lower for the same Stokes shift. In case of low energy 
emission for the same off-set of the parabola (relaxation in the excited state), the 
quenching temperature is lower. This makes it difficult to prepare efficient red d-f 
emitting phosphors with a large Stokes shift. However, one can also not exclude 
thermal quenching by thermally activated photoionization of an electron from the 
4f65d state to the conduction band.  
 

 

Figure 23 The emission intensity dependence on the temperature 
of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+. Inset presents the configurational coordinate diagrams 
for the same off-set and different excited state energies to illustrate the 
relation between quenching temperature and energy of emission bands. 
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The excitation spectra of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ varies for different emission maxima 
(Figure 24). The excitation spectrum recorded at 625 nm shows a broad band 
ranging from 240 to 575 nm while excitation spectrum recorded at shorter 
wavelengths shows a broad band ranging from 260 to 450 nm. The band between 
260 and 450 nm for 538 nm emission is assigned to 4f7 - 4f65d excitation bands 
for the sites with higher coordination numbers while the broad band between 250 
and 570 nm contains contribution from 4f7 - 4f65d excitation bands of all sites, due 
to partial energy transfer from the high energy sites to the red emitting Eu2+ ions. 
The different emission bands also show different luminescence decay times. The 
shorter life times being observed for the shorter wavelength emission (Figure 25) in 
line with the expected λ3 dependence of the life time of d-f emission from Eu2+ [44]. 
At 4 K the decay curve of higher energy emission is strongly multi-exponential, due 
to the energy transfer to the Eu2+-sites emitting at lower energy and possibly also 
due to overlapping emission bands from different sites with different Eu2+ emission 
decay times. The decay curve of the lower energy emission is also not single-
exponential, because of energy transfer between three six coordinated sites and 
differences in decay time for overlapping emission bands. Based on the present 
experiments, the conflicting reports in the literature on the emission color of the 
Eu2+ emission in Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ can be understood. Two groups of sites can be 
distinguished. Sites with higher coordination numbers and larger Sr-O distances 
gives rise to green d-f emission of Eu2+ while the three slightly different sites with 
a six-coordination of oxygen give rise to red emission due to the high degree 
of covalency and large crystal field splitting, but only at low temperatures. At higher 
temperatures (above 100 K) the red emission is quenched and only green emission 
is observed. At room temperature the emission is quenched for both sites. 
 

 

Figure 24 Excitation spectra of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ at 4 K recorded for different 
emission wavelengths. The lines around 470 nm arise from Xe-lamp lines 
due to imperfect correction of the spectrum for variations in the lamp 
intensity as a function of wavelength. 
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Figure 25 Decay curve of Eu2+ emission in Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ at 4 K under 
pulsed 376 nm excitation for 535 and 625 nm emission. 
 
 
3.4 General discussion and conclusions 

The luminescence properties of Eu2+ have been investigated and reviewed 
for a series of strontium aluminates including SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, 
SrAl2O4 and Sr3Al2O6. In this series of aluminates the SrO/Al2O3 ratio changes from 
1/6 to 3/1. The systematic studies have shown that the changes in Sr/Al ratio 
strongly affected the position of the 4f65d1 - 4f7 emission of Eu2+. The changes are 
explained by covalency effects (higher energy of the barycenter of the 4f65d states 
in the more ionic Al2O3 rich hosts) and changes in the local coordination, where 
in the Al2O3-rich compositions lower coordination numbers are encountered, 
leading to larger crystal field splitting. Both effects contribute to a shift of the lowest 
4f65d component, from which the Eu2+ emission originates, to lower energies. The 
effect is illustrated in Figure 26 where the Eu2+ emission spectra for the five 
different compositions are collected. The emission of Eu2+ in the investigated 
aluminates varies from near UV to the red spectral range in the order expected 
based on the SrO/Al2O3 ratio. The most ionic compounds: SrAl12O19:Eu2+, with the 
lowest SrO/Al2O3 ratio (1/6) among all strontium aluminates emits in near 
UV spectral range (398 nm). On increasing the Sr/Al ratio, a red shift of the 
emission of Eu2+ is obtained. The most alkaline material, viz. Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+, exhibits 
several emission bands from among the longest wavelength emission peaks 
at 625 nm. Usually a shift from the UV to the visible is achieved by changes 
the nature of the ligands. High energy UV emission is commonly observed 
in fluoride hosts while long wavelength red emission can be realized 
by incorporating Eu2+ ions in hosts with highly covalent anions, e.g. nitrides and 
sulfides. Here the full spectrum is covered in a single type of host, Sr-aluminates. 
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Figure 26 Emission spectra of Eu2+ in different strontium aluminates 
measured at 300 K (Emission spectrum of Sr3Al2O6:1%Eu2+ was 
measured at 4 K due to strong thermal quenching). 

In Table 3 characteristic luminescence properties are collected for the Eu2+ 
emission for the different crystallographic sites in the five aluminates 
investigated. In addition to the host bandgap and emission maxima, the 
bandwidth (FWHM) of the emission bands at 4 and 300 K, the luminescence 
quenching temperature (defined as the temperature at which the emission 
intensity is reduced to half the low temperature value) and luminescence 
decay times are included for the various sites with different coordination.  
The bandwidths are included as a measure of the electron-phonon coupling. 
Commonly, the Stokes shift is used to characterize the phonon-coupling 
strength. For Eu2+ it is notoriously difficult to determine the Stokes shift since 
it is hard to identify the position of the excitation maximum for the 
transition to the emitting 4f6(7F0)5d state on the increasing background 
of the higher energy 4f6(7FJ)5d states. The 4f6(7FJ)5d states give rise 
to a ~6000-7000 cm-1 wide excitation band with continuously increasing 
intensity, in which the position of the 4f6(7F0)5d excitation band cannot 
be identified.  
The general trend of shifting the Eu2+ emission to lower energies 
for increasing SrO content is clearly observed in Table 3. As was mentioned 
before, not only covalency has an influence on the position of the Eu2+ 
emission band. The spectral position of the Eu2+ emission in strontium 
aluminates is a combined effect of covalency and the crystal field strength.
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The influence of the crystal field on the position of Eu2+ emission is especially 
visible in the aluminates with more than one strontium sites: Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+, 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+ and Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+. Lower coordination numbers result in a shift to 
lower energies, consistent with the larger crystal field splitting expected for lower 
coordination numbers. However, surprisingly large differences in emission 
wavelengths are observed for Eu2+ on the two similar crystallographic sites in 
SrAl2O4. To explain the difference more subtle interactions, also crystal field effects 
due to differences in the second coordination sphere are considered, 
demonstrating the sensitivity of the d-f emission wavelength for Eu2+ to the local 
surroundings. 
Finally it is interesting to consider the luminescence quenching temperatures and 
the relation with the width of the emission bands. The values for TQ50 vary strongly 
and are consistent with values reported in the literature for SrAl12O19 

and SrAl2O4:Eu2+ [10]. For thermal quenching through thermally activated cross-
over from the excited state to the ground state, a clear correlation with the Stokes 
shift and the width of the emission band are expected. A larger off-set between 
ground state and excited state lowers the quenching temperature and leads 
to a larger Stokes shift and a larger bandwidth. Because it is difficult to accurately 
determine the Stokes shift for the Eu2+ emission, here we use the width 
of the emission band as a more reliable parameter for the electron-phonon 
coupling. Also, lower quenching temperatures are expected for longer wavelength 
emission (see also Figure 23). Clearly, neither correlation is observed. 
The quenching temperature varies between 70 and 440 K while the emission 
bandwidths are remarkable similar (~2000 cm-1 at 4 K and ~3000 cm-1 at 300 K). 
The longest wavelength emission does show the lowest quenching temperature, 
but there is no clear correlation between emission wavelength and TQ50. Based 
on these observations it seems that thermally induced photoionization is the 
dominant mechanism for temperature quenching of the Eu2+ emission in this series 
of aluminates, similar to many other compositions [10].  
 
 

3.6 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the luminescence of Eu2+ has been studied in a series of strontium 
aluminates, viz. SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4 and Sr3Al2O6. The strong 
variation of the emission color from ultraviolet (UV) to red is explained based 
on covalency (increasing for higher SrO content) and crystal field splitting 
(higher for lower coordination numbers) and gives rise to a continuous shift 
of the Eu2+ emission to longer wavelengths upon increasing the SrO/Al2O3 ratio. 
The luminescence properties (emission life times, quenching temperature, 
bandwidth) for Eu2+ on the different crystallographic sites in the different 
compositions show a clear correlation between life time and emission wavelength, 
generally following the expected λ3 dependence. The quenching temperatures vary 
strongly, independent of the remarkably similar luminescence bandwidths, 
and do not show a clear correlation with composition.  
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Chapter 4 
 
 
Anomalous trapped exciton and d-f emission 

in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

The photoluminescence and time resolved emission for Eu2+ in Sr4Al14O25 
has been investigated in the temperature range from 4 to 500 K. The Eu2+ 
emission changes in a peculiar way with temperature. At low temperature 
two emission bands are observed at 490 and 425 nm which are attributed 
to emission from Eu2+ on the 7- and 10-coordinated site. Upon raising the 
temperature an unexpectedly large blue shift to 400 nm is observed for the 
425 nm emission band. To explain these observations, the 400 and 425 nm 
emission bands are assigned to d-f and trapped exciton emission, for Eu2+ 
on the 10-coordinated site. The trapped exciton emission is characterized 
by a short (0.5 µs) decay time. The temperature dependence of the emission 
is explained by a configurational coordinate diagram in which the Eu2+ 
trapped exciton state is at a slightly lower energy than the lowest energy 
4f65d state. Upon raising the temperature the 4f65d state is thermally 
populated and due to the smaller lattice relaxation (smaller Stokes shift) 
a large blue shift from 425 to 400 nm is observed. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The luminescence of Eu2+ in alkaline earth aluminates has been studied 
extensively, especially for application as blue or green phosphor 
in fluorescent tubes [1, 2]. A relatively new composition is Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 
which was first reported in the 1980’s as fluorescent tube phosphor [3]. 
The phosphor shows an intense emission band around 490 nm which was 
assigned to 4f65d - 4f7 (d-f) emission for Eu2+ in one of the two 
crystallographic sites available for Eu2+ in this host lattice. A weak band 
around 400 nm was also observed and assigned to Eu2+ d-f emission 
for Eu2+ in the other crystallographic site. The low relative intensity of the 
higher energy emission band was explained by energy transfer from the high 
energy site to the low energy site at the concentrations applied, typically 
around 1 mole%. In later work the phosphor was discussed in relation 
to application in white light LEDs and the emission spectra showing 
a 400 and 490 nm emission band were confirmed [4].  About 10 years ago 
intense afterglow was reported for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ co-doped with Dy3+ 

and research on the luminescence of this composition intensified [5-10]. 
In addition to the 400 and 490 nm emission band, also 425 nm emission was 
reported, but not explained [6].  
In a recent paper by Nakazawa et al. temperature dependent emission 
spectra were reported for Sr4Al14O25 doped with 0.5% Eu2+ [9]. Due to the 
lower Eu2+ concentration, the relative intensity of the 400 nm emission band 
is stronger (less energy transfer). Also emission spectra at 90 K were 
reported. A clear redshift of the 400 nm emission band to 425 nm was 
observed upon cooling but the shift was not explained.  
In this chapter we aim to explain the peculiar behavior of the 400 nm Eu2+ 

emission band in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. Based on temperature dependent 
emission spectra and luminescence life time measurements, we can assign 
the 400 nm emission to ‘normal’ d-f emission and the 425 nm emission 
to ‘anomalous’ Eu2+ trapped exciton emission. 
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4.2 Experimental  

4.2.1 Synthesis 

The Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ samples were synthesized by a solid state method. 
Strontium carbonate (99.8% Dr. Paul Lohmann Inc.), aluminum oxide 
(99.9% Degussa) and europium oxide (99.99% Treibacher) were used  
as a starting material. Small quantities of boric acid were used as a flux 
(5 mol% with respect to total number of mols of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+). The mixed 
powders were first pre-calcined at 1000 oC in air during 4 hours. The second 
calcination was performed in a strongly reducing atmosphere comprising 
30% N2 and 70% H2 at 1400 °C for 4 hours. 
 
 

4.2.2 Characterization 

The crystallinity was checked by x-ray powder diffraction and all samples 
were found to be single phase. Luminescence spectra were recorded on an 
Edinburgh FLS920 spectrofluorometer equipped with an Oxford Instruments 
helium flow cryostat for measurements down to 4 K. Luminescence life time 
measurements were performed using a pulsed (~10 ns) excimer (Lambda 
Physik LPX100) pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik LPD3000) 
in combination with a 1 GHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix). The high 
resolution VUV spectroscopy measurements were carried out at the 
SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB (DESY, Germany), using synchrotron 
radiation from the DORIS III storage ring as excitation source [11]. 
 
 

4.3 Results and discussion 

The Sr4Al14O25 host crystallizes in an orthorhombic crystal structure 
with space group Pmma [12]. The structure consists of two layers made up 
of AlO6 octahedra separated by double layer of AlO4 tetrahedra [4,13,14]. 
According to the structure two different strontium sites with coordination 
numbers 10 and 7 exist in the Sr4Al14O25. Because of the similar ionic radius 
Eu2+ ions replace Sr2+ ions leading to two different types of luminescent Eu2+ 
centers. One can expect that the covalency and crystal field strength 
are stronger for the 7-fold coordinated site than for the 10-fold site, leading 
to a lower energy of the lowest crystal-field component of the [Xe] 4f65d1 
configuration for Eu2+ on this site. 
Figure 1 shows the VUV excited emission spectrum of undoped Sr4Al14O25 

at 300 K. The spectrum is dominated by a broad emission band between 
260 and 550 nm with low intensity. Since there is no evidence for any rare 
earth ion impurity or other luminescent ions, the structured emission band 
points to the presence of several different luminescent defect states in the 
material, e. g. oxygen vacancies, commonly observed in oxides. 
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Figure 1 Emission spectra of undoped Sr4Al14O25 excited at 160 nm, 
recorded at 300 K.  
 
The UV excited emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ at room 
temperature and at 4 K are presented in Figure 2. At room temperature 
the emission spectrum consists of two bands peaking at 425 and 490 nm. 
Based on covalency  and  crystal  field  arguments  the high energy  425  nm  

 

  
 
Figure 2 Emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ for excitation 
at 270 nm at 4 and 300 K. The insert shows an enlarged spectrum in the 
560 - 630 nm range with emission lines assigned to traces of Eu3+. 
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emission band of Eu2+ can be assigned to Eu2+ on the 10-fold coordinated 
site and the low energy 490 nm band to the 7-fold coordinated site. 
The emission spectra change strongly with temperature. Upon decreasing 
temperature to 4 K the 425 nm emission band shifts to 400 nm. The blue 
shift of the high energy Eu2+ emission band is in agreement with previous 
observations in the literature, where it was however not explained [9]. 
The 490 nm emission band does hardly shift and shows the commonly 
observed narrowing upon cooling. In addition, some weak and sharp 
emission lines are observed around 585 and 615 nm (insert Figure 2). 
These sharp emission lines are assigned to 5Do → 7F1 and 5Do → 7F2 
transitions of Eu3+ which is present in trace amounts. The presence of Eu3+ 
is peculiar since the material has been synthesized under strongly reducing 
conditions. In the low temperature emission spectrum very weak lines are 
observed around 360 nm. These may correspond to intraconfigurational 4f7 

transitions (6P7/2 → 
8S7/2) for Eu2+ in a small amount (below the XRD 

detection limit) of SrAl12O19. 
To get further insight in the origin of the blue shift, a systematic study 
on Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ was performed as a function of the temperature. Emission 
spectra were measured between 100 and 500 K and a selection of these 
spectra is presented in Figure 3. The spectra show a small and gradual blue 
shift for the 490 nm emission band, as well as some temperature induced 
broadening, which is commonly observed for Eu2+ d-f emission. The short 
wavelength emission band shows a gradual change from the 425 nm 
emission to 400 nm emission. At 100 K the 425 nm band dominates. 
At 150 K a shoulder develops at the short wavelength side which increases 
in intensity with temperature. At 200 K the two bands have approximately 
equal intensities and at 300 K the 400 nm band dominates. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ for 270 nm excitation 
recorded at 100, 150, 200 and 300 K. 
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Figure 4 Excitation spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ at 4 and 300 K for the 
400, 425 and 490 nm emission bands. 
 
These observations indicate that the two emission bands originate from 
different states of the same Eu2+ centre. 
Excitation spectra for the different emission bands in Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ 
are shown in Figure 4. The spectrum recorded for 490 nm emission consists 
of a broad band ranging from 210 to 460 nm with its maximum at 360 nm. 
The excitation spectra recorded for 400 and 425 nm emission have very 
similar shapes and positions of the maxima (at 280 nm). The similarity 
confirms that the 400 and 425 nm emission bands originate from the same 
Eu2+ center. Note that the small differences can be explained by the 
difference in temperature. The excitation spectrum for the 425 nm emission 
is recorded at 4 K and shows a sharp onset at 370 nm while the excitation 
spectrum for the 425 nm emission is recorded at 300 K and shows thermal 
broadening at the onset. The difference between the excitation spectra for 
the 490 nm emission and the 400/425 nm emission shows that these 
emission bands originate from different Eu2+ centers. A sharp edge at about 
200 nm (6.2 eV) can be observed in the excitation spectrum of all three 
emission bands. This onset is assigned to the fundamental absorption edge 
of the aluminate host lattice. The observation of the host absorption 
at exactly the same energy for all three emissions indicates that the 
emission bands are all due to Eu2+ in the Sr4Al14O25 host and excludes 
emission from Eu2+ in impurity phases. The broad excitation band of the 
490 nm emission overlaps with both the 400 and 425 nm emission bands 
causing energy transfer to Eu2+ ions emitting 490 nm, as observed in the 
literature to be very efficient already at 0.5 and 1% of Eu2+ [9, 15]. It can also 
be observed that the spectral overlap is larger for the 400 nm emission than  
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Figure 5 The luminescence intensity of the three different emission 
bands (400, 425 and 490 nm) of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ under 270 nm 
excitation as a function of temperature. 
 
for the 425 nm emission band and consequently energy transfer is expected 
to become more efficient upon raising the temperature.  
To obtain a more quantitative estimate of the relative intensities of the three 
emission bands the spectra were fitted using three Gaussian profiles 
for emission spectra recorded under 270 nm excitation where both Eu2+ 
centres absorb. The relative areas of the three different emission bands 
are plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 5. An anti-correlation in 
intensity between the two bands at 400 nm and at 425 nm can be observed 
at low temperatures (below 300 K). Thermal quenching of all bands occurs 
above 300 K. The room temperature emission spectrum consists mainly of 
the 400 and 490 nm emission bands. It can be also observed that the 
intensity of the emission at 490 nm increases with temperature between 100 
and 250 K, together with the increase of the 400 nm emission band. This 
behavior can be explained by more efficient energy transfer due to the 
transition from the 425 to the 400 nm emission which increases the spectral 
overlap for energy transfer. 
Finally, luminescence lifetime measurements were performed for the 
different emission bands at different temperatures for excitation 
at 265 or 375 nm. The results are shown in Figure 6. The emission 
at 490 nm shows a single exponential behavior with a lifetime of 0.94 μs 
at 100 K which decreases slightly to 0.83 μs at 300 K, which is explained by 
the onset of thermal quenching around 300 K for the Eu2+ emission. The 
decay time of almost 1 μs is characteristic for 4f65d - 4f7 emission of Eu2+ 
around 490 nm [16]. The shortening observed in the decay time of 490 nm  
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Figure 6 Luminescence decay curves of different emission bands 
(400, 425 and 490 nm) of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+after pulsed excitation 
(265 or 375 nm) at 100, 200, and 300 K. 
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emission with increasing temperature is caused by thermal quenching which 
starts around 300 K (see Figure 3). The high energy emission bands at 400 
or 425 nm show close to single exponential decay at low temperatures and 
the lifetimes are shorter than for the 490 nm emission. The decay times 
measured for the emission at 400 and 425 nm are similar, around 0.51 μs at 
100 K. At 300 K the decay time has shortened to 0.24 μs while the decay 
curve has become non-exponential.  
The luminescence life times are collected in Table 1. The similarity of the 
decay curves for the 400 and 425 nm emission bands is consistent with both 
emission bands originating from the same luminescent centre. Two different 
excited states in thermal equilibrium will give rise to the same luminescence 
decay times for emission from both states. 
 
Table 1 Decay times ττττ1/e of the 400, 425 and 490 nm emission bands 
measured at 100 K and 300 K for Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ 

 

 
Temperature 

Decay times [µs] 

  400 nm 
emission band 

  425 nm 
emission band 

  490 nm 
emission band 

100 K - 0.52 0.94 
300 K 0.24 0.24 0.83 

 
 
To explain the observations for the 400 nm and 425 nm emission bands, 
we assign the emission at 425 nm to ‘anomalous’ Eu2+ trapped exciton 
(ETE) emission and the 400 nm emission to ‘normal’ 4f65d1 - 4f7 emission. 
The peculiar shift of the 425 nm emission band with temperature can be 
explained by temperature induced transition from Eu2+ trapped exciton 
to 4f65d Eu2+ emission. Mostly for Eu2+ 4f65d emission is observed but ETE 
emission has also been reported in a variety of host lattices [16-19]. 
The observation of ETE has been reviewed by Dorenbos [20] 
and is characterized by a large Stokes shift and low quenching temperature. 
It is observed more frequently for Eu2+ on sites with a high coordination 
number [20]. The ETE is described as a state in which the Eu2+ ion is ionized 
to Eu3+ and the electron is stabilized in the vicinity by delocalization over the 
neighboring cations [16-20]. If the crystal field splitting for the 5d state 
is small (e.g. due to a high coordination number) the ETE state can be 
situated below the 4f65d state and ETE emission occurs. The most famous 
example is BaF2:Eu2+ which shows a broad yellow ETE emission band at low 
temperatures [18]. Other examples include BaS:Eu2+ [19], CsMgPO4:Eu2+ 
[17], BaSiO3 and Ba2Si2O5 [16]. In these systems ETE emission is observed 
at low temperatures and upon raising the temperature, luminescence 
quenching of the ETE occurs. In many of the systems showing ETE 
emission the lowest 4f65d band is considered to be situated 
in the conduction band.  
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In the present case for the 10-coordinated site in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ the 
situation is different. The lowest 4f65d state is located at a slightly higher 
energy than the ETE state. A configurational coordinate diagram for both 
Eu2+ sites in Sr4Al14O25 is drawn in Figure 7. For the 10-coordinated site the 
ETE is slightly lower in energy and at low temperatures emission from the 
ETE state is observed around 425 nm. The Stokes shift for the emission 
is large , ~5000 cm-1, as estimated from the energy difference between the 
lowest energy 4f65d band (~350 nm) and the emission maximum at 425 nm. 
This values is large and in the range expected for ETE emission [20].  
Note that the Stokes shift determined here is the energy difference between 
the energy for the lowest energy 4f65d excitation band and the ETE emission 
band. This is, in the strict definition, not the Stokes shift, which is defined as 
the energy difference between the maximum for the excitation and emission 
band for the same electronic transition. Upon raising the temperature the 
4f65d state is thermally populated and emission from this state is observed.  
The energy difference between the ETE and 4f65d state is small, around 
100 cm-1, as estimated from the increase of the relative intensity of the 
400 nm emission band between 100 and 200 K. Above 200 K the 4f65d 
emission dominates. The blue shift from 425 to 400 nm is significantly larger 
than the 100 cm-1 energy difference. This is due to the much larger 
relaxation in the ETE excited state than in the 4f65d excited state. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Configurational coordinate diagram of Eu2+ luminescence 
in Sr4Al14O25 showing the ground state and excited state for both 
the 7-coordinated Eu2+ site (490 nm emission) and the 10-coordinated 
Eu2+ site (425 and 400 nm emission). 
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The smaller relaxation for the 4f65d excited state results in a smaller Stokes 
shift and thus a higher energy for the emission band maximum. 
The estimated Stokes shift for the 400 nm 4f65d emission is 3600 cm-1, 
in line with Stokes shifts observed for ‘normal ’4f65d  emission from Eu2+ 

[20, 21]. In the configurational coordinate diagram in Figure 7 the different 
excited states are depicted for both the 10- and 7-coordinated site. With this 
diagram the luminescence properties and temperature dependence of the 
Eu2+ emission in Sr4Al14O25 can be understood. A transition from ETE 
emission to 4f65d emission has been observed before and can be induced 
by pressure changes [22, 23]. The pressure dependence for the 4f65d 
and ETE states is different and by increasing pressure a crossing of the 
4f65d state below the ETE state has been demonstrated [23] and explained 
using a sophisticated model for the pressure dependence of both the 4f65d 
and ETE states. The presently observed temperature induced change 
between ETE and 4f65d emission has been observed before in CsCaF3:Eu2+ 
and Ba0.3Sr0.7F2:Eu2+. For CsCaF3 the large temperature induced shift from 
610 nm at 300 K to 510 nm at 77 K was recently interpreted by a cross-over 
from ETE to 4f65d emission [24]. 
In the mixed fluoride system Ba0.3Sr0.7F2:Eu2+ it has been shown that upon 
raising the temperature a transition from 525 nm and 430 nm emission 
occurs and this was explained by thermal population of a 4f65d state situated 
just above the ETE state [22]. Because of the mixed crystal nature the cation 
surroundings for different Eu2+ ions varies in Ba0.3Sr0.7F2:Eu2+ giving rise 
to slightly different energy gaps between the ETE and 4f65d  states. 
As a result of this inhomogeneity the transition occurs at different 
temperatures for different Eu2+ ions and the luminescence decay curves 
become non-exponential. For the 10-coordinated site in Sr4Al14O25 the 
energy difference between the 4f65d and ETE state is the same for all Eu2+ 
ions and we can observe a temperature induced cross-over from ETE 
to 4f65d emission. The proximity of the two states makes this system also 
interesting for pressure dependent measurements. 
 
 
4.4 Conclusions 

The luminescence properties of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ have been investigated 
as a function of temperature. Due to the low Eu2+ doping concentration 
(0.1%) emission from both the 7- and 10-coordinated site can be studied. 
The long wavelength emission band around 490 nm is assigned to 4f65d 
emission from Eu2+ on the 7-coordinated site and is efficient up to 300 K, 
the onset for temperature quenching. The luminescence behaviour for Eu2+ 
on the 10-coordinated is peculiar and shows a large shift from 425 nm at low 
temperatures to 400 nm at 300 K. The temperature induced shift 
is explained by a transition from anomalous Eu2+ trapped exciton emission 
to normal 4f65d emission due to the position of the 4f65d state just above 
the ETE state but below the conduction band. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
Persistent luminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

In this chapter the luminescence and thermoluminescence (TL) 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ is studied and compared to Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ in order 
to elucidate the role of Dy3+ in the physical processes leading to persistent 
luminescence. Evidence for the Eu3+ presence in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ is found. 
Co-doping with Dy3+ ions reduces the amount of Eu3+ emission. Strong impact 
of post annealing in oxygen on persistent luminescence due to oxidation of Eu2+ 

is observed. The reduction of afterglow with increasing annealing temperature 
implies that ionized oxygen vacancies (serving as electron traps) play an important 
role in persistent luminescence mechanism. The intensities of the TL glow peaks 
of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are around 30 times higher than the intensities of the TL 
glow peaks of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. However, the positions of the TL maximum 
almost do not vary. Based on the results obtained we propose a model for the 
afterglow in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as well as in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ in which ionized 
oxygen vacancies (oxygen vacancies with a trapped electron) acts as the electron 
trap. Dy-ions enhance the afterglow through the creation of extra Sr-vacancies 
which introduces more ionized oxygen vacancies. The ionized oxygen vacancies 
act as electron traps, involved in the mechanism leading to enhanced afterglow 
and stronger thermoluminescence. 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
During the last decade, afterglow phosphors have attracted considerable attention 
due to their potential applications in various fields, including emergency lighting, 
road signs, toys, special light sources, graphic arts, biomedical imaging and optical 
data storage [1-5]. In recent years, research on persistent luminescent phosphors 
has been shifted to rare earth ion doped aluminates and silicates because of their 
strong afterglow intensity and rather long persistence [6]. Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+, 
as one of the most efficient persistent luminescent materials, has been thoroughly 
studied since it was first time reported by Van Kemenade in 1983 [7] and later 
by B. Smets in 1989 [8]. This material yields strong luminescence due to the 
interconfigurational [Xe]4f65d1 - [Xe]4f7 transition of Eu2+. Similar to SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 

it shows also persistent luminescence even without co-doping [9]. The persistent 
luminescence can be enhanced by co-doping with additional ions like Dy3+ or Nd3+. 
Since Matsuzawa et al. reported on the new extremely long persistent luminescent 
phosphor SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ in 1996 [10], many researchers tried to explain the 
mechanism underlying this phenomenon which, however, did not yet result 
in a generally accepted model (see Chapter 2). Significant input was given by 
Dorenbos, with the determination of lanthanides energy levels in various inorganic 
compounds in 2004 [11]. Using this work, it became possible to predict the location 
of the energy levels of activator states in relation to the top of valence band and the 
bottom of conduction band. Nevertheless there is still no generally accepted model 
for the strong afterglow in Eu-doped aluminates and especially the role of Dy3+  
co-doping in the enhancement of the afterglow remains unclear. 
In order to reveal the nature of the processes leading to the persistent 
luminescence in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and to elucidate the role of Dy3+ the 
luminescence and thermoluminescence (TL) of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ were studied 
and compared with Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. We have used thermoluminescence 
as a powerful technique to study the trapping levels in afterglow materials. 
The measurement of the TL glow curves is able to provide new insights in the 
persistent luminescence mechanisms.  
The Sr4Al14O25 host crystallizes in an orthorhombic crystal system with space group 
Pmma [12]. The structure consists of two layers made up of AlO6 octahedra 
separated by double layer of AlO4 tetrahedra [13-15]. In this structure two different 
strontium sites with coordination numbers 10 and 7 are encountered. Because 
of the similar ionic radius, Eu2+ ions are expected to replace Sr2+ ions leading 
to two different types of luminescent Eu2+ centers. One can expect that the 
covalency and crystal field are stronger for the 7-fold coordinated site than for the 
10-fold site, leading to a lower energy of the lowest crystal-field component of the 
[Xe] 4f65d1 configuration for Eu2+ on the 7-coordinated site.  
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5.2 Experimental  

5.2.1 Synthesis 

The investigated Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ samples were 
synthesized by a solid state method. Strontium carbonate (99.8% Dr. Paul 
Lohmann) aluminum oxide (99.9% Degussa), europium oxide (99.99% Treibacher), 
and dysprosium oxide (99.99% Treibacher) were used as starting materials. Small 
quantities of boric acid were used as a flux (5 mol-%, with respect to total number 
of mols of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+). The mixed powders were first pre-calcined 
at 1000 oC in air during 4 hours. The second calcination was performed 
in a reducing atmosphere comprising 70% N2 and 30% H2 at 1400 °C for 4 hours. 
 
 
5.2.2 Characterization 

The crystallinity of investigated materials was checked by x-ray powder diffraction 
and all samples were found to be single phase. Luminescence spectra were 
recorded on an Edinburgh spectrofluorometer equipped with a cryostat 
for measurements down to 4 K. The high resolution VUV spectroscopy 
measurements were carried out at the SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB (DESY, 
Germany), using synchrotron radiation from the DORIS III storage ring  
as excitation source. TL measurements were performed with a Risø TL/OSL reader 
model TL/OSL-DA-15A/B with an EMI 9635QA PM tube with a BG39 filter in front 
of it. The reader has a β-source (90Sr/90Y) of 24 MBq, providing a dose rate at the 
sample position of about 1.0 mGy/s. TL measurements could also be performed 
after excitation with a monochromatic photon beam produced with a 150 W Xenon 
arc lamp (Hamamatsu L2273) passing through a 1/8 m monochromator (Oriel 
CornerstoneTM 130). All TL measurements were performed in a nitrogen 
atmosphere and samples were read out at a heating rate of 5 °C/s. 
 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Luminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

The photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+, excited at 280 nm (Figure 1), show the same temperature 
dependence and the same position of the emission maxima. At 300 K, the 
emission spectra of both phosphors consist of two bands, peaking at 400 and 490 
nm, which are attributed to Eu2+ on 10- and 7-fold coordinated sites, respectively. 
The emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and the peculiar temperature dependence 
of the high energy emission band are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In addition 
to the broad emission bands between 400 and 550 nm, sharp emission lines are 
observed around 590, 610 and 690 nm. These emission lines are typical for 
intraconfigurational 4f6 transitions of Eu3+ due to the 5D0-

7F1, 
5D0-

7F2 and 5D0-
7F4 

transitions (inset Figure 1).   
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Figure 1 PL emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+,0.1% Dy3+ at 77 and 300 K. 
 
This indicates that traces of Eu3+ are incorporated in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. The presence 
of Eu3+ in Eu2+-doped persistent luminescence phosphors was previously 
confirmed by X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) [16]. The strongly 
reduced intensity of the sharp emission lines in the material co-doped with Dy3+ 
(inset Figure 1) shows that co-doping with Dy3+ ions reduces the concentration 
of Eu3+. This can be explained by a deviation from ideal stoichiometry for example 
due to material losses during synthesis conditions. During the synthesis 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ a small amount of SrO may evaporate due to the very high 
temperature (1400 °C) and effectively negatively charged Sr-vacancies (V��

��  in the 
Kröger-Vink notation)  can be compensated by oxidation of Eu2+ to Eu3+ giving rise 
to Eu��. In case of the sample co-doped with Dy3+ charge compensation by Eu3+ is 
taken over by Dy3+ and the Eu3+ emission is strongly reduced. The preference for 
charge compensation by Dy3+ is due to the fact that the Eu2+/3+ ionization energy is 
larger than that of Dy2+/3+ [17]. It is also observed that the intensity ratio of the high 
to low energy emission bands for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
phosphors is different. The intensity of the high energy band, in comparison to the 
low energy band, decreases when the sample is co-doped with Dy3+. This may be 
caused by competitive absorption due to defects or impurities induced by Dy3+. 
As was shown in Chapter 4 in undoped Sr4Al14O25 several different luminescent 
defect states, e. g. oxygen vacancies, are present. The existence of defect states 
in the material was also confirmed by the observation of defect luminescence 
between 260 and 550 nm under VUV excitation. It should be noted that in case 
of Eu2+ doped Sr4Al14O25 samples no defect related luminescence was found. 
This can be caused by the fact, that defect luminescence is either too weak to be 
observed along with the efficient Eu2+ emission in the co-doped materials 
or it is absent due to efficient energy transfer from the defects to the Eu2+. 
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Figure 2 PL excitation spectra of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5% Dy3+ at 4 K. 
 
The excitation spectra of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5% Dy3+ 
monitored for the emission band at 490 nm are presented in Figure 2. 
The excitation spectra were recorded at 4 K to avoid the persistent luminescence 
that may influence the excitation spectrum, especially at room temperature where 
the afterglow is strong. The excitation spectra of these two phosphors are very 
similar and consist of a structured broad band between 210 and 460 nm which 
is assigned to 4f7 - 4f65d transitions. In addition to the direct excitation of the Eu2+ 
ion via the interconfigurational 4f7 - 4f65d1 transitions one can also observe a sharp 
edge at around 195 nm (6.3 eV). This is the fundamental absorption edge 
corresponding to the energy between the top of the valence band and the bottom 
of the conduction band i.e. the band gap energy of the aluminate host. 
 

 

5.3.2 Persistent luminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

In spite of the very similar luminescence spectra of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ the two phosphors show a significant difference in persistent 
luminescence. Figure 3 displays the afterglow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ after 350 nm irradiation for 2 min, at room temperature. The 
curves show the steady state emission intensity during illumination as well as the 
afterglow after the illumination is stopped. It is evident that both phosphors show 
persistent luminescence, however, the persistent luminescence 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ is much more intense. The steady state intensity for 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ is lower that for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. These observations can be 
explained by the introduction of Dy3+ which creates more defects involved 
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Figure 3 Persistent luminescence decay curves of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ 

and Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+after 350 nm excitation for 2 min. 
 
in trapping photogenerated charge carriers. The trapping reduces the direct 
luminescence and enhances the afterglow by a slow release of the trapped charge 
carriers. It is also observed that the time dependence of the afterglow is similar, 
with and without Dy3+. This point to a similar depth of the traps involved 
in the afterglow.  
 

 
 

Figure  4 Persistent luminescence decay curves 
of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ after 350 nm excitation for 2 min at different 
temperatures. 
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In addition, the persistent luminescence curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ excited 
for 2 min at 350 nm were measured as a function of temperature. Several 
representative afterglow curves are presented in Figure 4. At 250 K no afterglow 
is observed, at 275 K a weak and very slow afterglow is observed which becomes 
stronger and faster upon raising the temperature to 300 and 325 K. At 400 K 
the afterglow is even faster. Clearly, the trap depths involved in the afterglow 
process are such that around room temperature a long lasting (hours) afterglow 
can be observed. The results obtained confirm the presence of shallow traps in the 
material from which charge carriers are released at a time scale of minutes 
to hours around room temperature. No persistent luminescence was observed 
below 150 K due to too low thermal energy at this temperature to release the 
stored energy. Weak persistent luminescence was observed at 250 K due to the 
bleaching of shallow traps. Persistent luminescence increased significantly in the 
range of 250 to 300 K due to faster release of charge carriers from shallow traps 
and possibly the activation of deeper traps. To get a better insight in the trap 
distribution, glow curves have been recorded (vide infra). 
 
 
5.3.3 Post annealing of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ under oxygen 

To check the stability of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ against oxidation and the impact 
of post annealing in O2 on its persistent luminescence properties, the phosphor 
was annealed in O2 for 2 h at 600 and 700 oC. The crystallinity of post annealed 
phosphors was checked by x-ray powder diffraction. All samples were found 
to be of single phase after post annealing and no change in the XRD patterns 
could be observed.  
In Figure 5 emission spectra are shown for untreated Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and 
after thermal treatment under 280 nm (a) and 160 nm (b) excitation. In both cases, 
a strong reduction of the Eu2+ emission has been observed. The degree of thermal 
degradation is strongly dependent on the annealing temperature. For the higher 
annealing temperature (700 oC) the decrease in Eu2+ emission intensity is about 
two times larger. The reduction of the efficiency of the Eu2+ emission  
in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ due to a post annealing is explained by the oxidation of the 
Eu2+ to its trivalent state and/or the removal of oxygen vacancies. Traces of Eu3+ 
were found in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ after thermal treatment in O2 at 600 and 700 oC 
which is clear from the appearance and enhancement of the characteristic Eu3+ 
emission lines upon 280 nm excitation (Insert Figure 5a). By increasing the post-
annealing temperature the intensity of Eu2+ emission decreases while the intensity 
of Eu3+ emission increases, pointing to the oxidation of Eu2+. One can also notice 
that the reduction of the efficiency of Eu2+ emission depends on the excitation 
wavelength and it is stronger in the case of excitation via the band gap. 
The emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ upon supra-band gap excitation 
(160 nm) differ from the emission spectra upon sub-band gap or UV excitation 
(280 nm). Under UV excitation Eu2+ and Eu3+ are selectively excited in the 4f65d 
and charge transfer state, respectively. Supra-band gap excitation results in the 
formation of excitons that can be trapped either by activator ions (Eu2+, Eu3+ 

or Dy3+) or by defect sites. In consequence also the line emission characteristic for  
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Figure 5 (a) Emission spectra of untreated Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ and 
after thermal treatment in O2 for 2 h at 600 and 700 oC; under UV excitation 
(280 nm). (b) Emission spectra of untreated Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ and 
after thermal treatment in O2 for 2 h at 600 and 700 oC; under VUV excitation 
(160 nm). Insert presents emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:1%Dy3+ under VUV 
excitation.  
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Figure 6 Persistent luminescence decay curves of untreated 
Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ and after thermal treatment in O2 for 2 h at 600 
and 700  oC for 490 nm emission and 350 nm excitation. 
 

Dy3+ are found in the emission spectra of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ upon 160 nm 
excitation. This clearly proves the presence of dysprosium in the trivalent state in 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. 
To understand the afterglow mechanism, lattice defects need to be considered. 
In particular ionized oxygen vacancies (oxygen vacancies with a trapped electron) 
can act as electron traps resulting in persistent luminescence. One can expect that 
annealing in oxygen leads to reduction of the concentration of the oxygen 
vacancies and thus a reduction in the intensity of the afterglow.  
Figure 6 presents persistent luminescence decay curves of untreated 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and after thermal treatment in O2 for 2 h at 600 and 700 oC. 
A strong impact of post annealing on the persistent luminescence due to oxidation 
processes can be observed. The strong reduction of afterglow with increasing 
annealing temperature implies that ionized oxygen vacancies play a role 
in persistent luminescence mechanism and can act as the electron traps. 
In addition, also the steady state intensity of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ after post 
annealing is lower than that of the untreated sample. Annealing in oxygen leads 
to a reduction of the concentration of the oxygen vacancies and quenching of the 
Eu2+ emission by formation of Eu3+. Please note also that the temporal behavior 
of the persistent luminescence decay curves is different after annealing. This point 
to the participation of other electron traps after annealing. 
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5.3.4 Thermoluminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

The duration of persistent luminescence is closely related to the depth of the trap 
levels. If the depth of the trap levels is too shallow, trapped charges will easily 
release from the trap and the phosphor will show a rapid decay of its thermal 
luminescence. On the other hand, if the depth of the trap level is too deep, charges 
will remain in the trap and the phosphors will not show afterglow at room 
temperature. The trap depth is in first approximation proportional to the 
temperature of the glow peak maximum [18]. Studying the shape and position 
of the peak can provide insight not only into the trap depth but also distribution 
of the trap depths responsible for the glow peak. In order to describe 
the TL mechanism in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and to clarify the 
role of Dy3+, a series of TL experiments as described below, have been performed. 
  
 
TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ under 
β- and UV- radiation 

The Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ samples were excited for 20 s 
with β radiation or with UV radiation (350 nm) and subsequently the intensity 
of thermoluminescence was measured upon heating the powders with a constant 
heating rate (5 °C/s) from room temperature up to 300 °C (Figure 7a,b). 
It is important to note that the TL glow peaks observed below room temperature 
contribute very little to the persistent luminescence because they give rise to short 
afterglow times at room temperature (see Figure 4). The persistent luminescence 
is related mainly to the TL glow peaks above room temperature.  
The TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are not consisting 
of simple single glow peaks, but consist of a superposition of several individual 
glow peaks, which strongly overlap and cannot be fitted by a single first-order glow 
peak. This indicates that several defect states with different depths are present 
in both materials. It can be observed (see insert Figure 7a and 7b) that the main 
TL glow peak consists of at least two glow peaks with maxima at around 70 and 
100 oC. The shapes of the TL glow curves of both samples, recorded after direct 
excitation of the Eu2+ ion via the  4f7 - 4f65d1 transition (UV radiation) and after 
indirect excitation via the host lattice (β radiation) are rather similar. The broader 
TL glow peaks stimulated with β radiation, indicate that the various trapping 
centres are not filled to the same extent under β radiation and UV excitation.  
The shift to higher temperatures indicates that the deeper trap (corresponding 
to the 100 oC glow peak) is filled more strongly during β irradiation. The ratio 
between the TL intensity of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are similar 
irrespective of the excitation source. This suggests that both excitation 
mechanisms result in filling of the same type of trapping centres and that after the 
trapping of the electrons the mechanism of persistent luminescence is the same. 
The intensities of the TL glow peaks of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ are around 
30 times higher than the intensities of the TL glow peaks of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. 
However, the positions of the TL maximum at around 70 °C almost do not vary.  
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Figure 7 Thermoluminescence glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ stimulated for 20 s with (a) β radiation (b) UV 
radiation (350 nm) The inserts present normalized TL glow curves 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+.  
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The maxima of the main TL glow curves of the samples stimulated with UV 
radiation are located at 67 and 69 oC for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+, 
respectively. In case of β irradiation the maxima of the TL glow curves are slightly 
shifted towards higher temperatures and are located at 72 and 76 oC, respectively. 
The slightly different position of the glow peaks can be caused by differences 
in trap filling of closely spaced traps. It can be concluded that the introduction 
of Dy3+ ions mainly enhance the concentration of low temperature traps but does 
not change the nature of the traps. The high temperature TL band at around 
170 oC is not noticeable in the TL curve of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. The origin of high 
temperature glow peak at around 170 oC in the TL spectrum of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+, 
as well as the reason for the absence of this glow peak in the sample co-doped 
with Dy3+ is not clear. In the absence of Dy3+ the number of competing electron 
traps is much smaller, which can explain that a larger fraction of electrons 
is trapped in the deeper traps giving rise to the 170 oC glow peak. 
 

TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as a function of Eu2+ concentration 

In Figure 8, the TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as a function of Eu2+ 
concentration are depicted. The samples were excited for 20 s with β radiation 
and thermoluminescence intensity was measured upon heating with a constant 
heating rate (5 °C/s) from room temperature up to 300 °C. The Eu2+ concentration 
strongly affects the TL glow curves. With increasing Eu2+ concentration the 
intensity of the TL peaks decreases. This may seem counterintuitive since the 
photoluminescence intensity under UV excitation shows an increase in emission 
intensity up to 2% Eu2+ (Figure 8b). The decrease of the TL signal with 
Eu-concentration indicates that the limiting factor for the TL intensity is not the 
number of Eu2+ ions but the number of available electron traps. The energy that 
is stored upon irradiation is determined by the concentration of electron traps and 
upon heating the thermally released electrons have a high probability 
of recombining with the hole trapped on or near the Eu2+ ion, giving rise to Eu2+ 
emission. The decrease in emission intensity can be explained by concentration 
quenching. This is a well-known phenomenon for luminescent ions. Energy transfer 
between luminescent ions leads to migration of the excitation energy to quenching 
sites and this leads to a decrease of the emission intensity. For the steady state 
luminescence this effect is obscured by the increase in absorption due to the 
higher concentration of luminescent species, as is observed in Figure 8b. 
A deviation from a linear increase of the luminescence intensity with concentration 
is then ascribed to concentration quenching, but this deviation may also be caused 
by saturation of absorption. The present results show that TL provides a sensitive 
method to measure the onset of concentration quenching and indicates that 
it already starts at low Eu2+ concentrations, as low as 0.5% Eu2+. Due to the 
allowed nature of the f-d transitions energy transfer between Eu2+ ions can be 
expected at low Eu2+ concentrations. The result also gives an upper limit for the 
trap concentration, which is well below 0.1%.  
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Figure 8 a) Thermoluminescence glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as a function 
of Eu2+ concentration. b) Integral PL emission intensity of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

as a function of Eu2+ concentration (showing some concentration 
quenching). 
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TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

as a function of irradiation dose 

The TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ were studied 
as a function of the irradiation dose. Figure 9 shows TL curves of investigated 
phosphors recorded after β radiation for 2 to 30 s. The β-source provides a dose 
rate at the sample of about 1.0 mGy/s and the dose received by the samples 
in proportional to the irradiation time.  
According to Chen and Leung [19] the dependence of the total area under 
the TL curve is expected to be linear in the dose as long as the traps (for electrons 
and holes) fill linearly with the dose. The dependence of the intensity of the TL 
glow curves and the irradiation dose for both, Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ was found to be nearly linear in the dose.  
The positions of the peak maximum remain at the same temperature, which 
is a strong indication of first order kinetics (no re-trapping). As was observed 
before, co-doping with Dy3+ ions enhances the intensity of the main TL glow peak 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ located at around 70 oC. It can also be observed, that Dy3+ 

co-doping does not lead to the disappearance of the high temperature TL peak but 
decreases the intensity of this peak, which is hardly noticeable compared to the 
intensity of main TL peak in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. The very low intensity of the high 
temperature TL peak is consistent with the explanation given above, based on the 
reduced filling of this deep trap due to the strong increase of the concentration 
of competing traps related to the 70 oC glow peak.  From the shape and 
the change in shape of TL glow curve of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ it can be concluded 
that the main TL glow peak located at around 70 oC consists of at least two 
underlying glow peaks. The high temperature edge of that peak is strongly 
enhanced by Dy3+ co-doping. Therefore, the main glow peak 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ seems to be much broader. In the next sections this 
presence of multiple glow peaks will be studied in more detail by thermal fading 
and thermal cleaning experiments. 
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Figure 9 Thermoluminescence glow curves of a) Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

and b) Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ recorded after illumination with β radiation 
for the indicated period of times. 
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Thermal fading of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

Figure 10 presents TL glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:0.1%Eu2+ measured after different 
increasing delay times: so-called thermal fading. Performing a TL read out starting 
after a certain time of delay leads to the fading of the low temperature TL peaks. 
The low intensity room temperature TL glow peaks giving rise to signal below 50 oC 
disappeared completely after 10 min delay, due to the emptying 
of shallow traps at room temperature. The main TL glow peak gradually fades 
away with increasing delay time and its maximum is shifted towards higher 
temperature reaching 105 oC when the delay time increases up to 1 hour. This 
behavior can be explained by assuming that the main glow peak consists 
of at least two strongly overlapping individual peaks, one peaking around 70 oC 
and the other around 95 oC. For the TL glow peak located at around 175 oC 
no fading was noted after 1 hour fading at room temperature. 
In the present case, the intensity of all TL glow peaks located below 50 oC and the 
70 oC TL peak significantly decrease with time, which confirms that the persistent 
luminescence in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ is strongly related to these glow peaks. The initial 
bright afterglow (lasting minutes) is related to the shallow traps responsible for the 
TL signal below 50 oC while the traps giving rise to the 70 oC peak are responsible 
for the long (hours) afterglow of the material. The influence of co-doping 
is stronger for the 70 oC peak (see also Figure 9) since the relative intensity of this 
peak is strongly enhanced with respect to all other TL peaks. The high temperature 
TL glow peak around 180 oC does not decrease during the fading experiment, 
indicating that the traps responsible for this peak are not involved in persistent 
luminescence at room temperature. In order to find the relation of the observed 
TL glow peak of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ to its persistent luminescence, the normalized 
TL integral intensity of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as a function of delay time was compared 
with persistent luminescence decay curve of this phosphor. Both curves were 
normalized in the same range (from 17 to 900 s). It can be observed that decay 
rate of TL curve (black line in Figure 10b) is the same as persistent luminescence 
decay. From this experiment it can be concluded that the same charge carriers, 
which are trapped in the defects and observed in TL spectrum of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 
are also responsible for persistent luminescence in this phosphor. 
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Figure 10 a) Thermoluminescence glow curves of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ recorded 
after illumination for 20 s with β radiation and after indicated delay times 
(thermal fading). b) Normalized TL integral intensity of Sr4Al14O25:1%Eu2+ 

as a function of delay time and normalized persistent luminescence decay 
curve of this phosphor.  
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Thermal cleaning of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

In order to obtain a better insight in the number of traps in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ related 
to the 70 oC TL peak, thermal cleaning experiments were carried out. After 30 s 
of β radiation, the materials were preheated up to predefined temperatures. 
The heating process was terminated and the samples were cooled down to room 
temperature without additional excitation. Afterward, the heating at the rate 
of 5 oC/s was started again and the TL glow curves were recorded. In thermal 
cleaning the electrons from a specific trap are released by a preheating step 
to observe a higher temperature TL peak without interference from TL peaks on the 
low-temperature side. 
In Figure 11 thermal cleaning experiments are shown for both Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. The preheating temperatures are indicated in the figure. 
The maximum of main TL glow peak at around 70 oC is shifted towards higher 
temperature when the preheating temperature is increased, indicating 
the presence of different overlapping individual peaks. The traps with lower trap 
depth are emptying first followed by deeper traps. This results in the shift of the 
maximum of TL glow peak. After preheating to 70 oC the main TL-peak is located 
at ~95 oC for both Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+. Based on these results 
it can be concluded that there are at least two different traps contributing to the TL 
peak between 50 and 150 oC, one with a maximum around 70 oC and one around 
95 oC. After thermal cleaning to 100 oC a peak is observed around 115 oC, which 
may be a third trap state. It cannot be excluded that even more traps states 
contribute to the strong TL peak. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
glow curves and their relative intensities between the low and high temperature 
edges of the main TL peak are different for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. However, the TL glow peak maximum for the 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ after thermal cleaning up to 70 oC 
is located at the same position. Therefore, we draw the conclusion that the same 
traps as in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ are present in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ but the contribution 
of the high temperature part is stronger for the Dy3+ co-doped phosphor samples. 
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Figure 11 Thermoluminescence glow curves of a) Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and 
b) Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ recorded after illumination for 20 s with β radiation 
and after preheating up to temperatures indicated in the figure (thermal 
cleaning).  
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5.4 General discussion 

In this chapter experiments are reported aimed at providing a better understanding 
of the afterglow of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and the role of Dy3+ co-doping in enhancing 
the persistent luminescence. We have investigated the luminescence 
and thermoluminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+/Dy3+ as well as the impact of post 
annealing in O2 on persistent luminescent properties of this material. The following 
observations have been made: 
• In undoped Sr4Al14O25 different luminescent defect states, e. g. oxygen 

vacancies are present. The existence of defect states in the material was 
confirmed by the observation of defect luminescence between 260 and 550 nm 
under VUV excitation (see Chapter 4). 

• Traces of Eu3+ are present in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ as is clear from the observation 
of characteristic orange/red Eu3+ emission lines between 580 and 700 nm. 
Adding Dy3+ reduces the Eu3+ concentration below the detection limit. 

• Both, Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+Dy3+ show persistent luminescence. 
The persistent luminescence of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ is rather weak but it is strongly 
enhanced by the addition of Dy3+ ions (~30 times enhancement). 

• Time dependence of the persistent luminescence and the TL-glow curves are 
similar, with and without Dy3+, which points to a similar traps involved in the 
afterglow. 

• Thermal treatment in oxygen leads to reduction in both the steady state and the 
persistent luminescence intensity of the Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. The intensity 
of the Eu3+ emission increases after annealing in oxygen. 

• Thermal cleaning and thermal fading experiments indicate that the long-lasting 
room temperature afterglow observed for Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ and 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ is related to TL-glow peaks between 50 and 150 oC, 
consisting of at least two peaks, one with a maximum a round 70 oC and one 
with a maximum around 95 oC. 

• The TL response decreases with increasing Eu-concentration, starting 
at concentrations as low as 0.5%. This is ascribed to concentration quenching 
of the Eu2+ emission due to increased energy transfer between Eu2+ ions. 

• The maximum TL response is observed for the lowest Eu2+-concentration 
investigated, 0.1% Eu2+ doping, suggesting that the concentration of traps 
is below 0.1% and is therefore the limiting factor. 

The results obtained are consistent with a model in which Eu2+ is involved in hole 
trapping, similar to models developed for SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+. Excitation in the fd 
band of Eu2+ is followed by photoionization of the electron to the conduction band 
after which the hole, staying behind is trapped on (Eu3+) or near Eu2+. The nature 
of the electron trap is not clear but the results can be explained by assuming singly 
ionized oxygen vacancies ( V�

•  ) to be involved in electron trapping. Incorporation 
of Dy3+ can stabilize the formation of V�

•  centers consistent with the observation 
that Dy3+ induces a trapping centre with a depth almost the same as the depth 
of the trapping centre responsible for the afterglow in the not co-doped material  
and enhances the density of existing types of traps in this material. Indeed, 
the same positions of the maxima of TL glow curves with and without Dy3+  
and the same time dependence of the afterglow seems to confirm this. 
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In this model the 70 oC TL peak can be assigned to oxygen vacancies acting 
as electron traps while the 95 oC TL peak can be assigned to oxygen vacancies  
in the proximity of a trivalent lanthanide ion (Dy3+ or Eu3+). The stronger 
contribution of the 95 oC TL peak after co-doping with Dy3+ is consistent 
with the higher trivalent lanthanide concentration. A rather approximate comparison 
of the intensities of afterglow curves might lead to the conclusion that 
the concentration of ionised oxygen vacancies is some 100 times smaller than 
the Dy3+ concentration. 
All the findings described above are in line with model proposed in the present 
work (Chapter 2, section 2.3). As a consequence of the preparation 
of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+/Dy3+ in a reducing atmosphere, the material contains more 
oxygen vacancies than strontium vacancies. Only part of the oxygen vacancies 
is ionized and the singly ionized vacancies can trap electrons. Addition of Dy3+ 
increases the concentration of singly ionized oxygen vacancies when the Dy2+/3+ 
energy level is located below the oxygen vacation ionization energy. Incorporation 
of Dy3+ can explain a significant increase of the TL intensity, by increasing the 
concentration of ionized oxygen vacancies. Further evidence for this model may be 
provided by EPR measurements to demonstrate the presence 
and increase in concentration of paramagnetic oxygen vacancies with a single 
electron. These experiments are not straightforward due to the presence 
of the paramagnetic Eu2+ and Dy3+ ions. 
 
5.5  Conclusions 

The mechanism responsible for the persistent luminescence in Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

and Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ was investigated by a variety of experiments, including 
thermoluminescence, thermal cleaning and fading experiments as well as studies 
on the influence of annealing in oxygen. The afterglow of Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ is strongly 
enhanced (~30 fold) by co-doping with Dy3+. Thermoluminescence glow curves 
demonstrate that the nature of the traps is not altered (no shift in position TL glow 
peaks) but that the concentration of traps is strongly increased through addition 
of Dy3+. Annealing in oxygen at 600 oC and 700 oC strongly reduces the afterglow. 
Based on the observations a model is proposed based on singly ionized oxygen 
vacancies acting as electron traps. 
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Yellow luminescence and persistent luminescence 

of Sr 2SiO4:Eu 2+,Dy3+ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

This chapter reports on yellow luminescence and persistent luminescence 
of Sr2SiO4 doped with Eu2+ and co-coped with Dy3+.  The correlation between 
the phase transition and persistent luminescence of this phosphor is given. It is 
demonstrated how the formation of different crystalline modifications (monoclinic 
or orthorhombic) of strontium orthosilicate can be controlled by the synthesis 
conditions or addition of dopants, such as Eu2+ or Ba2+. The Eu2+ luminescence 
in Sr2SiO4 is discussed on the basis of crystal structure, covalent interactions and 
crystal-field strength. Persistent luminescence of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ under UV and 
VUV excitation is studied and compare to persistent luminescence of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+. 
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6.1  Introduction 

Persistent luminescence phosphors find application in many areas, such as 
emergency signs, toys, watch dials, interior decoration and optical data storage 
[1-3]. Especially since the discovery of SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ in the middle of the 1990s 
[4] extensive research on different afterglow materials has been conducted aimed 
at tuning their emission color, prolong their persistent luminescence and provide 
fundamental understanding of the afterglow mechanism. Different synthesis 
methods, various co-dopants, and fluxes were investigated [5-7]. Those studies 
have brought new interesting afterglow phosphors emitting mostly in the blue-green 
spectral range. Until now, the most efficient afterglow phosphors are blue-green 
emitting Eu2+ doped aluminates and silicates e.g. Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu,Dy [8], 
Sr4Al14O25:Eu,Dy [9], SrAl2O4:Eu,Dy [10]. There are rather few yellow and red 
emitting afterglow phosphors, e.g. Sr2SiO4:Eu,Dy [11], Y2O2S:Eu,Ti,Mn [12], 
Ca2Si5N8:Eu,Tm [13], and Mg2SiO4:Dy,Mn [14] but most of them show short 
and weak persistent luminescence. Thus, the development of efficient yellow 
and red emitting afterglow phosphors is still an ongoing challenge [15]. 
One of the yellow emitting afterglow phosphors is strontium ortho-silicate (Sr2SiO4) 
doped with Eu2+ and Dy3+. The Eu2+ activated ortho-silicates were first reported by 
Barry [16] and Blasse et al. in 1968 [17] and were intensively studied 
as a phosphors for color-tunable white light emitting diodes (LEDs). 
The luminescence of divalent europium doped ortho-silicates is attributed to the 
4f65d1 - 4f7 transition and is strongly influenced by the local coordination in the host 
lattice [18]. Strontium  ortho-silicate exists in two crystallographic modifications: 
α’-Sr2SiO4 (orthorhombic) and β-Sr2SiO4 (monoclinic) [19]. The transition between 
the β-phase and the high temperature α’-phase occurs at 358 K involves 
the rearrangement of SiO4 tetrahedra without disconnection of bonds [20-22]. 
The α’-Sr2SiO4 phase can be stabilized at room temperature by partial replacement 
of strontium ions by barium [23, 24]. 
This chapter reports the luminescence and persistent luminescence of yellow 
emitting Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ and is focused on the correlation between the phase 
transition and persistent luminescence of this phosphor. The Eu2+ luminescence in 
strontium ortho-silicate will be discussed on the basis of crystal structure, covalent 
interaction and crystal-field strength. 
 
 
6.2  Experimental  

6.2.1 Synthesis 

Ortho-silicates with different concentrations of co-dopants were prepared 
by conventional high-temperature solid state preparation technique. Stoichiometric 
amounts of the starting materials were ground with acetone in an agate mortar to 
obtain a homogeneous mixture. As starting materials SrCO3 (Aldrich, 99,9%), 
BaCO3 (Alfa Aesar 99,8%), nanosized SiO2 (Merck), Eu2O3 (Treibacher, 99.99%) 
and Dy2O3 (Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., 99.9%) were used. 
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The mixed powders were pre-annealed at 1000 oC in air and finally at 1350 °C 
in a reducing atmosphere (5% H2 + 95% N2). In order to obtain single phase 
orthorhombic Sr2SiO4 and to prevent the formation of the monoclinic phase, a fast 
cooling procedure was applied. After the final calcination step the samples were 
taken out of the furnace at 600 °C and cooled down quickly. 
Monoclinic Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ was prepared via the sol-gel method with ethylene 
glycol as polymerizing agent. Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99.0%), nanoscale SiO2 
(Merck), Eu2O3 (Treibacher, 99.99%) and Dy2O3 (Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., 99.9%) 
were used as starting materials. The rare earth oxides Eu2O3 and Dy2O3 were 
dissolved in a small amount of HNO3, followed by the addition of Sr(NO3)2 and 
SiO2. Sr(NO3)2 dissolved in the solution, while SiO2 remained undissolved in the 
resulting suspension. Finally, ethylene glycol was added and the suspension was 
stirred for an hour at 70 °C and then put into a drying oven (130 °C) over night. 
The molar ratio of ethylene glycol to total metal cations was 2:1. The resulting 
intermediates were ground and pre-annealed at 1000 °C in air. The second 
calcination step was performed in a CO atmosphere at 1200 °C and the final 
calcination step was performed at 1350 °C in 5% H2 + 95% N2 atmosphere. 
 
 
6.2.2  Characterization 

The X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed on a Rigaku 
MiniFlex II, operated in the Bragg–Brentano geometry and equipped with 
a Cu-anode X-ray source. The XRD patterns of all obtained samples showed that 
single phase monoclinic Sr2SiO4 (JPCDS 38-0271) or orthorhombic Sr2SiO4 
(JPCDS 39-1256) was obtained. 
The room temperature UV/VIS excitation and emission spectra were recorded 
on an Edinburgh Instruments FSL900 fluorescence spectrometer equipped with 
a 450 W Xenon discharge lamp, a monochromator TMS300 (Czerny-Turner 
optics), and a cooled (-20 °C) photo-multiplier tube (Hamamatsu R2658P) 
operating in the single photon counting mode. The spectra were corrected for the 
instrumental response and wavelength dependent lamp output. For the excitation 
and emission spectra at liquid Nitrogen temperature (~77 K) a “MicrostatN” cryostat 
from Oxford Instruments has been used with the spectrofluorometer. 
All VUV spectroscopy measurements were carried out on an Edinburgh 
Instruments FS920 spectrometer equipped with a VUV monochromator VM504 
from Acton Research Corporation (ARC) and deuterium lamp as excitation source. 
The sample chamber was flushed with dry Nitrogen to prevent VUV radiation 
absorption by Oxygen and water. 
To record reflection spectra of undoped Sr2SiO4 samples in the range from 150 to 
350 nm a BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM:Eu) coated integration sphere was mounted into 
the sample chamber of the VUV spectrometer. In order to obtain the reflection 
spectra the following procedure was conducted: firstly, an excitation scan from 150 
to 350 nm with BAM:Eu is recorded. Subsequently, the excitation scan of the 
sample is recorded (please note that both scans contain the same information 
about the excitation of BAM:Eu, as the integrated sphere is also coated with 
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BAM:Eu). For this reason, the excitation scan can be divided by the excitation scan 
of BAM:Eu monitored under the same conditions to obtain the reflection spectrum. 
Persistent luminescence was recorded on the Edinburgh Instruments FS900 
spectrometer equipped with a 450 W Xenon discharge lamp, monochromator 
TMS300 (Czerny-Tuner optics), an integrating sphere coated with barium sulphate, 
and a cooled (-20 °C) photo-multiplier tube (Hamamatsu R2658P) operating 
in a single photon counting mode. 
 
 
6.3  Results and discussion 

According to the structural data, two different strontium sites with coordination 
numbers 9 and 10, respectively, exist in both phases of Sr2SiO4 (Figure 1a,b). 
Because of the similar ionic radii, Eu2+ ions replace Sr2+ ions leading to two 
different types of luminescent Eu2+ centers. The distances between oxygen and 
strontium at the 10-fold coordinated site are larger than at the 9-fold coordinated 
one. Consequently the covalent bonding and crystal field strength are weaker for 
the 10-fold coordinated site than for the 9-fold site resulting in shorter wavelength 
emission for Eu2+ on the 10-fold coordinated site. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Projection of crystal structure of (a) α’-Sr 2SiO4 (orthorhombic)  
(b) β-Sr2SiO4 (monoclinic) along the (010) plane. 
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6.3.1  Different concentration of dopants 

As reported by Park et al. [25] and X. Sun et al. [26] the Eu2+ doping level has 
a strong influence on the phase formation of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+. If the Eu2+ concentration 
is low, Sr2SiO4:Eu2+ exists in the monoclinic β-phase. The orthorhombic α-phase 
is obtained if the Eu2+ concentration is higher than 0.5% [26]. XRD patterns of the 
synthesized Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ samples and reference patterns of the monoclinic 
and orthorhombic Sr2SiO4 phases are presented in Figure 2. The XRDs of the 
monoclinic and the orthorhombic modification of Sr2SiO4 are very similar but a clear 
identification is possible by the reflections around 2θ = 27o and the 32.4o reflection 
which appear in the monoclinic phase. The Sr2SiO4:0.1%Eu2+,0.05%Dy3+ sample 

consists mostly of the monoclinic phase with small traces of the orthorhombic 
phase, while the Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ consists of the orthorhombic phase with 
small impurities of the monoclinic phase. The XRD patterns of 
Sr2SiO4:2%Eu2+,1%Dy3+ are in good agreement with the reference pattern of 
orthorhombic Sr2SiO4 and are, therefore, regarded to be of single phase. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Powder XRD patterns of (a) Sr 2SiO4:0.1%Eu 2+,0.05%Dy3+ 

(b) Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ (c) Sr 2SiO4:2%Eu 2+,1%Dy3+. The reference 
diffraction patterns of (d) monoclinic Sr 2SiO4 and (e) orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4 
are included for comparison. Results from Rietveld refinement, performed for 
the samples consisting of more than one phase, are added to the graph and 
give information on the phase composition. 
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Figure 3 shows normalized excitation and emission spectra of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
with different doping levels of Eu2+ and Dy3+ measured at liquid nitrogen 
temperature and room temperature. Under UV excitation Eu2+ doped strontium 
silicates show strong luminescence due to transitions from the lowest crystal field 
component of [Xe]4f65d1 configuration of Eu2+ to the 8S7/2 ([Xe]4f7) ground state. 
Since Eu2+ ions replace Sr2+ ions, two different types of luminescent centers in both 
phases can be expected. The emission spectra of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ do not show 
any transitions, which could be attributed to Dy3+. At low temperature and low Eu2+ 
concentration the emission from both Eu2+ centers is clearly observed. 
The emission spectrum of Sr2SiO4:0.1%Eu2+,0.05%Dy3+ measured at 77 K consists 
of two bands located around 470 and 550 nm. Based on covalency and crystal field 
arguments [18], the high energy emission band of Eu2+ can be assigned to the 
higher (10) coordinated site and the low energy 550 nm emission band to the lower 
(9) coordinated site. It is generally observed that d-f emission from Eu2+ is at higher 
energies for Eu2+ on a larger site with higher coordination numbers. Two factors 
contribute to this shift: the larger Eu-ligand distances on the larger sites reduce the 
covalent interactions while also the crystal field splitting is smaller. Both covalency 
and crystal field splitting shift the lowest 5d state, from which emission occurs, 
to lower energies. As a result, a higher coordination number gives a smaller shift of  

 

 
 

Figure 3  Normalized emission and excitation spectr a 
of Sr 2SiO4:0.1%Eu 2+,0.05%Dy3+ (a) at 77 K and (b) at 300 K; 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ (c) at 77 K and (d) at 300 K; Sr 2SiO4:2%Eu 2+,1%Dy3+ 
(e) at 77 K and (f) at 300 K. The phase composition  is indicated in the figure 
for the different Eu-concentrations. 
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the emitting 5d state to lower energies and higher energy d-f emission is observed. 
The emission spectra of Eu2+ doped strontium silicates change with excitation 
wavelength, dopant concentration and temperature (see Figure 3 and reference 
[27, 28]). The relative intensity of the two emission bands strongly depends on the 
excitation wavelength [28]. The excitation spectra of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ recorded for 
the two types of emission centers demonstrate different shapes and positions of 
the maxima. The excitation spectrum recorded for the emission at 480 nm consists 
of a broad band with a maximum at 330 nm, while the excitation spectrum recorded 
for the low energy emission (560 nm) has a maximum at around 370 nm. At low 
dopant concentrations, when energy transfer from the blue emitting to the yellow 
emitting Eu-site is absent, Sr2SiO4:0.1%Eu2+,0.05%Dy3+ shows blue luminescence 
under short wavelength excitation and yellow luminescence under long wavelength 
excitation (see Figures 3a and 3b). A slight shift towards longer wavelengths can 
be observed for both emission bands as the Eu2+ concentration increases. The 
shift is due to re-absorption. At room temperature more efficient energy transfer 
between the sites occurs due to the increasing spectral overlap between the high 
energy emission band (peaking at 480 nm) and the excitation band of the emission 
peaking at 560 nm. The increasing spectral overlap is caused by thermal 
broadening of the bands. Consequently, energy transfer from Eu(1) to the Eu(2) 
center becomes more efficient, which leads to a decrease in the short wavelength 
emission band and an intensity enhancement of the long wavelength emission 
band. 
In order to confirm the change in relative intensities is due to energy transfer and 
not to temperature quenching of the blue emission, emission spectra for 
 

 

Figure 4 Emission (for 310 nm excitation) and excit ation (for 570 nm 
emission) spectra of Sr 2SiO4:2%Eu 2+,1%Dy3+ at 77 K and at 300 K recorded 
under identical alignment conditions, allowing for a comparison of the 
absolute intensities at the two temperatures. 
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Figure 5 Persistent luminescence of Sr 2SiO4:0.1%Eu 2+,0.05%Dy3+, 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ and Sr 2SiO4:2%Eu 2+,1%Dy3+ after 370 nm irradiation 
for 120 s at room temperature. 
 
Sr2SiO4:2%Eu2+,1%Dy3+ at 77 K and at 300 K were recorded under identical 
conditions (see Figure 4). It is clear that the intensity ratio of the two emission 
bands changes with temperature while the integrated intensity remains the same. 
Figure 5 depicts luminescence intensity decay curves of Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
samples after irradiation at 370 nm for 120 s. All phosphors first show a rapid 
intensity decrease and then a longer lasting yellow luminescence. The longest 
afterglow was observed for the Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ sample, which consists 
of both the orthorhombic and monoclinic phase. Significantly shorter afterglow was 
observed for the samples with lower dopant concentrations (mainly monoclinic 
phase) and higher dopant concentrations (pure orthorhombic phase). 
 
6.3.2  Comparison of the luminescence of orthorhomb ic 

and monoclinic Sr 2SiO4:Eu 2+,Dy3+ 

In order to compare the luminescence and persistent luminescence properties 
of  orthorhombic and monoclinic Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ and exclude the effect of the 
dopant concentration, single phase orthorhombic and monoclinic Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

with identical concentrations of dopants, were synthesized. The orthorhombic 
phase of Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ was synthesized via the solid state method, 
with small addition of Barium or applying the rapid temperature quenching of the 
sample after the calcinations. According to Pieper et al. [24] 5% of Sr2+ was 
substituted by Ba2+ in Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ to stabilize the orthorhombic Sr2SiO4 
phase. Moreover, it was found, that the rapid quenching of the sample prevents  
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Figure  6 Powder XRD patterns of (a) monoclinic 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ prepared via the sol-gel method; (b) orthorhombic 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ prepared by the solid state method (c) 
(Sr0.95Ba0.05)2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ prepared by the solid state method. The 
reference patterns of (d) monoclinic Sr 2SiO4 and (e) orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4 are 
included for comparison. 
 
formation of the low temperature monoclinic phase and leads to formation of pure 
orthorhombic Sr2SiO4. The monoclinic phase was obtained using the sol-gel 
method. The XRD patterns, shown in Figure 6, reveal that the preparation 
procedure strongly influences the Sr2SiO4 phase formation. Samples prepared by 
the sol-gel method consist of the pure monoclinic phase, while the pure 
orthorhombic phase was obtained in samples prepared by the solid state method 
by Ba2+ addition or applying a rapid quenching procedure. It can be also observed 
that the XRD patterns of (Sr0.95Ba0.05)2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ shift towards slightly smaller 
angles in comparison to Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+. This effect is caused by the expansion 
of the lattice since the ionic radius of Ba2+ is larger than the ionic radius of Sr2+. 
The maximum of the emission spectra of monoclinic Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ 

is shifted towards slightly longer wavelengths (~3 nm), compared to orthorhombic 
phase (see Figure 7). This effect is caused by slight differences in symmetry 
between these two forms [6], resulting in different covalent interaction, crystal-field 
strength and Stokes shift. Moreover, a small red shift (~6 nm) for the Eu2+ emission 
in Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ can be observed if 5% of Sr2+ is substituted 
by Ba2+. This observation is different from the results of Poort [27] and  most likely  
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Figure 7 Normalized emission and excitation spectra  
of monoclinic Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ (a) at 77 K and (b) at 300 K; 
orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ (c) at 77 K and (d) at 300 K; 
orthorhombic (Sr 0.95Ba0.05)2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ (e) at 77 K and (f) 
at 300 K.   
 
is caused by different annealing temperatures. In our case samples were annealed 
at higher temperature (1350 °C) which provides better melting and consequently 
better phase formation. This red shift is likely a combined effect of the two 
contributions: covalency and crystal-field strength. On the one hand, the 
substitution of smaller Sr2+ cations by larger Ba2+ cations causes an increase in 
covalent character of the Eu-O bonds. The higher covalency reduces the energy 
difference between the [Xe]4f7 ground state and the [Xe]4f65d1 excited state and a 
red shift of the 5d-4f emission of Eu2+ is observed. On the other hand, as the larger 
ions replace the smaller ions, the bond length increases and the crystal-field 
strength is reduced causing a blue shift of the Eu2+ emission. It can be also 
observed that the influence of these two effects is different for 10-fold and 9-fold 
coordinated sites. The shift of high energy emission band of Eu2+ (CN = 10) is 
stronger than for low energy band (CN = 9). The high energy band shifts roughly by 
13 nm and low energy band shifts by 7 nm at 77 K compared to room temperature. 
The luminescence afterglow curves for monoclinic and orthorhombic 
Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ are shown in Figure 8. Both the monoclinic and orthorhombic 
Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ show persistent luminescence, which is clearly stronger 
in comparison to the sample without Dy3+ co-doping. Considerably stronger 
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Figure 8 Persistent luminescence of monoclinic 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+, orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ and 
orthorhombic (Sr 0.95Ba0.05)2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ compared with 
orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+, after 370 nm irradiation for 120 s 
at room temperature. 
 
afterglow is observed for all investigated silicates after irradiation 
by supra-bandgap 160 nm excitation, as depicted in Figure 9. This observation 
implies that various lattice defects, which are present in the host and can be filled 
by irradiation with 160 nm radiation, play an essential role in the afterglow. The 
persistent luminescence emission spectra of the phosphors are similar to steady 
state emission spectra. The position and shape of the emission bands remain the 
same over time. The time dependence of the afterglow for monoclinic and 
orthorhombic Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ is almost identical, which suggests 
a similar depth of electron traps in these two phosphors. This is consistent with the 
fact that the crystallographic differences between the two modifications are small. 
The slightly different intensities (~factor 2) of the afterglow intensity for monoclinic 
and orthorhombic modifications imply a different density or trapping efficiency for 
the traps. It is interesting to observe that the afterglow intensity is much stronger 
after supra-band gap excitation. This shows that there is a high probability of 
trapping free charge carriers in traps that slowly release the charge carriers at 
room temperature resulting in a bright yellow afterglow with a decay time of tens of 
minutes.  A bright yellow afterglow with this decay time is promising for application 
and makes this material a candidate for a yellow afterglow material to complement 
existing green and blue persistent luminescence commercial afterglow phosphors. 
Unfortunately, the afterglow is less intense after near-UV or visible excitation in the 
Eu2+ 4f65d states. Apparently, charge liberation from the fd states excited in this 
spectral region into the conduction band is not efficient and limits the afterglow 
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Figure 9 Persistent luminescence of monoclinic and orthorhombic 
Sr2SiO4:1%Eu 2+,0.5%Dy3+ compared with orthorhombic Sr 2SiO4:1%Eu 2+, 
after 160 nm irradiation for 300 s (T=RT). The inse t shows persistent 
emission spectra after 160 nm irradiation for 300 s  at room temperature . 
 
intensity. Sr2SiO4:1%Eu2+ also shows persistent luminescence, though it is much 
weaker compared to the samples co-doped with Dy3+. This confirms that Dy3+ ions 
play a very important role in defect chemistry involved in the afterglow, 
as discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
 
6.4  Conclusions 

In this chapter it is demonstrated how the formation of different crystalline 
modifications (monoclinic or orthorhombic) of strontium orthosilicate can be 
controlled by the synthesis conditions or addition of dopants, such as Eu2+ or Ba2+. 
An unexpected red-shift of the Eu2+ 4f5d luminescence was observed for partial 
replacement of Sr2+ by Ba2+ in orthorhombic Sr2SiO4. Introduction of Dy3+ 

as a co-dopant strongly enhances the afterglow intensity for both crystalline 
modifications. The persistent luminescence is about two times stronger for the 
monoclinic phase after supra-bandgap VUV excitation and is much more intense 
than after sub-bandgap near-UV or visible excitation. This shows that direct 
creation of free charge carriers under supra-bandgap excitation is followed 
by trapping and slow release of charge carriers resulting in a strong yellow 
afterglow. The absence of this strong afterglow under sub-bandgap excitation 
in the 4f5d-state of Eu2+ indicates that charge liberation from these excited 4f5d 
states is not very efficient in Sr2SiO4 at room temperature.  
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Red luminescence and persistent luminescence 

of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

In this chapter the luminescence and persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 

and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ phosphors are investigated. Both materials show 
d-f emission of Eu2+ in the orange/red spectral region around 615 nm at room 
temperature. The temperature dependent emission spectra and decay curves 
of Eu2+ ions doped into Sr3Al2O5Cl2 are reported and discussed. Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 

shows considerable thermal quenching of its luminescence. It is also observed that 
the position of the emission band strongly depends on the temperature and shifts 
towards higher energy with increasing temperature, from 645 nm at 77 K to 594 nm 
at 500 K. Both, Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ show persistent 
luminescence. The persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ is rather weak and 
lasts only for seconds, while the same material co-doped with Dy3+ shows longer 
and stronger afterglow. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Recently, attention for red emitting persistent luminescent phosphors has 
increased to realize a full palette of persistent phosphor colors [1,2]. Red emitting 
persistent phosphors are also desired in biomedical applications, e.g. in vivo 
imaging, where the phosphor emission should be situated between 
600 and 1100 nm where biological tissue has the highest transparency [3-6]. Most 
of the well-known persistent luminescence compounds emit in the blue-green 
spectral region (e.g. SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ [7-9], Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ [10-13], BaAl2O4: 
Eu2+,Dy3+ [14, 15], CaSrAl2SiO7:Eu2+,Dy3+ [16], (Ca,Sr,Ba)2MgSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+  
[17-22], Sr2ZnSi2O7:Eu2+,Dy3+ [23,24], and CaAl2Si2O8:Eu2+,Dy3+ [25]). This is 
exactly the spectral region where the eye sensitivity is highest under very low 
illumination levels. 
Phosphors showing efficient persistent luminescence in the red spectral region are 
rare, and the few examples of them are ZnS:Mn2+ emitting at 600 nm [26], 
CaTiO3:Pr3+ (615 nm) [27, 28], Ca2Si5N8:Eu2+,Tm3+ (620 nm) [29-31], 
Y2O2S:Eu3+,Mg2+,Ti4+ (627 nm) [32], CaS:Eu2+,Tm3+ (650 nm) [33], 
Ca2SiS4:Eu2+,Nd3+ (660 nm) [34], MgSiO3:Eu2+,Mn2+,Dy3+ (660 nm) [35], 
and BaMg2Si2O7:Eu2+,Mn2+ (670 nm) [36]. Moreover, the red persistent phosphors 
are often chemically unstable and the duration of persistent luminescence is rather 
short and its intensity low. For the lack of efficient red persistent luminescence two 
origins can be identified: Firstly, the sensitivity of the human eye is much lower 
in the red spectral range [37]. This effect is even more pronounced at low 
illumination levels, which is typical for application areas of persistent luminescence. 
Secondly, most of the persistent materials are based on Eu2+ doped oxides 
and it is challenging to achieve a sufficiently large crystal field and/or covalency 
in Eu2+ containing compounds to obtain red Eu2+ emission [38]. 
Therefore, the development of efficient red emitting afterglow phosphors 
is still an ongoing challenge. 
Recently, with the composition Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ a new red emitting phosphor was 
found [39,40]. Li et al. have reported persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 
co-doped with Tm3+ [41]. In the present chapter we have extended this research 
to Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ since addition of Dy3+ has been shown to give a strong 
increase in the persistent luminescence intensity in a variety of aluminates [7-25]. 

The Sr3Al2O5Cl2 host material crystallizes in a structure with the space group 
P212121 having orthorhombic symmetry [42]. The structure contains of sub-arrays 
formed by AlO4 tetrahedra [43]. According to the structural data, there are three 
different strontium sites in Sr3Al2O5Cl2, all of them with the coordination 
number 9 [42]. The three sites differ only by their average Sr-O and Sr-Cl 
distances. Eu2+ ions substitute for Sr2+ ions because of the similar ionic radii [44] 
and the same charge. 
In this chapter, the temperature dependent emission spectra and decay curves 
of Eu2+ in Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+, as well as persistent luminescence 
of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+, are studied and discussed. 
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7.2 Experimental  

7.2.1 Synthesis 

The Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ phosphors were prepared by the conventional high 
temperature solid state reaction. The stoichiometric amounts of high purity raw 
materials; SrCO3 (Dr. Paul Lohmann, p.a.), Al2O3 (Degussa, p.a.), SrCl2*6H2O 
(VWR-Prolabo, p.a.), Eu2O3 (Treibacher, 99.99%) and Dy2O3 (Shin-Etsu Chemical 
Co., p.a.) were ground in the agate mortar employing acetone as a grinding media. 
The mixed powders were first annealed at 700 oC for 12 h in air. The second 
calcination step was performed in a reducing atmosphere of 90% N2 and 10% H2 at 
1200 oC for 4 h with intermediate grinding. 
 
7.2.2 Characterization 

The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on a Rigaku 
MiniFlex II, operated in the Bragg–Brentano geometry and equipped with 
a Cu-anode X-ray source. 
The room temperature UV/VIS excitation and emission spectra were recorded 
on an Edinburgh Instruments FLS920 fluorescence spectrometer equipped 
with a 450 W Xe arc lamp, a monochromator TMS300 (Czerny-Turner optics),  
and a cooled (-20 °C) photo-multiplier tube (Hamamatsu R2658P) operating in the 
single photon counting mode. The spectra were corrected for the instrumental 
response and wavelength dependent lamp output. For the excitation and emission 
spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) a ‘‘MicrostatN’’ cryostat from Oxford 
Instruments was applied to the spectrometer. Measurements were carried out from 
77 to 500 K in 25 K steps, using the same setup. For luminescence life time 
measurements a 375 nm pulsed laser diode from Edinburgh Instruments 
(model - EPL375) was used as excitation source. 
The reflection spectrum of the undoped Sr3Al2O5Cl2 sample and persistent 
luminescence of Eu2+ and Eu2+,Dy3+ doped samples were recorded 
on an Edinburgh Instruments FS920 spectrometer equipped with a 450 W Xe arc 
lamp, a cooled (-20 °C) single-photon counting photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R928) 
and an integration sphere coated with barium sulfate. BaSO4 (99% Sigma-Aldrich) 
was used as reflectance standard. 
All VUV spectroscopy measurements were carried out on an Edinburgh 
Instruments FS920 spectrometer equipped with a VUV monochromator VM504 
from Acton Research Corporation (ARC) and a deuterium lamp as excitation 
source. The sample chamber was flushed with dry nitrogen to prevent absorption 
of VUV radiation by oxygen or moisture present in air. 
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7.3 Results and discussion 

The crystal structure and phase purity of the synthesized samples were identified 
by powder XRD analysis and the obtained patterns are given in Figure 1. 
The XRD patterns of the samples match the reference pattern of Sr3Al2O5Cl2 
(PDF2-00-080-0564) and no impurity phases were detected. The position 
and intensity of the main peaks are the same for all phosphors investigated. 

 

Figure 1 Powder XRD patterns of (a) undoped Sr3Al2O5Cl2, 
(b) Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5%Eu2+, (c) Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+. The reference 
pattern (d) of orthorhombic Sr3Al2O5Cl2 is included for comparison. 
 
The excitation and emission spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ measured at room 
temperature are presented in Figure 2a. The excitation spectrum 
of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+, measured by monitoring the emission at 615 nm, shows two 
bands. The band with the rising edge around 200 nm is attributed to host lattice 
absorption. The band gap energy of Sr3Al2O5Cl2 estimated from the half height 
value of the intensity of the absorption band edge is 200 nm (6.3 eV). A similar 
value is derived from the turning point of the absorption edge in the reflection 
spectrum (Figure 2b). However, the results obtained differ from those published 
by Song et al. [45], who reported the band gap energy of Sr3Al2O5Cl2 

to be around 230 nm. The diffuse reflection spectrum reported by Song et al. 
showed an absorption band around 215 nm, with an onset at 230 nm.  
The recovery to 100% reflection below 215 nm suggests that the band they assign 
to the host lattice edge is a defect absorption since host lattice absorption 
is characterized by a sharp rising absorption edge followed by a strong continuous 
absorption towards shorter wavelengths. The presently found absorption edge  
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Figure 2 (a) Excitation and emission spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5% Eu2+ at 300 K 
(b) Diffuse reflection spectrum of undoped Sr3Al2O5Cl2 at 300 K. 

 
around 200 nm is also more in line with values typically found for aluminates. 
The band ranging from 220 to 450 nm in excitation spectrum of Sr3Al2O5Cl2: Eu2+  
is attributed to the electric-dipole transition from the 8S7/2 ground state of the [Xe]4f7 
configuration of Eu2+ to the [Xe]4f65d1 excited states. Under 340 nm excitation 
the Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ phosphor shows red emission centered at 615 nm. The broad 
band emission spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ correspond to the allowed electric-dipole 
transition [Xe]4f65d1 → [Xe]4f7 of divalent europium. As was mentioned before, 
three different strontium sites exist in Sr3Al2O5Cl2. The strontium sites have the 
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Figure 3 (a) Emission spectra as a function of temperature and the thermal 
quenching curve (inset) of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5% Eu2+ (b) Configurational 
coordinate diagram. 
 
same coordination number 9 and similar coordination geometry thus the emission 
bands from these sites are expected to show significant overlap and merge to one 
broad band. 
Figure 3 displays the emission spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ phosphor (λex = 340 nm) 
as a function of temperature. The red emission of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ is strongly 
quenched upon increasing the temperature. The inset in Figure 3 shows the 
temperature dependence of the integrated emission of the Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 
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normalized to the integral at 77 K. The line through the experimental data points 
(solid squares) presents a Boltzmann sigmoidal fit. The Boltzmann model has been 
employed for the calculation of TQ1/2 value, which indicates the temperature when 
the phosphor loses 50% of its efficiency. The value TQ1/2 was found to be 360 K. 
The strong decrease of the emission intensity with increasing temperature can be 
explained by the configuration coordinate diagram (Figure 3b) accounting for the 
interaction between the dopant ion and the vibrating lattice of the host material. 
With increasing temperature, higher vibrational levels in the excited state are 
thermally occupied. From these higher vibrational levels cross-over to a high 
vibrational level in the ground state can occur, followed by fast non-radiative 
relaxation [46]. Two competing processes occur; one is the radiative transition from 
excited state parabola to the ground state parabola and second, the non-radiative 
transition due to cross-over to the ground state parabola. The second process 
becomes more probable with increasing temperature and therefore the 
luminescence intensity decreases at elevated temperatures. It is also observed that 
the position of the emission band strongly depends on temperature and shifts 
to the shorter wavelengths with increasing temperature, from 645 nm at 77 K 
to 594 nm at 500 K. This blue shift of ~1300 cm-1 is much larger than kT 
and cannot be due to emission from thermally occupied higher (vibrational) levels. 
A blue shift of the Eu2+ emission was also reported in Ca2SiO4:Eu2+ 

and NaBaPO4:Eu2+ by Kim et al. [47] and Zhang et al. [48], respectively, but the 
shifts were much smaller in these systems (300 cm-1 between 90 and 400 K 
and 200 cm-1 between 280 and 400 K in Ca2SiO4:Eu2+ and NaBaPO4:Eu2+, 
respectively). This shift was described in terms of thermally activated back transfer 
from the excited states of the low-energy emission band to the excited states 
of high-energy emission band which is consistent with a shift of the order of kT. 
In Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ the shift is much larger and a different explanation must be 
provided. There are three centers for Eu2+ ions with different emission 
wavelengths. It is well known that the quenching temperature for Eu2+ emission 
is lower for longer wavelength emission due to a smaller energy barrier in the 
configuration coordinate diagram for the same Stokes shift [49]. The lower 
quenching temperature for the longer wavelength emission will cause a quenching 
of the red emission leading to a blue shift in the emission spectrum upon raising 
the temperature. Please note that this explanation implies the absence of efficient 
energy transfer between Eu2+ ions. This is reasonable in view of the low Eu2+ 
concentration (0.5%). 
In order to confirm the existence of different Eu2+ luminescent centers, excitation 
spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ were recorded for different emission wavelengths 
at 77 K (see Figure 4). The excitation onset shifts to longer wavelengths 
with increasing emission wavelength. The similarity of the spectrum for the three 
emission wavelengths indicates that the luminescence spectra for the three sites 
do not strongly vary which is in line with the fact that the Eu2+ ions occupy sites 
with rather similar chemical surroundings. 
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Figure 4 Excitation spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5%Eu2+ recorded for three 
different emission wavelengths at 77 K. 
 
Figure 5 shows temperature dependent decay curves of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+, when 
excited at 375 nm. The lifetime of Eu2+ emission is nearly constant (around 3.8 μs) 
up to 200 K and drops at higher temperature. The calculated decay times for 
different temperatures are summarized in Table 1. The decay curves measured at 
temperature range from 77 to 250 K were fitted by a single exponential decay 
I(t) = A·exp(-t/ τ), where I(t) is intensity at a given time t, A is a constant and 
τ is a lifetime. 
 

  

Figure 5 Luminescence decay curves of the Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5%Eu2+ (for 
λex=375 nm and λem in the emission maximum) as a function of temperature.  
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Table 1 Emission maxima and decay times of the Sr3Al2O5Cl2:0.5%Eu2+ 

at different temperatures. 
 

Temperature (K) 77 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 

Emission max (nm) 645 643 637 630 622 615 610 606 600 

Decay time (µs) 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.1 2.2 1.4 0.7 

 
At higher temperature the decay curves become non-exponential and a faster initial 
component appeared. The decay curves measured in the temperature range 
from 300 to 450 K were fitted with bi-exponential fit function 
I(t) = A1·exp(-t/ τ1) + A2·exp(-t/ τ2). The observation of a bi-exponential decay 
indicates that the quenching temperature is not the same for the different Eu2+ sites 
and emission from a site with a lower quenching temperature results in the 
observation of a faster initial decay component due to an increasing non-radiative 
decay rate. The values plotted in Figure 5 and tabulated in Table 1 represent the 
slower decay component τ2. The decay times of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ gets shorter with 
increasing temperature. This behavior is typical for the situation where the lifetime 
is shortened by a faster non-radiative decay from the excited state at higher 
temperatures. Moreover, the decrease in decay time is accompanied 
by a decrease in emission intensity (see Figure 6), which is also due to an 
increased probability of non-radiative transitions with increasing temperature. 
Both decay time and emission intensity of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ are plotted as function 
of temperature in Figure 6. As mentioned before the luminescence quenching 
temperature TQ1/2  determined from the temperature dependence of the  integrated  

 

 

Figure 6 The comparison between thermal quenching of Eu2+ emission and 
the temperature dependence of decay times for Eu2+ in Sr3Al2O5Cl2. 
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emission intensity was found to be 360 K. The temperature dependent decay times 
show a similar trend with a slightly higher quenching temperature (TQ1/2 = 370 K). 
Note that the decay curves become non-exponential at elevated temperatures. 
This is consistent with the presence of different Eu2+ sites with different quenching 
temperatures and also causes an uncertainty in the TQ1/2 derived from the 
temperature dependence of the decay times. 
The emission and excitation spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ 
at 300 K (Figure 7), show the same position of maxima. At 300 K the emission 
spectra of both phosphors consist of the broad band, peaking at 615 nm, which 
is attributed to overlapping emission bands for Eu2+ ions in three different strontium 
sites. No additional peaks from Dy3+ were observed in the emission spectrum 
of the sample co-doped with Dy3+. The intensity of the emission band 
of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1% Eu2+,Dy3+ is weaker in comparison to Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+. 
No significant differences were noticed in the excitation spectra 
of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ except for the different intensity. 
Excitation spectra of these two phosphors recorded for 615 nm emission consist 
of the broad band, peaking at 340 nm.  
Figure 8 shows the persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 
and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ after 340 nm irradiation for 5 min at room temperature. 
Samples were kept in the dark for a sufficiently long time prior to the experiment, 
so that all traps contributing to room temperature afterglow can be assumed to be 
empty. Both phosphors show persistent luminescence, however, the persistent 
luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ is stronger in comparison with the sample 
without Dy3+ co-doping (note the log scale for the intensity axis). The red/orange 
persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ can be observed with human eye 
for more than a minute. The afterglow time is shorter than observed for 
Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Tm3+, where an afterglow for more than an hour was observed 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Excitation and emission spectra of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1%Eu2+ 

and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ at 300 K. 
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Figure 8 Persistent luminescence decay curves of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1%Eu2+ 

and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:1%Eu2+,0.5%Dy3+ after 340 nm irradiation for 5 min at 300 K. 
 
which can be explained by a deeper trap depth of traps induced by Tm3+ [41]. 
The shape of the decay curves for both Eu2+ and Eu2+, Dy3+ doped phosphors 
is rather similar with relatively slow persistent luminescence after an initial faster 
decay. The introduction of Dy3+ creates more defects which reduces the direct 
luminescence intensity. During excitation a fraction of charge carriers is trapped 
in defects and does not contribute to the direct emission.  
The effect of Dy3+ addition on persistent luminescent properties of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 
is clear but the detailed mechanism of this phenomenon is still not well-understood, 
even though it has been observed in a variety of afterglow materials. The different 
trapping properties can be explained by two factors: the trap depth and the trap 
concentration. It is not clear, if the increase in room temperature afterglow upon 
addition of Dy3+ is due to the introduction of new traps with suitable trap depth 
or increasing the density of existing types of traps in this material. On the one hand, 
if Dy3+ is doped into Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+, it will substitute divalent strontium ions of the 
host lattice, resulting in the creation of a positively charged defect, viz. •

SrDy .  
Due to this chemically non equivalent substitution, an excess of positive charge 
in the host lattice must be compensated. A possible way to balance electric charge 
is to replace three Sr2+ ions by two Dy3+ ions ( ''32 223 SrSr VDyDySr +→+ •++ ). 
The positive defect •

SrDy  can also enhance the formation of singly ionized oxygen 
vacancies if the Dy2+/3+ energy level is located below the oxygen vacation ionization 
energy. The incorporation of Dy3+ may lead to a significant increase of the 
thermoluminescence (TL) intensity, even without immediately being involved in the 
TL process, by increasing the concentration of ionized oxygen vacancies which can 
act as electron traps. The present experiments confirm the role of Dy3+ in the 
enhancement of persistent luminescence in Eu2+ doped aluminates.  
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7.1 Conclusions 

In this work, the luminescence and persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ 
and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ phosphors have been investigated. Both materials show 
broad band orange-red emission peaking around 615 nm at room temperature. 
The emission is ascribed to the [Xe]4f65d1 → [Xe]4f7 transition of Eu2+ situated in 
three different strontium sites. The Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ shows considerable thermal 
quenching of the emission intensity and strong shortening of the Eu2+ lifetime with 
increasing temperature. It was also observed that position of the emission band 
strongly depends on temperature and shifts towards the shorter wavelengths with 
increasing temperature, from 645 nm at 77 K to 594 nm at 500 K. This shift is 
explained by a lower quenching temperature for the longer wavelength (red) 
emission bands. Both, Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ and Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ show persistent 
luminescence. The persistent luminescence of Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ is rather weak and 
lasts only for a few seconds, whereas the same material co-doped with Dy3+ shows 
longer and stronger afterglow. 
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Samenvatting 
 
 
Luminescerende materialen (fosforen) die licht blijven uitzenden lang nadat 
de excitatie gestopt is, vertonen een verschijnsel dat bekend is als nalichten of als 
persistente luminescentie. Dit type luminescerende materialen heeft de mensheid 
al eeuwen geboeid maar de precieze oorzaak van het nalichten is lang een 
mysterie gebleven. De ontdekking van het zeer efficiënt nalichtende materiaal 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ door Matsuzawa et al. in 1996 markeert het begin van een 
nieuwe golf van onderzoek naar persistente luminescentie. Het groen nalichtende 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ wordt nu op grote schaal toegepast in bijvoorbeeld nalichtende 
markering naar een nooduitgang, decoratieve keramiek, horlogewijzers en ‘Glow in 
the dark’ kinderspeelgoed. In het donker blijft de groene luminescentie urenlang 
zichtbaar, veel langer en duidelijker dan voor ZnS:Cu+ dat in het verleden werd 
gebruikt als nalichtende fosfor. De hernieuwde interesse in nalichtende fosforen 
heeft nieuwe inzichten in het mechanisme opgeleverd en ook nieuwe materialen, 
vooral in het blauw-groene spectrale gebied. Ondanks de nieuwe inzichten is het 
begrip van het precieze mechanisme voor nalichtende fosforen nog lang niet 
volledig. 

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek beschreven naar de luminescentie 
en persistente luminescentie van Eu2+ geactiveerde materialen. Het doel is het 
mechanisme voor de persistente luminescentie beter te begrijpen, vooral de rol van 
de co-dotering Dy3+ die de intensiteit van de persistentie luminescentie sterk 
verhoogt. Het tweede doel van het onderzoek is het synthetiseren 
en karakteriseren van nalichtende fosforen met andere kleuren, vooral in het geel-
oranje-rode spectrale gebied waar er behoefte is aan nieuwe en betere nalichtende 
fosforen. 

In het inleidende Hoofdstuk 1 worden de basisprincipes van opslagfosforen en de 
luminescentie van zeldzame aarden behandeld. In Hoofdstuk 2 volgt een overzicht 
van de diverse modellen die in de afgelopen jaren zijn geopperd om de persistente 
luminescentie in SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ en ook andere materialen te verklaren. 
De geweldige variëteit aan modellen laat zien hoe complex het is om het 
mechanisme op te helderen dat verantwoordelijk is voor het nalichten. Vooral 
de rol van de co-doteringen is onduidelijk. Er wordt een overzicht gegeven van de 
waarnemingen die door een model verklaard moeten worden en er worden enkele 
suggesties gedaan die kunnen helpen bij het vinden van een nieuw model dat al 
de waarnemingen kan verklaren. 
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Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van de luminescentie-eigenschappen van Eu2+ 

in diverse strontiumaluminaten, te weten SrAl12O19, SrAl4O7, Sr4Al14O25, SrAl2O4 

en Sr3Al2O6. De waargenomen luminescentie-eigenschappen zoals emissie- en 
excitatiespectra, levensduur van de emissie, temperatuurdoving van de 
luminescentie worden gerelateerd aan de Sr/Al verhouding en de lokale omringing 
van de Eu2+ ionen. De Sr/Al verhouding heeft een duidelijke invloed 
op de emissiegolflengte voor de 4f65d - 4f7 emissie van Eu2+. Met toenemende 
verhouding schuift de emissie naar langere golflengten. De metingen illustreren 
ook fraai het veelzijdige karakter van de 4f65d - 4f7 emissie van Eu2+. 
In de onderzochte reeks van strontiumaluminaten verschuift de emissiegolflengte 
van het ultraviolet helemaal naar het rode spectrale gebied. Voor Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+ zijn 
in de literatuur tegenstrijdige waarnemingen gerapporteerd. Zorgvuldige 
temperatuurafhankelijke metingen laten zien dat er voor Eu2+ op verschillende 
roosterplaatsen, verschillende luminescentie wordt waargenomen. Afhankelijk van 
de temperatuur en de excitatiegolflengte kan de luminescentie variëren van groen 
tot rood. Van de onderzochte aluminaten vertonen vooral SrAl2O4 en Sr4Al14O25 

sterke persistente luminescentie. In dit proefschrift wordt de laatste verbinding 
nader onderzocht. 

Eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat de temperatuurafhankelijke luminescentie 
van Eu2+ in Sr4Al14O25 merkwaardig gedrag vertoont als functie van temperatuur. 
Nieuwe inzichten die deze waarnemingen kunnen verklaren worden beschreven 
in Hoofdstuk 4. Bij lage temperatuur  worden twee emissiebanden waargenomen, 
één bij 490 nm en één bij 425 nm. De emissies worden toegeschreven aan Eu2+ 

op een de twee verschillende roosterplaatsen voor Sr2+ met respectievelijk 7- en 
10-voudige coördinatie door zuurstof in het kristalrooster. Bij verhoging van de 
temperatuur laat de 425 nm emissieband een onverwacht grote blauwverschuiving 
zien naar 400 nm bij 300 K. Om deze waarneming te verklaren wordt de 425 nm 
emissieband toegekend aan een door Eu2+ getrapt exciton en de 400 nm emissie 
aan 4f65d - 4f7 emissie van het Eu2+ ion op de roosterplaats met 10-coordinatie. 
Bij het verhogen van de temperatuur wordt de 4f65d toestand thermisch bezet 
en de kleinere roosterrelaxatie (kleinere Stokes shift) voor de 4f65d emissie 
verklaart de waargenomen sterke blauwverschuiving. 

Om dieper inzicht te krijgen in het nalichten en de rol van Dy3+ daarbij, wordt 
in Hoofdstuk 5 de thermoluminescentie (TL) van Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+ 

en Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+ in detail bestudeerd. Toevoeging van Dy3+ geeft een 
verhoging van de intensiteit van de pieken in het TL spectrum met een factor 30, 
in overeenstemming met de veel hogere intensiteit bij het nalichten. De positie van 
de pieken verandert nauwelijks. De diepte van de elektrontraps in het materiaal 
met en zonder Dy3+ is derhalve vrijwel gelijk, wat erop duidt dat de aard van de 
traps niet verandert maar dat de concentratie verhoogd wordt door co-dotering met 
Dy3+ waarbij de ionisatie-energie van het Dy2+/Dy3+ koppel een belangrijke rol 
speelt. Een nabehandeling van stoken in aanwezigheid van zuurstof heeft een 
duidelijk effect. De sterke afname van de intensiteit van de TL-pieken en het veel 
zwakkere nalichten geeft aan dat zuurstofvacatures een belangrijke rol spelen bij 
het nalichtmechanisme. Dit leidt tot de hypothese dat geïoniseerde 
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zuurstofvacatures dienst doen als elektron trap. De hogere intensiteit na 
co-dotering met Dy3+ geeft aan dat inbouw van Dy3+ in het rooster leidt tot een 
hogere concentratie van deze geïoniseerde zuurstofvacatures. 

Naast strontiumaluminaten met Eu2+ zijn ook strontiumsilicaten 
en chlooraluminaten gedoteerd met Eu2+ onderzocht. De gele luminescentie 
en persistente luminescentie van Sr2SiO4:Eu2+/Dy3+ worden beschreven 
in Hoofdstuk 6. Er wordt aangetoond dat de vorming van twee verschillende 
kristalstructuren voor deze verbinding (monoklien of orthorhombisch) kan worden 
beïnvloed door de reactie-omstandigheden en door het toevoegen van doteringen 
als Eu2+ en Ba2+. Zowel Sr2SiO4:Eu2+ als Sr2SiO4:Eu2+,Dy3+ vertonen persistente 
luminescentie. Het nalichten van Sr2SiO4:Eu2+ is zwak en duurt slechts seconden 
ter hetzelfde materiaal met Dy3+ als co-dotering een langer durend en sterker 
nalichten vertoont. 

Een nieuwe rood-nalichtende fosfor, Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+, is het onderwerp van 
Hoofdstuk 7. De fosfor Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+,Dy3+ geeft een brede band emissie rond 
615 nm bij kamertemperatuur. De dooftemperatuur voor de emissie is laag. Het 
maximum van de emissieband verschuift van 645 nm bij 77 K naar 594 nm bij 
500 K. De verschuiving wordt verklaard door een sterkere temperatuurdoving van 
de langgolvige rode emissie. Sr3Al2O5Cl2:Eu2+ licht na en opnieuw wordt 
waargenomen dat de persistente luminescentie sterker is voor het materiaal met 
Dy3+ als co-dotering. Het nalichten is minder intens dan voor SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ 

en Sr4Al14O25:Eu2+,Dy3+. 
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